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2 Abstract 

While forest management originally focused on growth and yield, it now has to provide a wide 

range of additional ecosystem services (ES). The forest manager, moreover, has to maintain 

resilience towards an interannual and intraannual variability of weather that is yet unknown. 

Accordingly, there is an increasing demand for simulation studies that support forestry 

stakeholders in decision making. While such scenarios originally focus on the scale level of the 

forest management unit, recent simulation studies consider the scale level of the whole 

landscape. Such a study has to (1) cover multiple ES provided by forests of complex structure 

and management, (2) take into account a future change of climate and weather variability linked 

to an increase of CO2, (3) consider the long-term influence of management on the hydrological 

system, and (4) account for at least one rotation period. A large variety of models today cover 

forest growth and structure development. Most model types, however, consider a narrow range 

of scale levels and objectives only. They neglect processes outside their main scope or represent 

them simplistically. On the contrary, studies on landscape scale level need to consider multiple 

effects of competing management options under a large variety of environmental conditions.  

Therefore, the study at hand contributes three optionally interconnected components to a wider 

conceptual modelling framework. For this purpose, a growth model component has been 

developed which combines carbon allocation with individual tree growth and thus competition. 

In contrast to non-physiological individual tree models that first component enables considering 

the sensitivity of the forest to environmental change in atmosphere and soil. The second 

component is a wood quality module that describes the individual board strength. It aims at 

facilitating the economical evaluation of simulated forest growth. As a pivotal component 

within scenarios that cover generational change, the third component estimates the initial state 

of the regeneration process.  

The first development combines a well-established physiological model to an individual tree 

module. It applies a mass conservative linkage that maintains consistence between both 

components. The second development embeds the envisaged wood quality module into a 

specifically developed simple forest growth model in order to identify key properties within 

both parts. The third development estimates the biomass of regeneration trees from stand 

structure and site based on inventory data. All components may extend existing models. 

Moreover, they may be used in connection to represent key processes of ecosystem service 

provision within representative landscape subareas. To that end, they might be embedded into 

a yet conceptual framework for complementing more parsimonious models that represent 
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overarching landscape processes. Experimental data and yet established theory enable further 

extension of each component. Their synthesis may support forest management in maintaining 

multifunctionality as well as resilience under environmental change of yet unknown extent and 

direction. 
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3 Introduction 

3.1 Development of forest growth models 

Following a severe wood shortage in the 18th century (Radkau 1983), the utilization of German 

forests began to follow the concept of sustainability after a long period of intensive exploitation 

(v. Carlowitz 1732). In order to maintain the overall stock of forest estates, modern forestry 

required reliable tools for predicting the long-term development of stands. 

The earliest predictive models in forestry were experience-based tables that showed the 

development of tree dimensions and numbers over time (e.g. Hartig 1795). Within the course 

of the 19th century the system of experimental plots was established that ever since supports the 

prediction of stand growth based on controlled management conditions. In the first half of the 

20th century, forest scientists (e.g. Gehrhardt 1909) derived parameterized biometric equations 

for the stock of pure stands from experimental plot data that were able to provide continuous 

values for all management related variables. For practical use, however, they still published the 

resulting time series of stand development in tables. In a next step, Wiedemann (1942) 

considered the possibility of managing stands with several tree species, adding a further degree 

of freedom to management. However, given the large variability of possible forest structures 

and site conditions that approach, although it still focused on stands of a simple even-aged 

structure, was not practicable. Nevertheless, the aim to predict the growth of heterogeneous 

stands defined a pioneering benchmark. Starting in the 1960s, computers enabled the 

comprehensive statistical evaluation of data and the parameterization of growth curves. They 

enabled calculation of yield tables from a large amount of data. These novel computer-based 

tables could differentiate between a large variety of management options, such as thinning and 

planting density (e.g. Curtis 1982). A further line of model evolution aimed at the simulation 

of stand development based on both an explicit description of stand dynamics and an initial 

state. It represents the state of a stand by the tree number frequency per size class and comprises 

three basically different approaches (Pretzsch et al. 2007): (1) differential equation models, 

(2) distribution prediction models and (3) stochastic evolution models (preceding paragraph 

section mostly based on Pretzsch et al. 2007). Differential equation models describe the rate of 

biomass change on a per stand layer basis as balance of tree biomass influx and efflux by a 

discrete-time approximation of the corresponding differential equation system (Pretzsch 2009, 

p. 445). Distribution prediction models represent the stand by a probability density function of 

tree size. They describe stand development as change of the function parameters over time 

(Pretzsch 2009, p. 446). Stochastic evolution models (Suzuki 1971, 1983, Sloboda 1976) also 
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aim at describing the evolution of the stem size frequency distribution based on its initial 

characteristics (Pretzsch et al. 2007). However, that type of model considers individual trees. 

Growth per tree is represented by a stochastic differential equation that comprises a 

deterministic term (drift) and a stochastic one (Sloboda 1988). The deterministic share of 

growth is obtained from the first derivative of the drift, i.e. the change of growth over time that 

may be related to increasing competition. It is considered as identical for all trees and uses 

uniform growth parameters for all. The individual deviation from average growth within the 

drift term, thus, exclusively depends on both the initial tree size and the initial size-related 

growth. Within the model’s deterministic part, these initial conditions suffice to determine the 

progressive shift of the tree size distribution at given growth parameters. However, the 

assumption that the growth rate of all trees changes identically over time implies homogeneity 

of structure and species within a stand being considered. Furthermore, that type of model 

requires calibration of growth curves specific both to site conditions and management. Still, an 

important innovation introduced by the stochastic evolution model is the second term that 

describes an unpredictable alteration of growth through neglected and unknown influences like 

weather extremes and disturbances.  

Matrix models for forestry (e.g. Usher 1979, 1981) originate from general matrix models for 

population dynamics (Lewis 1942, Leslie 1945). Their theory has been summarized by Liang 

and Picard (2013). Such models represent the state of forest, by at least one matrix. The 

matrice’s columns (resp. rows) correspond to a specific property and each column (resp. row) 

corresponds to a specific discrete property value. Thus, each matrix cell refers to a set of discrete 

properties, e.g. a species and a diameter class. The cell’s coefficient is the amount of forest with 

corresponding properties, e.g. the number of all individuals that share the cell’s species and 

diameter class. Matrix models work on discrete time steps. Within each step and per each cell 

they calculate the amount of forest that is gained or lost, e.g. the number of individuals that 

have grown into the cell’s diameter class vs. the number that has died or grown into a 

superordinate class. The definition of properties and coefficients depends on the type of matrix 

model. For example, EFISCEN (Sallnäs 1990; Schelhaas et al. 2007) represents the forest area 

per cell where each cell corresponds to volume per ha, species composition and further states. 

Matrix models calculate losses from cells and transitions among cells based on transition 

probabilities, that may take into account climate, stand density and stochastic events. These 

models have widely been applied to serve the objectives of finding a general optimum of 

management strategies (e.g. Tahvonen et al. 2010, Roessiger et al. 2016) and estimating the 

impact of climatic change and related disturbances on large scales (Dolstra 2002, Meyer 2005). 
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However, matrix models emphasize the principle of theoretical parsimony. They rather support 

fundamental analyses and large-scale studies than ecosystem service studies on landscape scale. 

Growth and yield oriented individual tree models that are based on the records of long term plot 

observation have been developed since the 1970s. They have often been considered as empirical 

as they refrain from a description of tree-internal processes. However, they apply growth curves 

that are basically reflecting the balance of catabolism and anabolism (Bertalanffy 1957, 

Richards 1959, Zhao-gang and Feng-ri 2003). These curves are restricted by the size and density 

of competing neighbors and modified by a random component. The growth equations and 

probability distribution functions of growth and yield oriented individual tree models are 

calibrated based on long-term records of individual tree dimensions. Observation based models, 

as the group will be denoted in the following, thus further break down tree size distribution into 

individual tree sizes. They have become regularly applied tools of forest management within a 

broad range of conditions, including site, forest structure and management system. Some 

prominent examples are SILVA (Pretzsch et al. 2002) MONTE (Palahí et al. 2004), FVS 

(Crookston and Dixon 2005), and Heureka (Wikström et al. 2011). 

Against the background of ecosystems research, a further model type has been presented by 

Botkin et al. (1972) with JABOWA. That type is called gap model (reviewed by Bugmann 

2001). Its original objective is to model long-term succession as the outcome of growth and 

competition. Therefore, common gap models represent the stand as a large collection of 

idealized patches. In the early gap model concept, each tree fully covers the patch it resides on 

with its two-dimensional ground-parallel crown. Initially, numerous small trees of arbitrarily 

defined size are randomly distributed across each patch. Each tree is supposed to grow as 

determined by site conditions and competition with all other trees inside the patch boundary. In 

a final state, only one tree fully covers the patch it resides on with its crown, reflecting the 

outcome of a competition process that is driven by site-species relations as well as a random 

component. The death of this final tree opens a patch-spanning gap with improved light 

conditions. That drop of competition pressure promotes growth of small trees, starting a new 

cycle of succession. Gap models originally do not aim at the precision of short term stock 

prediction but put strong emphasis on competition and survival within long-ranging stand 

development. Therefore, they often explain growth by a straightforward but physiologically 

reasoned theory. Within their original scope, thus, gap models rather serve to determine 

potentially suitable tree species than to predict merchantable timber production. 
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Physiologically-based models may be considered as an elaboration of growth principles already 

hinted at in the basic theory of gap models. They specifically aim on the interacting effects of 

simultaneously changing environmental boundary conditions. To that end, physiological 

models represent the coupling of various driving forces (light, temperature, nutrient 

availability) on the level of the plant organ (e.g. TREEDYN, Bossel 1996). On the one hand, 

their design strives for generalist equations. Such equations serve to represent growth and 

structure development under a wide range of weather conditions, including markedly novel 

weather. On the other hand, a typical physiological model describes growth as a result of 

interconnected processes within soil and canopy. These processes are driven by conditions at 

the stand’s system boundary. Therefore, the theory of such a model, beyond the influence of 

weather, takes into account the effect of soil fertility, air pollution, and CO2 concentration. 

Physiological models, hence, are particularly suitable to represent environmental change effects 

but often are restricted to a homogeneous stand structure. Nevertheless, a particular group of 

physiologically-based models also aims at the cohort or even the individual tree level. That 

way, it combines a high responsiveness with a flexible consideration of stand structure. For 

example, an individual-based physiological model can be used to explore the impact of weather 

variability on growth in dependence on stand and canopy structure (Rötzer 2013).  

Landscape models, within the study at hand, are models that consider the interaction among 

landscape units. To that end they consider processes like seed dispersal or spread of fire (Luo 

et al. 2014). A prominent example for a forest landscape model is the LANDIS model (He et 

al. 2004). As a different type of landscape model, GraS (Siehoff et al. 2011) considers forest as 

one among various other vegetation types. That model uses a high resolution. It works on a 

regular quadrangle grid of laterally interacting small area tiles (e.g. 100 m²). Tree growth within 

that model is simplistic and based on yield tables. With particular focus on forest dynamics, 

however, Hudjetz et al. (2014) further developed GraS to WoodS (Hudjetz et al. 2014) using 

algorithms from gap models for describing individual tree growth. 

Climate impact research on global scale level spawned the development of global vegetation 

models. Such models consider an adequately limited number of vegetation types including 

types of forest, e.g. boreal coniferous forest. An early representative of that group is the 

phytogeographical model of Box (1981). Later versions were developed particularly for climate 

impact research such as the related but refined model BIOME (Prentice et al. 1992) which could 

be run with output from global climate models (GCM). Dynamic global vegetation models 

(DGVM) are dynamic models that have been developed within the same scope in order to assess 
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transient changes of the vegetation cover (reviewed by Cramer 2002). They typically describe 

changing pools of carbon, water, and to a part also of nutrients, i.e. nitrogen. Therefore, they 

consider the exchange of heat and radiation, and of matter, typically carbon and water. 

Prominent examples are LPJ (Sitch et al. 2003) and HYBRID (Friend et al. 1997). DGVM have 

been directly coupled to GCMs in order to represent feedback responses (e.g. Giorgetta et al. 

2013). They typically consider a homogeneous vegetation cover that is characterized by plant 

functional types rather than species (e.g. in LPJ, Sitch et al. 2003). Some represent stand 

structure and species composition at higher detail such as ORCHIDEE-CAN (Naudts et al. 

2015). DGVMs have rarely been applied in research studies on landscape scale level, where 

they did not consider any lateral exchange but were used to provide estimates of the potential 

natural vegetation (e.g. MC1 by Yospin et al. 2015, Rogers et al. 2011). For that purpose, they 

do consider a relatively small grid size (e.g. Peaucelle et al. 2017). The general objective of that 

model group, however, are studies from continental to global scale. 

Each of the model types considered adheres to a specific field of application. That application 

context determines (1) each model type’s scale level, (2) the set of system components it covers, 

(3) the depth to which it explains processes, and (4) the boundary conditions it takes into 

account. The smaller the scale addressed by the model, e.g. forest management unit vs. 

continent, the higher is the expectation on the precision of the model result. Accordingly, the 

more realistic has to be the model theory and the more precise have to be the model’s input 

data. Model properties that promote precision, such as spatial explicitness and depth of process 

explanation, are not necessarily linked to each other. For example, an imaginary model may 

represent forest growth on the continental level by an accordingly fast algorithm that considers 

vegetation just as a homogeneous layer of a particular plant functional type. Still, that model 

might use a physiological algorithm driven by climate variables to explain growth. Conversely, 

on the enterprise scale, another imaginary model may use a spatially explicit representation of 

individual tree competition and management and consider various species. Although that 

management oriented model is spatially much more explicit, it may apply a growth algorithm 

that is purely empirical.  

A further pivotal determinant of model design is the time period covered by potential simulation 

scenarios. Since rotation periods are typically long and forests react slowly to interventions and 

disturbances, forest analysis typically considers decades to centuries. Therefore, scenarios often 

take into account novel boundary conditions that might be relevant within such a long time 

range. Such a scenario may imply a climate of unprecedented characteristics. It, moreover, 
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might either be considered as transient (e.g. Prentice et al. 1993) or as intransient, assuming the 

formation of a stable equilibrium (e.g. Claussen 1994). Simulation of future scenarios also 

requires considering the interannual and intraannual variability of weather. For example, it has 

to capture the strong effect of individual years marked by extreme summer drought (Zang et al. 

2014). 

3.2 Models for landscape-scale ecosystem service studies 

3.2.1 Observation based individual tree models 

Facilitation as well as competition among neighboring trees have gained considerable attention 

in present research on forest dynamics (e.g. Fichtner et al. 2018). That development is strongly 

driven by modelling demands that origin from the active conversion of homogeneous stands to 

structured, multi-species forest in some European countries. A part of that development is due 

to a requirement for increased resilience (e.g. Cavers and Cottrell 2015). Mixed forests exploit 

resources differently from monocultures. They may have a notably higher individual tree 

growth as well as maximum stand density (e.g. Pretzsch 2016, Pretzsch and Biber 2016, Thurm 

and Pretzsch 2016). Since forest structure, mixture composition, and thus response capacity can 

be very different in forests with the same density or average dimensions, individual tree models 

are ideal for simulating the development of structured and mixed forests. Prominent members 

of that model group are observation based individual tree models (e.g. Pretzsch et al. 2002). 

These stand models directly derive growth and dimensions of individual trees from observed 

relationships to their environment. Typically, they calculate stem height growth and diameter 

growth per time step. Based on the new diameter and height, crown dimensions are derived. 

The resulting idealized crown shape and often that of other trees within the stand being 

considered, are affecting the tree’s stem growth within the next time step. Observation-based 

individual tree models are used in forest management planning from stand to enterprise level 

over several decades, up to a rotation period. These practice-oriented models aim at the control 

of stock, yield and structure of the mature stand. 

One important group of observation based models originates from the Stand Prognosis Model 

by Wykoff et al. (1982). That model group directly estimates growth of each individual tree 

from the tree’s dimensions as well as from site properties. For example, the Stand Prognosis 

Model describes individual tree diameter growth per time step with an empirical function. That 

function uses the individual tree diameter and indicators of crown vitality, site and stand-level 

competition as predictors. Therefore, the function’s parameters were calibrated to observed data 
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of tree growth and the function’s predictors using regression analysis. The specific growth 

algorithm of that group, the direct estimation approach (Pretzsch 2009, p. 453) refrains from 

calculating competition based on explicit tree positions. Instead, it represents growth presuming 

average competition on a per tree size basis. That competition average, still, may refer to a 

confined range around the tree being considered. Prominent models of the group are BwinPro 

(Nagel et al. 2006), FVS (Crookston and Dixon 2005), Heureka (Elfving 2010, Wikström et al. 

2011) and PROGNAUS (Sterba and Monserud 1997). 

Another group of models considers the explicit position per tree for calculating the tree’s 

growth. That group comprises models such as MOSES (Hasenauer et al. 2006, Thurnher et al. 

2017), MOTTI (Hynynen et al. 2002, 2005), SILVA (Pretzsch et al. 2002) and SYBILA 

(Fabrika and Ďurský 2005). Models of that group are based on a potential growth to time 

relation that is specific to site and species, but general with respect to structure. To that end, its 

representatives approximate the potential tree size over tree age by a high quantile of size over 

age. In order to describe that relation, they often use the integral of a differential growth 

equation (e.g. Chapman-Richards in Pretzsch et al. 2002) and calculate the equation’s 

parameters from site conditions (e.g. Kahn 1994). These models reduce the growth potential 

per tree and time step by a competition factor that is based on attributes of dominance. That 

approach, denoted as potential modifier method (Pretzsch 2009, p. 454), often predicts potential 

growth starting at each time step from a biological age that is obtained from the potential growth 

function via tree size (often height). This algorithm implies that the growth potential at a given 

point in time was exclusively determined by developmental state and not by history (Monserud 

1975). In that respect it thus conforms to the state-space concept in forest modelling as 

explained by García (1994). 

Observation based individual tree models originally focused on growth and yield under 

observed climate conditions. More recently, however, they have been applied within landscape 

studies of ecosystem service provisioning under various future scenarios of management and 

climate (Biber et al. 2015). The time step of the model type typically covers several years (e.g. 

five, Pretzsch et al. 2002). It corresponds to the one used by management planning that 

traditionally extrapolates from periodic evaluation of inventory data. The spatial unit considered 

by observation based models is usually the stand, often represented by a number of inventory 

plots (Pommerening 2000) that share identical preconditions of growth and management. 

Both types of observation based models consider competition, either as a growth predictor or 

as a modifier of potential growth. If competitive pressure exerted on a tree is assumed to be 
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independent of its horizontal position, a corresponding competition indicator may be calculated 

on a per stand basis (e.g. Wensel and Koehler 1985). However, models that are applied to a 

stand structure of horizontal heterogeneity (e.g. variable mixture within same size class, species 

clusters, irregular shelterwood) need to take into account nearest neighbor competition and, 

therefore, individual tree position (e.g. Pretzsch et al. 2002, Hasenauer 2006). The potential 

modifier method facilitates the representation of nearest neighbor competition as dependent on 

site, species and tree arrangement, because it separates competition from the set of growth 

predictors. Thus, models which apply that method are particularly responsive to the stand-

intrinsic spatial pattern of thinning. Accordingly, they may represent structure and stock 

development also for highly heterogeneous forests that emerge from structural conversion. 

Forests of that kind constitute an important future forest type in many Central European regions 

(Bolte et al. 2009). Keeping in mind the relevance of the other approaches, this work will 

therefore focus on the model type that applies both potential growth and a distance dependent 

modifier. That model type will be denoted as potential modifier model hereinafter (e.g. SILVA, 

Pretzsch et al. 2002). The development of such models strives to maintain applicability to 

various site conditions, including those affected by climate change. To that end, dose-response 

functions have been derived in order to dynamically calculate a potential modifier based on 

various climatic variables and soil properties (Kahn 1994). 

3.2.2 Gap models 

Gap models, reviewed by Bugmann (2001), originally aim to predict the development of species 

composition on a regional scale as it develops over centuries. To that end, they most often 

presume an equilibrium climate. The common gap model considers a representative virtual 

stand of independent patches and models a long-term secondary succession that starts from a 

presumed seed bank on bare ground. This structural development typically proceeds until a 

stable state of species composition is achieved. The context in which gap models have been 

applied since the 1990s are often scenarios of novel climate that may develop due to global 

change (Bugmann et al. 1997, Fontes et al. 2010). The patch size of a gap model is originally 

100 to 1000 m², in order to represent the area influenced by a large tree. The time step of gap 

models is one year or less. 

Gap model design originally used a simplistic physiological explanation of growth. This was 

based on the multiplication of growth factors that were calculated from weather and soil 

conditions on the one hand, and competition pressure on the other (JABOWA, Botkin et al. 

1972). Given the high relevance of competition for the long-term development of stands, more 
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recent models derive these factors from more ecophysiological theory (e.g. 4c, Bugmann et al. 

1997, FORMIX, Huth et al. 1998). Therefore, these models require a sub-annual to even sub-

daily time step. 

While gap models originally describe neighbor competition based on a highly simplistic tree 

crown, more recent ones use a three-dimensional crown shape that is at least realistic in 

diameter and length. The majority of these gap models, in order to spare computational time, 

still calculate light competition from the horizontal average of light transmission per patch. In 

contrast, the model SORTIE (Pacala et al. 1996), although it originates from common gap 

models, calculates light extinction from the explicit arrangement of neighboring trees. Owing 

to computational efficiency demands, however, growth in that model is based on a 

straightforward theory: SORTIE represents diameter growth per tree and time step from site-

related growth per unit diameter at high vs. zero light, and the tree-related proportion of light 

being received. Other modern gap models, e.g. PICUS (Seidl et al. 2005) and FORMIND 

(Fischer et al. 2016) retain the patch based description of neighbor competition. For 

representing light competition, both neglect the explicit position of trees inside a patch being 

considered. However, they take into account the dominance related competition among trees 

through light extinction as determined by the average of canopy leaf area per patch and unit of 

height. Due to the efficiency of the patch-based approach, both PICUS and FORMIND are able 

to describe growth based on more advanced physiological theory. 

As the original focus of gap models is on the long-term change of species composition and 

structure, they are particularly feasible to describe processes of disturbance and regeneration. 

Accordingly, their field of application has extended towards forest dynamics within particular 

landscape types, such as the ecotone between the montane and subalpine Pyrenees (Ameztegui 

et al. 2015). Gap models have also supported studies on ecosystem service provision within 

particular landscapes (e.g. Wehrli et al. 2003, 2006). Some have been extended for studying 

effects of management within a rotation period. Seidl et al. (2005), moreover, couple the gap 

model PICUS with a simplified physiological production model in order to increase the 

sensitivity of the gap model to environmental changes. Bose et al. (2015) and Yasuda et al. 

(2013) study possible effects of thinning patterns within the typical time range of a rotation 

period. Accordingly, they have put emphasis on an individual based stand representation at the 

cost of physiological realism. 
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3.2.3 Physiological models 

Physiological models were originally designed to represent the average growth of trees within 

homogeneously structured forest (for reviews see Agren et al. 1991, Mäkelä et al. 2000, Le 

Roux et al. 2001, Landsberg 2003). Such models disaggregate the stand and tree perception into 

interacting modules which consider tree internal processes down to the subcellular level. The 

concept of physiological models is to use general equations that describe sub-processes of 

growth in order to explain tree biomass changes and matter exchange. Presuming an adequately 

complete theory, they enable extrapolation of tree responses to environmental changes beyond 

the range that has yet been observed. The range of such changes is not restricted to 

unprecedented weather of novel variability but also includes other boundary conditions, such 

as the exposure to different ozone and CO2 concentrations. Physiologically-based models 

describe carbon-, nitrogen-, and water balances that depend on the conditions at the leaf and 

root surface and, hence, on the micrometeorological fluxes within the forest canopy (Jarvis and 

Mc. Naughton 1986, Whitehead 1998) as well as on the soil-intrinsic conditions. Therefore, 

physiological models generally also include an estimate of light, temperature, and water 

distribution which is often based on physical processes such as radiation extinction, reflectance 

and absorption. That way, they may use weather records or climate scenario data given above 

canopy in order to obtain the according driving force variables at leaf area and soil surface. 

Besides temperature and radiation transfer, an accurate notion about the availability of water is 

particularly important. Therefore, the water balance includes interception, transpiration and 

ground evaporation processes and considers the belowground water storage and distribution as 

dependent on soil properties. However, a lateral exchange between adjacent forest patches or 

access to the ground water table is generally not considered.  

While physiological models originally work on monthly (e.g. Landsberg and Waring 1997) 

down to daily time steps (e.g. Kirschbaum 1999, 2000), more recent representatives of that 

group calculate at least some processes in a temporal resolution of less than one day (e.g. Grant 

et al. 2007, Grote et al. 2011). That investment into computational expense is required as the 

models’ depth of process explanation is related to interdependences on a small time scale. The 

early physiological model TREEDYN 3 (Bossel 1996) presumed a single-species even aged 

stand. That model simulated one single tree as a stand representative. In contrast, the also 

physiologically-based model BALANCE is a distance-dependent individual tree model that 

uses explicit tree positions (Grote and Pretzsch 2002). As the application of such a model is 

limited by computational effort, several more recent developments consider a number of 
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competing cohorts. These cohorts are groups of trees or ground vegetation. Typically, each 

cohort is represented by a single individual (Grote et al. 2011, Deckmyn et al. 2008). Cohorts 

may occupy and also share different canopy or soil layers of variable extension.  

Scientific work on physiological models has also approached the prediction of wood quality as 

a result of carbon balance and allocation (e.g. Mäkelä and Mäkinen, 2003). A very detailed 

example is an extension developed for the ANAFORE cohort model which applies the pipe 

model theory (Shinozaki et al. 1964, Deckmyn et al. 2006). Such models may calculate year 

ring internal properties such as latewood biomass and sapwood extension at high spatial 

resolution (Deckmyn et al. 2008, 2009). 

3.2.4 Landscape models 

A typical landscape model such as LANDIS (He et al. 2004) runs on the regional scale. It 

represents succession based on presence or absence of species-age cohorts at a grain of 10 to 

500 m, and operates with a 10-year time step. LANDIS notably takes into account the effect of 

disturbances (i.e. fire) on vegetation dynamics based on fuel accumulation and fire probability. 

A variant of this model, LANDIS PRO (Wang et al. 2013), also accounts for competition 

between tree cohorts. It therefore uses a more detailed cohort definition than the original 

LANDIS model that is based on tree number per species and an age dependent DBH. This 

structure enables LANDIS PRO to quantify stand-scale resource competition based on the 

Stand Density Index SDI (Reineke 1933). Fire spread in many regions is a major source of 

disturbance and seed dispersal is an essential process of fire resilience. Thus, models of the 

LANDIS type typically represent both processes based on properties of neighboring grid cells, 

realizing horizontal exchange. Schumacher et al. (2004) further developed LANDIS to 

LandClim. They added a quantitative description of biomass growth that models individual tree 

development on a 10-year time step based on a potential modifier method. 

Some models in this group are designed for more detailed calculations and therefore concentrate 

on relatively small landscapes. For example, the Woodland Succession Model (WoodS, 

Hudjetz et al. 2014) predicts succession as a result of expansion, disturbance and competition. 

It uses a species-specific mean growth rate from yield tables in order to calculate tree height 

growth from a modified Bertallanffy equation. WoodS is applied for areas of a few thousand 

ha and over a time range of 50 to 100 years. To that end, it discretizes the target area by a fine 

grain quadrangle grid of up to 10 m × 10 m tiles. WoodS notably takes into account the spread 

of herbaceous species.  
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At even higher spatial resolution of 1 m² tiles, Rammig et al. (2006) modeled the establishment 

of forest stands after heavy blowdown inside a total area of several hectares. They describe 

seedling dispersal, germination, seedling survival and growth as dependent on herb layer 

properties based on cellular automata rules. Although the model works on a scale far below that 

of a typical landscape model, it also takes into account horizontal interactions of grid tiles, 

represented by spatial correlation and clustering. Similar to typical landscape models, it uses a 

simplistic representation of individual tree growth in order to spare computational time. 

3.3 Innovation requirements 

Each model type takes into account specific processes and target variables that are all highly 

relevant if the impact of climate change on forest ecosystem services is considered. As 

summarized in the following, there is considerable requirement for new modules that together 

link key processes of competition, disturbance and regeneration with forest growth and 

development. 

3.3.1 Sensitivity to thinning 

The horizontal and vertical location of thinning and harvest interventions decides on which 

individuals are released from competition and to what extent. Depending on the spatial 

intervention pattern, particular species, e.g. shadow tolerant ones, may be fostered or a 

particular size-class composition achieved. That process is crucial where forestry puts emphasis 

on forest conversion. Therefore, some prominent observation based individual tree models 

consider position, size and competition per individual tree (Pretzsch et al. 2002). Some gap 

models that have been applied to study effects of different management systems (e.g. Pacala 

1996) also describe competition on a per-tree basis at the cost of physiological detail. Others 

still consider competition as horizontally homogeneous within each patch but take into account 

the vertical gradient of transmission calculated from realistic individual tree crown shapes. (e.g. 

FORMIND, Fischer et al. 2016). Each of these modelling approaches follows the overall 

objective to represent stand structure details at high spatial resolution while maintaining 

acceptable computation speed. Such stand models address managers on the level of the forest 

management unit and political decision makers on the landscape scale level. In order to be 

computationally efficient, they generally settle for a shallow depth of process explanation. 
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3.3.2 Sensitivity to environmental change 

Future scenarios of environmental change require forest simulation models that represent the 

combined effect of weather, CO2, and air pollution. Against that background, the coupling 

between light competition and competition for soil resources, i.e. nutrients and water is an 

important process of stand development (Pretzsch and Biber 2010). It results in a relevant shift 

of competitive advantage towards smaller trees if site quality decreases and vice-versa (size-

symmetric vs. asymmetric competition, Schwinning and Weiner 1998, Wichmann 2001, 2002). 

Under conditions of aggravated drought, CO2 increase and atmospheric pollution, the 

competitive advantage gained through height dominance might thus differ from the one 

currently observed. That change may affect the applicability of parameters defining competition 

within observation based models. One well-reasoned approach to implement size-symmetric 

vs. asymmetric competition within the potential modifier approach (see section 3.2.1) is 

modifying competition based on the dynamically calculated site index (Pretzsch and Biber 

2010). Modelling the combined impact of extreme drought and atmospheric pollution on forest 

development, still, might require describing key processes that underlie the additional influence 

of species, mixture and structure (e.g. Pretzsch et al. 2013, Pretzsch et al. 2016, Rais et al. 

2014a). Therefore, physiological models try to explain the carbon allocation process directly 

from environmental influences that are modified by stand structural properties. They can thus 

serve to study the effect of stand structure on competition under scenarios of novel weather 

variability. Long-term studies may hence benefit from linking physiologically-based models 

with others that describe species-specific and structure-dependent individual tree growth. 

Physiologically-based individual tree models (Grote and Pretzsch 2002), however, are slow. A 

hybrid model for application on landscape scale level, in contrast, has to be fast in order to 

consider numerous stand types and climate scenarios. 

3.3.3 Regeneration 

Regeneration has been particularly important within long-term succession studies using gap 

models. However, against the background of forest conversion and climatic resilience (Kölling 

2007, Ende et al. 2010, Cavers and Cottrell 2015), there is now general demand for representing 

establishment and growth of saplings. Given the rise of forestal labor cost since the 1920s 

(Macgregor 1947), natural regeneration in particular has become increasingly interesting for 

forest management. Recent work, therefore, has embedded regeneration modules into 

management-oriented observation-based models (e.g. Biber and Herling 2002, Herling 2004, 
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Millington et al. 2013). That development may generally benefit from gap models that provide 

a valuable pool of comprehensive regeneration theory. However, long-term succession 

modelling usually starts on bare ground and retrieves its initial regeneration state from spin-up 

runs (e.g. Didion et al. 2009). Practical model application and scenario studies on landscape 

scale level, in contrast, consider a shorter time period. Within that scope, spin up-runs might 

notably extend the computational effort per simulation scenario. Moreover, while understory 

stock and species composition are decisive for stand structure development throughout a 

rotation period, they are difficult to evaluate. Thus, obtaining the initial state of regeneration 

from realistic relations to stand structure and site may notably benefit regeneration modelling 

(Schweiger and Sterba 1997, Tremer et al. 2005). 

3.3.4 Linkage to landscape processes 

Management decisions on species composition and structure as well as forest fertilization may 

affect the water balance and water quality of a landscape being considered. For example, 

thinning intensity and tree species selection influence groundwater recharge (Sutmöller and 

Meesenburg 2012) and the quality of rivers and lakes (Gundersen et al. 2006; Weis et al. 2001). 

Mediated by the flow of ground and surface water, the local effects of stand management 

disseminate into the landscape. That way, planting, thinning, harvesting, and fertilization 

influence the landscape’s available water amount and quality both in the short-term and in the 

long run. Forest management on landscape scale level may also aim at explicitly controlling 

processes of lateral exchange. Within regions of notable fire risk, such a process is fire spread. 

Another regional process, seed dispersal, may be important for establishing forest resilience, 

both towards fire and windthrow. Model development, therefore, needs to capture the combined 

effects of management on the landscape scale. Representing these effects comprehensively with 

a physiologically based individual tree model would be computationally expensive. Moreover, 

a physiological model is sensitive to numerous parameters that could not be obtained at 

adequate precision within a heterogeneous landscape. Therefore, consideration of landscape 

processes is typically linked to a diminished depth of process explanation and stand structure 

representation (e.g. Tietjen and Huth 2006). A possible solution to this dilemma would be to 

apply a model that combines the specific advantages of observation based models (individual 

trees), physiological models (profound explanation of processes), and gap models 

(regeneration) within representative subareas. Such a hybrid approach would use a dynamic 

regeneration module to provide an interface to landscape processes such as seed dispersal (e.g. 

Luo et al. 2014) and at the same time could represent the understory fuel load realistically. 
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3.3.5 Wood quality development 

Within a given scenario of forest development, the quality distribution of harvested wood 

determines the economic return achieved. That distribution depends on management options 

like planting density, thinning regime, and rotation period (e.g. Schütz et al. 2015, Tahvonen et 

al. 2013). The assortment structure of wood available for long-term usages such as building and 

furniture is highly important for determining the long-term substitution effect of forest 

management on the atmospheric CO2 balance (Oliver et al. 2014, Skog and Nicholson 1998). 

The wood quality distribution thus, determines the scenario-specific effect of management on 

economic productivity on the one hand, and on the atmospheric CO2 balance on the other. Thus, 

it may be crucial for representing the tradeoff between acceptable incomes in forestry, reduction 

of atmospheric CO2, and further ecosystem services like biodiversity (Oliver et al. 2014). 

Accordingly, Mäkelä et al. (2010) recommend implementing wood quality simulation into 

models for long-term silvicultural planning.  

A particularly important trait of wood quality is yield per strength grade. Wood strength 

modelling might simply consider the outer properties per log. That approach, however, cannot 

represent the density and knottiness of boards obtained from a particular log. In order to 

estimate the bending strength per individual board based on a sawing simulation (Todoroki and 

Rönnqvist 2001), models need to derive the log’s inner structure from its growth history. 

Deckmyn et al. (2008) use a physiological cohort model that simulates the allocation of carbon 

to conductive pipes, fibers, parenchyma, and bark in order to simulate the development of wood 

tissue composition on a daily time step. The benefit of such a detailed approach, however, is 

limited by the precision of parameters that are expensive to obtain (Deckmyn 2009). An 

alternative approach derives the ring width and the log-intrinsic arrangement of branches from 

the annual stem and branch growth of an observation-based model. A prominent example for 

that method is SYLVER (Mitchell 1988) which describes the effect of crown interference on 

branch and knot positioning in particular detail. The growth component of SYLVER is the 

individual tree model TASS. That non-physiological growth model calculates crown growth 

based on branch growth. Based on the resulting quantity of foliage it computes the annual stem 

growth. TASS provides hence very detailed algorithms for crown competition and crown shape 

that enable an accordingly precise representation of the crown-intrinsic and hence stem-intrinsic 

branch architecture (Mitchell 1975). In contrast, common observation based individual tree 

models calculate an idealized convex crown hull from the dimensions of the stem. Nevertheless, 
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it may be assumed that they may infer a simplistic branch architecture from that crown shape 

and thereby retain their high computational efficiency. 
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4 Objectives 

Forest simulation studies at landscape scale level may serve to estimate the effect of various 

possible management pathways on ecosystem service provision (e.g. Egnell et al. 2011). Such 

studies, on the one hand need to consider the direct influence of future climate. On the other 

hand, they have to take into account risk mitigation measures and silvicultural interventions 

that represent socio-economic boundary conditions, such as wood demand and recreational 

criteria (Biber et al. 2015). The coupling of different modelling approaches might thus be 

required in order to represent the important processes regarding a particular research question 

within selected subareas. To that end, the thesis at hand presents various model components 

that are embedded in a conceptual framework with an individual tree model at the core. 

Emphasis is put on the objective that the computational efficiency of a potential modifier 

approach is retained (Figure 1).  

Growth allometry and nearest-neighbor competition are particularly elaborate in observation 

based individual tree models that apply the potential modifier method. To allow for weather 

sensitivity and possible coupling to a hydrological component, the thesis at hand firstly suggests 

a new hybrid model concept. That concept combines the individual tree growth allometry of 

the observation-based model SILVA (Figure 1, module S) with the cohort-related carbon and 

water balance calculations of the physiological model MoBiLE-PSIM (Figure 1, module M). 

Secondly, the thesis suggests a wood quality module (Figure 1, module Q) that can be coupled 

with a SILVA-based individual tree allometry module (Figure 1, module S). That module 

simulates yield per timber grade and thus supports the estimation and valuation of wood supply. 

Based on the simplistic crown perception of the individual tree module (Figure 1, module S), 

the wood quality component computes virtual stem structure and finally performs virtual 

sawing and individual board grading. The thesis at hand assumes that an existing dynamic 

regeneration module is part of the conceptual framework (Figure 1, module R). It is based on 

previous work of Biber and Herling (2002) and Herling (2004), and might be linked to the 

individual tree allometry module. In order to complement that dynamic regeneration module, 

the thesis thirdly suggests a statistical regeneration module (Figure 1, module I). That module 

provides initial values of regeneration that cannot be obtained from inventory data. To that end, 

it derives regeneration stock from mature stand properties and site conditions. Modules M, S, 

and R, where no physiological module is required, may be straightforwardly replaced by the 

complete SILVA model.  
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To achieve the outlined objectives, the thesis at hand has used the following methodology. The 

first objective has been met by merging the core theory of SILVA (Figure 1, module S) which 

is the individual tree growth allometry of stem and crown with MoBiLE (Figure 1, module M), 

a weather-sensitive cohort model based on physiological processes (Grote et al. 2011). That 

way, it incorporates species-specific and competition-induced individual tree growth dynamics, 

and at the same time provides responsiveness towards yet unobserved changes of environmental 

conditions. For the second objective, the prototype of a wood quality module has been newly 

implemented (Figure 1, module Q). It has been embedded into a specifically designed potential 

modifier individual tree model in order to identify pivotal properties for board strength 

simulation both in model and module. Finally, a novel statistical regeneration module has been 

developed addressing the third objective (Figure 1, module I). This inventory-based module 

enables a plausible initialization of the modelled regeneration process. Thus, it is an essential 

prerequisite for the representation of dynamic regeneration (Figure 1, module R) within an 

individual tree allometry module (Figure 1, module S). The specific model developments that 

have been implemented to support each of these objectives are presented in the following 

section. 
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Figure 1. Conceptual modelling framework that combines the allometry description of a SILVA-type individual tree module (S) with the per cohort biomass prediction of the 

physiological cohort model MoBiLE-PSIM (M); individual tree module S provides individual tree stem size data to a wood quality module for logging, sawing and strength 

grading on board level (Q); module S also includes a dynamic regeneration module (R) that receives its initial regeneration biomass based on overstory properties from a 

statistical model (I); symbol h is tree height, d is diameter; C24, C30 .. refer to strength classes in accordance to CEN (2009); PAR is photosynthetically active radiation and PP is 

precipitation.
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5 Publications 

The following section outlines the methods and the results per each publication that contributed 

to the thesis at hand. To that end, the section confines itself to concise explanations. It 

exclusively considers the results that are most relevant for the thesis objectives. Therefore, it is 

intentionally succinct in description of data properties and detail of result. Each abstract is 

slightly modified at its beginning to comply with the objective of that thesis. For a profound 

evaluation, the reader may kindly refer to the peer-reviewed publications appended to that work.  

5.1 Short contents 

Within the first publication - 

Extending a physiological forest growth model by an observation-based tree competition 

module improves spatial representation of diameter growth - 

Poschenrieder et al. (2013) develop and test a mass conservative bidirectional coupling between 

MoBiLE and SILVA. That coupling translates cohort-related subdaily carbon allocation and 

biomass growth to annual height and diameter growth of individual trees at the end of each 

simulated year. Based on the resulting tree dimensions, it redefines the top and bottom limits 

of each cohort. These limits define the starting condition of the ensuing year. The hybrid model 

that results from the coupling is weather sensitive. It is evaluated based on experimental plot 

data. 

Within the second publication - 

Modelling sawn timber volume and strength development at the individual tree level – essential 

model features by the example of Douglas fir - 

Poschenrieder et al. (2016) provide a model architecture for the simulation of board strength 

over a rotation period by an observation based management model. The core module of that 

architecture translates crown shape, branch arrangement and annual growth into the inner 

structure of the stem. A serially connected module based on that structure calculates the bending 

strength per individual board. The model architecture is evaluated based on experimental plot 

data from previous work. 
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Within the third publication - 

An inventory-based regeneration biomass model to initialize landscape scale simulation 

scenarios - 

Poschenrieder et al. (2018) present a statistical model that infers regeneration stock from 

overstory and site characteristics. That model is based on inventory plot data. It uses 

regeneration biomass as a predicted variable, as biomass closely depends on the stand intrinsic 

resistances to radiation, heat, and water. In order to represent the influence of local disturbances 

the modelling approach works on a stand-intrinsic scale and includes a stochastic component. 

The approach is evaluated based on spatially dense plot data from the Bavarian state forest 

inventory. 
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5.2 Author’s contribution 

5.2.1 Contribution to Poschenrieder et al. (2013) 

I sampled the trees, oversaw core-boring and verification of year ring data and statistically 

evaluated the data. I developed the theory of model coupling, designed, programmed and tested 

the individual tree module for MoBiLE. I wrote the major part of the manuscript before first 

submission and restructured and rewrote most of it within a major revision. 

5.2.2 Contribution to Poschenrieder et al. (2016) 

My co-author Andreas Rais and I formed the complete model theory through close cooperation. 

As my individual contribution, I designed the dominance and distance dependent parts of 

competition and the theory of early growth reconstruction. Within that scope, I introduced the 

random effect of growth and calibrated it based on stem disc and experimental plot data. 

Furthermore, I formed the theory to translate branch architecture and crown shape into the inner 

stem structure. I designed the whole model architecture. Finally, I conceptualized and carried 

out the statistical analysis to evaluate the model. I wrote the publication and elaborated 

improvement suggestions of my co-authors. 

5.2.3 Contribution to Poschenrieder et al. (2018) 

I conceptualized the model, the data preparation, the model calibration, the model evaluation, 

and the article’s structure. I lead through all practical work of modelling and data handling. I 

wrote the major part of the publication and elaborated the contributions of my co-authors. 
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5.3 First publication (short version) 

Poschenrieder et al. (2013) was published in European Journal of Forest Research with title 

Extending a physiological forest growth model by an observation-based tree competition 

module improves spatial representation of diameter growth. 

5.3.1 Abstract 

Future scenarios of forest development need to consider a changing interannual and intraannual 

variability of weather. Therefore, they have to consider within-year feedbacks between growth 

and environmental conditions. To meet this challenge, models are needed which support and 

complement the widely-used observation-based decision systems in forest management and 

consulting. Physiological models in particular provide the fundamental prerequisites to reflect 

the impact of various simultaneously changing environmental conditions. However, a 

physiological representation at the individual tree level is computationally very expensive and 

sensitive to uncertain initializations. We thus propose an approach that combines a modern 

representative of the physiological cohort model type, MoBiLE-PSIM, with the individual tree 

competition concept of a distance dependent empirical growth simulator, represented by 

SILVA. The resulting hybrid provides a key feature for the consideration of forest management 

in long-term simulations at high computational efficiency. That extended model was evaluated 

with growth-diameter distributions obtained from core-boring at two beech (Fagus sylvatica 

L.) forest sites in Southwest Germany that differ in exposure and soil conditions. The mean bias 

of annual stand scale growth from 2001 to 2007 decreased from -0.59 to -0.41 mm at one 

evaluation plot and from -0.55 to -0.24 mm at the other when the competition module was 

coupled in. Inclusion of the SILVA based individual tree module into MoBiLE-PSIM improved 

the size dependent representation of competition and growth on five year and even annual time 

scale. This was particularly the case where the spatial distribution of dominant trees was 

clustered. 

Arthur Gessler and Rüdiger Grote initiated the project. Werner Poschenrieder sampled the trees, 

oversaw core-boring and verification of year ring data, statistically evaluated the data and 

designed and tested the individual tree module for MoBiLE. Werner Poschenrieder and Rüdiger 

Grote wrote the manuscript. Hans Pretzsch finally reviewed the manuscript and contributed to 

it. 
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5.3.2 Short introduction and methods  

The first publication extends the ecophysiological cohort model MoBiLE-PSIM (short 

MoBiLE) with an individual tree growth interpolation that is based on the potential modifier 

method of SILVA (Pretzsch et al. 2002) but is set up in order to satisfy the simulated cohort 

volume increase. Inside the extended version of MoBiLE (MoBiLE-ST) both MoBiLE and the 

interpolation plug-in are coupled in both directions on the annual timescale: the controlling 

variable provided by MoBilE is the cohort volume growth, and the ones returned back are the 

new dimensions of the cohort representative tree (Figure 2) that redefine the extension of the 

cohort. The algorithm that scales down cohort biomass and volume growth to the individual 

tree level applies a calculation of tree volume and tree growth based on SILVA that precedes 

the actual calculation of height and diameter growth. The key step of the downscaling algorithm 

is to correct both SILVA-based growth of height and diameter of each individual tree by the 

factor f shown in Equation 1: 

 

(1) 𝑓 =
√𝜔  

3
−1

√𝜔∗3
−1

    where  𝜔 =  
𝑣1

𝑣0
   and  𝜔∗ =  

𝑣1
∗

𝑣0
∗. 

 

Variables v0* and v1* are individual tree volumes at the start and end of year respectively that 

are calculated from the timber-wood taper function of SILVA. The volume at the end of year 

v1* results from dimension growth calculated by the potential modifier method. Tree volumes 

v0 and v1 are calculated from the cohort volumes at start and end of year that are passed to the 

module and the share respectively of v0* and v1* within the cohort. Intuitively explained, the 

expression approximately is the ratio of a relative volume and dimension change resulting from 

the physiological part of the hybrid model to one that corresponds to the SILVA growth curves. 

The original publication gives an in-depth explanation of the approach. 
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Figure 2. Interaction of MoBiLE and the individual tree module simplified; the individual tree module (top) works 

on a time step of one year and contributes growth allometry; the physiological model (bottom) works on a time 

step of less than one day and contributes biomass growth based on carbon allocation; both contributions (right) 

yield an update of the individual tree dimensions within a mass conservative algorithm; the updated tree 

dimensions form new cohort dimensions at the start of the next simulated year. 

Our model evaluation took advantage of extensive data from two sloped areas near Tuttlingen 

in south-west Germany (slope 25°, elevation 800 m a.s.l) that have repeatedly been investigated 

for forestry and ecophysiological purposes (e.g. Geßler et al. 2001; Holst et al. 2010). They are 

situated within a region of shallow soils on porous limestone where growth depressions due to 

drought have repeatedly affected stand development in the past (Maaten 2011). 

One slope is facing towards SW direction (defined as SW-slope), while the aspect of the second 

slope is NE (NE-slope). The horizontal distance between both sites is about 800 m. Both 

hillsides are covered with 80 to 90-year-old single-layer, beech-dominated (> 90 %) forest 

stands. 

Two control plots of previous work were selected for evaluation, NE-C (68 m x 77 m at 

horizontal projection) and SW-C (71 m x 70 m) which had not been thinned after setup of the 

experimental site in early 1999. Mean stand properties based on a forest inventory in Winter 

1998/99 are given in Table 1 (height and diameter have been taken from Hauser 2003, and the 

number of trees per ha at horizontal projection have been calculated based on the tree lists 

reported within the scope of that work). 
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Table 1. Growth and yield related key properties of the two experimental plots considered (Figure 3); the name 

per property is given by column Plot property; the property’s value is given per plot, i.e. NE-C vs. SW-C. 

 

Plot property NE-C SW-C 

Mean basal 

area stem 

height (m) 26.5 21.1 

diameter at 1.3 m (cm) 25.6 21.5 

Diameter 95% range of variation (cm) 10 to 39 11 to 32 

Number of trees per ha 516 658 

The pattern of stem base position and DBH at NE-C is rather irregular whereas at SW-C it has 

a clear concentration of larger trees at the center of the downhill side (Figure 3). The species 

distribution within each of the two plots included 94% beech and minor contribution of other 

hardwood. All trees were thus considered as beech in the simulations and following analysis. 

  

Figure 3. Stem base positions within plots NE-C and SW-C, differentiated by diameter interval (in cm, end 

diameter excluded) 0 to 20,  20 to 30, 30 to , designated by Co1, Co2 and Co3 respectively; arrows designate the 

direct down-slope direction; key properties of both plots are compared by Table 1. 

The study used DBH and position that had been taken in winter 1998/99 (Hauser 2003) and 

borer probes taken in early spring 2011. Based on the age corrected DBH distribution of 1999 

and on the observed frequency of DBH within intervals of 10 cm, we selected a stratified tree 

sample within each plot in March 2011 (n=27 at NE-C, n=26 at SW-C) and obtained two stem 

wood cores from each sample tree. Tree height, height to crown base and crown diameter were 

computed by the growth simulator SILVA (Pretzsch et al. 2002), based on the individual tree 

lists and the mean basal area stem height. 
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Soil profile data for model initialization were taken from Holst et al. (2010). Weather data had 

been collected from 2001 to 2007 on a tower of approximately 1.5 times stand height within 

each of the sites. They have been published in Holst et al. (2004, 2010) as well as in Holst and 

Mayer (2005). Detailed descriptions of the instrumentation can be found in Mayer et al. (2002). 

Simulation spanned the time range from start of 2001 to end of 2007. A pre-run of three years 

preceded each simulation run to provide a plausible internal state of variables that cannot 

directly be initialized, such as e.g. pool specific nitrogen concentrations within the soil. Such 

variables typically stabilize to realistic values within three simulated years. The stabilizing run 

was based on repetition of the weather of 2002 that had average characteristics.  

This digest version of the study has its focus on the evaluation of MoBiLE-ST versus the 

original version of MoBiLE. Within that scope it presents a selection of the most relevant 

results. One part of the corresponding evaluations considers the 5-year diameter growth (2001 

to 2005) per individual tree over the tree’s diameter (2001). The linkage of that relation to tree 

size class within each plot is one of the crucial evaluation criteria applied. It reflects the 

capability of MoBiLE-ST to represent the dependence of carbon allocation on (1) tree size on 

the one hand and (2) aboveground vs. belowground resource competition on the other 

(Schwinning and Weiner 1998, Wichmann 2002, Pretzsch and Biber 2010). A further evaluation 

part considered results on the annual time scale from 2001 to 2007. From that part the digest 

presents the comparison of both model versions by the mean bias of the mean basal area stem 

DBH growth over the time range being considered. 
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5.3.3 Results and discussion 

The distribution of measured DBH growth from 2001 to 2005 over DBH at both plots (Figure 4) 

is equivalent to growth as dependent on tree size class. It is a particularly important evaluation 

criterion of the hybrid approach. Diameter growth predicted through linear regression lies 

within a confidence band that notably widens at both the estimated 2.5% and 97.5% quantile 

limits of DBH, due to the restricted number of data available. However, the evaluation indicates 

that the trend of growth over size depends on the site, i.e. NE vs. SW. 

 

Figure 4. General sample data properties: diameter growth from 2001 to 2005 for each sample tree as differentiated 

by plot (Table 1, Figure 3); the confidence band of the regression line is indicated by error bars at mean DBH, at 

the estimated 2.5% quantile limit, and at the 97.5% quantile limit of DBH. 

Generally, site quality is somewhat better at plot NE-C that has a larger basal area than the 

slightly older plot SW-C. SW-C is more homogeneous in tree size, and growth at this site is 

more equally distributed among trees than at NE-C. This finding is consistent with the theory 

of symmetric versus asymmetric competition that postulates a smaller competitive advantage 

of large trees for light competition on a less favorable site (Schwinning and Weiner 1998; 

Weiner 1990; Wichmann 2001, 2002; Pretzsch and Biber 2010; Pretzsch and Dieler 2011). As 

represented by both per plot samples, NE-C and SW-C cover a range of tree classes from 

suppressed to dominant trees. 

The similarity of measured and simulated individual tree DBH growth over DBH from 2001 to 

2005 depends on the trial plot (Figure 5). The confidence band of the simulated data regression 

does not exceed a growth span of about 1 mm at five-year growth within the range of DBH 

variability given. Hence the reliability of the comparisons shown in Figure 5 is largely governed 

by the sample data confidence bands that may be taken from Figure 4. MoBiLE-ST shows a 

more realistic distribution of diameter growth among the three cohorts than MoBiLE that 
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overestimates growth in the lowest cohort as compared to the others. Within the two topmost 

cohorts MoBiLE-ST shows a better estimation than MoBiLE alone that also underestimates 

there. In the lowest cohort, MoBiLE-ST underestimates and MoBiLE overestimates or 

estimates accurately (SW-C). 

    

 NE-C  SW-C 

 
  

 simulated by MoBiLE-ST 
 

simulated by MoBiLE alone  MoBiLE-ST linear regression 

 measured    measured data linear regression 

Figure 5. Comparison of simulated and measured tree growth in the time range 2001 to 2005; simulated data were 

based on the hybrid model MoBiLE-ST and on the original cohort model MoBiLE; each of three cohorts was 

defined by the initial DBH range of all trees therein; the cohort intervals (in cm, end diameter excl.) where at 

0 to 20,  20 to 30, 30 to ; range of growth variation is indicated by bars (simulated black). 

At plot NE-C, the bias of modelled mean basal area stem DBH growth over the 7-year timescale 

of 2001–2007 that is given as mean bias in mm was -0.59 with MoBiLE alone and -0.41 with 

MoBiLE-ST. At SW-C, that bias strongly changed from -0.55 to -0.24 when MoBiLE-ST was 

used (confidence interval about ±0.8). 

The gap in improvement achieved by use of MoBiLE-ST between sites NE-C and SW-C might 

be due to the differences in stand structure between both sites: at NE-C the topmost cohort is 

populated by more than 100 well established dominant trees. Possibly, there is more investment 

into diameter and less into height within the dominant layer than it is predicted by the model at 

that site. Trees are in a clearly dominant position and thus from a functional point of view might 

invest into leaf area and hence diameter rather than into height. In contrast, at SW-C only about 

40 dominant trees are established in the largest cohort. These biggest trees are concentrated 

within a circle of radius 20 m near the border of the plot. Here the notable improvement of 
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diameter growth within the upper two cohorts in MoBiLE-ST might be due to clustering of the 

most dominant group and hence lowered individual tree competition on the middle cohort. 

MoBiLE-ST as the main objective of its design represented a close to nature distribution of 

diameter growth over DBH. Whatsoever, it generally underestimated diameter increase yet: one 

possible cause could be a deviation in the allometry of dominant trees at NE-C. Another likely 

reason is that volume growth both in MoBiLE-ST and MoBiLE is not sensitive to structural 

heterogeneity, as the physiological main model still perceives a cohort as horizontally 

homogeneous. Hence, improvements of diameter growth shown by MoBiLE-ST as compared 

to MoBiLE are exclusively due to a better description of allometry yet. Thus, one possible 

approach of further model optimization might be to correct the assumptions about canopy 

density in the light transmission of MoBiLE based on structural aspects like clustering. 
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5.4 Second publication (short version) 

Poschenrieder et al. (2016) was published in Silva Fennica with title 

Modelling sawn timber volume and strength development at the individual tree level – essential 

model features by the example of Douglas fir. 

5.4.1 Abstract 

Wood production is a major ecosystem service. It competes with other services and constraining 

conditions, such as nutrient feedback. Simulation scenarios, therefore, require an economical 

evaluation of the wood assortment produced. Typical wood quality models, however, work on 

a high level of detail. In contrast, scenarios that comprise processes of disturbance, land use and 

nutrient feedback consider scale levels up to that of the landscape. They need to confine 

themselves to an adequate level of explanation and accurateness, in order to retain 

computational efficiency. Studies that compare the effect of various management options such 

as planting density on the volume of sawn timber, firewood, industrial wood and residual wood 

may benefit from prediction of timber strength. To that end, they require an algorithm that is 

compatible to the lean crown perception of the observation based individual tree model but 

captures the relevant processes. 

We designed a streamlined timber growth and quality model that aims at the effect of stand 

management on the efficiency of wood resource use. Applying the R based module toolbox to 

experimental plots of Douglas fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii (Mirb.) Franco) we analysed essential 

model features for reflecting the influence of planting density on board strength. The current 

version realistically predicted a significant increase of center board bending strength at tree age 

40 with initial stand density. Model performance gained clear advantage from 

a) parameterization of height to diameter allometry as dependent on planting density 

b) consideration of cambial age and cross-sectional knot area in board strength computation. 

Crown shape was less decisive. The model produced a significant effect of planting density 

even after a whole rotation period of 70 years as well as a realistic spectrum of board bending 

strength. 

Hans Pretzsch and Jan-Willem G. van de Kuilen initiated the project. Werner Poschenrieder 

designed the model architecture. Andreas Rais contributed the data. Werner Poschenrieder and 

Andreas Rais together developed the model theory. Werner Poschenrieder designed the 

evaluation and wrote the manuscript. Andreas Rais reviewed the manuscript and contributed to 
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it. Hans Pretzsch and Jan-Willem G. van de Kuilen oversaw model development. Hans Pretzsch 

reviewed the manuscript and contributed to it. 

5.4.2 Short introduction and methods  

Within the second publication, Poschenrieder et al. (2016) designed a model toolbox for 

simulation of individual tree growth, logging, sawing, and strength grading on the individual 

board level. They evaluated modelled board strength from simulation runs starting at stand age 

20 and ranging to age 40. Within that scope, they considered two stands of Douglas fir 

(Pseudotsuga menziesii, (Mirb.) Franco), one in a moist and fertile situation (Heigenbrücken, 

N49°59’20.2”, E9°22’50.6”, denoted as site Favorable in the study) and the other in one that is 

marked by shallow soil and rather dry and poor conditions (Ansbach, N49°13’24.0”, 

E10°33’38.2”, denoted as site Dry). Each site provided plots of planting density 1000 ha-1, 

2000 ha-1 and 4000 ha-1. Both sites are subject to systematic long-term observation backed by 

regular data collection and permanent data maintenance. The individual tree inventory on all 

plots had started in 1989 at age 19 (setup inventory) and had been repeated on a five-year time 

step. Particular focus of the study was on the evaluation of board strength as related to planting 

density. The original study, furthermore, considers the effect of the initial stand density on the 

board strength distribution from a simulation run up to a stand age of 70 years. 

The growth modules of the model toolbox apply a straightforward distance dependent version 

of the potential modifier method (Pretzsch 2009, p 454). They aim at simulated growth that is 

sufficiently plausible for development and test of the pivotal model capabilities, i.e. stem 

structure construction and board strength computation. As the potential modifier in general is 

not capable to explain the whole variation of growth, growth prediction in a common manner 

samples a growth fraction from a Gaussian residual distribution. It then adds that simulated 

residual to the yet modified growth value after competition has been taken into account. Within 

the center focus of model development were construction of year rings from annual growth, 

translation of crown shape to branch architecture (Figure 6), construction of the stem intrinsic 

structure of rings and knots (Figure 7) and finally simulated logging, sawing and board strength 

grading. 
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Figure 6. Principle of branch growth reconstruction and prediction; to maintain clearness of the figure, branches 

below crown base are presented as pruned. 

 

 

Figure 7. Inner structure of boards resulting from application of a sawing pattern to simulated branches and annual 

rings from a stem 60 cm in diameter. 
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Predicted growth is driven by diameter increase on an annual time step as dependent on 

individual tree size and position. It starts at the earliest state of the stand that had been recorded 

on the individual tree level and is initialized with a list of tree positions and tree diameters. 

Previous growth is reconstructed on annual time step from the first inventory of the tree 

individual as well as from the distribution of annual growth over time from collective year ring 

data. It covers the early phase of stand development when structure has not been recorded by 

inventory of individual trees. Tree height is calculated from DBH based on a stand height curve 

(Michailoff 1943). Height curve parameters were calibrated by the diameter of the quadratic 

mean diameter stem (Dq) as an indicator of biological age. The model applies the crown shape 

equations of SILVA (Pretzsch et al. 2002) to calculate the crown hull dimensions and translates 

them into branch length and branch diameter on a per year basis (Figure 8). Each whorl is 

straightforwardly presumed to comprise six branches that are radially aligned at equal angular 

distance (60°). 

 

Figure 8. Simulation of individual tree growth, finalized by logging and sawing; tree and crown components are 

computed within each time step; thinning and pruning are optional and occasional. 
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At the end of each simulated year, the model stores the state of the stand on a per tree basis 

comprising crown and stem dimensions of each tree. Finally, it takes a user defined sample of 

all felled trees. From each it constructs timber logs (top diameter 20 cm), industrial wood logs 

(not used in this work) and residual wood (not used in this work) using top diameter definitions 

and the taper function of Paine and Boyer (1996). Based on the vertical position of each timber 

log and the history of the tree that it refers to, the model constructs the set of annual rings at log 

median position. It then intersects the resulting year ring pattern both with (1) the branch 

projections from the log internal whorl of biggest branch diameter and (2) a log diameter 

dependent sawing template. While the horizontal angle between neighboring branches within a 

whorl is fixed to 60°, the rotational position of each whorl is set by random sampling from an 

equal distribution between 0° and 360° when the inner structure of the log is constructed. The 

vertical angle of each branch to the stem axis was set close to 90° within the part of the stem 

that is sawn to timber logs. 

The original work evaluates a more refined model version versus a more simplistic one to 

identify essential model features. This digest is focused on the refined model. That model 

version uses parameters of the height to diameter allometry that are specific for the planting 

density of the simulated stand. The calculation of board strength within that version uses 

cambial age to distinguish between juvenile and mature timber. Moreover, it is based on two 

criteria for knot impact of the biggest branch in board, i.e. (1) the ratio of knot to board cross-

sectional area (total knot area ratio, tKAR) of British Standard BS 4978 (2007) and (2) the DEK 

value from German standard DIN 4074-1 (2012) that is defined as the largest ratio among all 

knots of the minimal surface knot diameter to the side width of the board on which the knot is 

visible. The first calculation step on board level computes wood density based on Auty et al. 

(2014) as defined by Equation 2: 

 

(2) 
11

310 12 1   

a

a e a a
−

=  + +  , 

 

where is the mean cambial age and  is mean ring width of the board. The parameter set 

a10 to a13 are parameters. 
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Based on wood density, the final step calculates board strength (Equation 3): 

 

(3) 20 21  22 23 24
     s a a a a a= +  +  +  +  , 

 

where , ,  are DEK, mean cambial age and tKAR and a20 to a24 are parameters.  

Parameterization, simulation and evaluation used stem disk, board strength and board structure 

data from previous work within the experimental plots of this study (Rais et al. 2014b). Stem 

disk data from the site of higher and more general growth potential (Favorable) were preferred 

for parameterization, as the sample from the dryer site was still investigated for representation 

of dominant trees (sampling restricted to non‑future crop trees). For the main focus of the 

analysis that is presented here, exclusively growth parameters of site Favorable were used based 

on 60 individuals that had been felled in winter 2011 to sample stem disks and detailed data of 

crown size, branch length and diameter. That tree sample provided (1) year ring data for the 

calibration of potential growth and (2) individual tree dimensions for fitting the parameters of 

competition and residual distribution. Computation of board strength from internal board 

structure was parameterized including the tree samples from both sites. Measured strength had 

been taken from 998 center boards and 936 side boards. Details are given in Rais et al. (2014b). 

The main focus of this work was on the quality of board strength prediction. The according 

evaluation used measured board bending strength data that had been obtained from a Microtec 

GoldenEye 706 multiscanner quality sensor within the doctorate thesis of Rais (2015). The 

measured boards originated from a sample of non-future crop trees of DBH > 25 cm that had 

been taken in winter 2010/2011, i.e. a rough average of 27 (14 to 50) per each site and planting 

density (1000, 2000, 4000 ha-1). Accordingly, simulations ran from an age of 19 at setup 

inventory (referred to as an age of 20 for convenience) to an age of 40 (2010). Simulation 

thinned plots exactly as it had been recorded within the long-term observation database on the 

individual tree level. Simulated stand growth ended with a clearcut but exclusively non future 

crop trees were selected to comply with the sample from the experimental plots. The subsequent 

sawing simulation took a random subsample of the felled trees that exclusively comprised trees 

of DBH > 25 cm in accordance to the field sample, i.e. a rough average of 77 (50 to 112) per 

site and planting density (1000, 2000, 4000 ha-1). To evaluate the quality of prognosis we 

compared the simulated board strength distribution to the measured one on a per planting 

density basis. At the site of parameterization (Heigenbrücken, site Favorable) the evaluation 
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considered simulated board strength from measured board structure data as well as simulated 

strength from simulated structure. More straightforwardly, evaluation at site Ansbach (site Dry) 

focused on simulated board strength from simulated board structure. The resulting probability 

distributions of strength were compared (1) visually through box plots, (2) by confidence 

interval of estimated median (3) the post-hoc Tukey HSD test (Miller 1981) based on the results 

of a preceding analysis of variance (Chambers et al. 1992). 

5.4.3 Results and discussion 

The parameterization of the height to diameter allometry as dependent on planting density was 

decisive for the predictive quality of the whole model. It lead to both a realistic crown shift and 

realistic branch diameters. Simulation of wood strength by an observation based individual tree 

model may therefore require to take into account the site-specific density of young stands and 

its long-term effect on tree allometry. Within the wood quality module, a further key property 

was the consideration of cambial age and cross sectional knot area in board strength 

computation. Both results are presented and discussed in-depth within the original study. 

At the site of parameterization (Favorable), board strength measured on the real board sample 

significantly increased with initial planting density (Figure 9 A). The model reproduced the 

effect if it used the knot and year ring data of the sampled boards (Figure 9 B) and, moreover, 

if it used the structure data of simulated boards (Figure 9 C). The results indicate that the model 

represents the internal structural properties of stem and board that it takes into account yet. 

However, there is considerable potential in further refinement of the structure to strength 

translation that lead to a markedly similar and underestimated data spread when it was both 

applied to real and simulated boards. Variability as currently predicted by the model was low if 

compared to the measured data. Hence, at the current state of development it is recommendable 

(1) to discuss the sensitivity of scenario evaluations to an estimated bias of variability, or (2) to 

parameterize a random generator for residual deviation and to add its result to strength on the 

individual board level. 
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Figure 9. Board strength at parameterization site by planting density after 40 years as measured (A), as computed 

based on sample board structure (B) and as simulated by the current version (C); the boxplot notches correspond 

to the 95% confidence interval of the median; grey horizontal lines mark the median of measured data in diagrams 

of simulated result distributions. 

The lower real growth potential and a resulting higher cambial age of sample boards at site 

Ansbach (dry) were a likely determinant of a relatively high measured board strength at planting 

density 2000 ha-1 (Figure 10 A). It likely resulted in an underestimated strength from simulation 

at intermediate planting density (Figure 10 B) and overemphasis of the linearity within the 

strength to density relation. As potential growth data at the dryer site were still to be verified, 

the effect has yet to be proven. However, it is plausible and would likely be met by the site-

specific calibration of potential growth that is common to potential modifier individual tree 

models. 
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Figure 10. Board strength by planting density at site Dry after 40 years as measured and as simulated by the current 

version. Grey lines mark the median of measured data; the boxplot notches correspond to the 95% confidence 

interval (CI) of the median; grey horizontal lines mark the median of measured data in diagrams of simulated result 

distributions. 
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5.5 Third publication (short version) 

Poschenrieder et al. (2018) has been published in Forests with title 

An inventory-based regeneration biomass model to initialize landscape scale simulation 

scenarios. 

5.5.1 Abstract 

Ingrowth and generational change are key processes of forest development. In order to represent 

the regeneration process up to the time horizon of forest management on landscape level, 

simulation scenarios require an initial regeneration stock specific to the characteristics of each 

simulated stand. Forest inventories, however, are sparse with regard to regeneration. Moreover, 

statistical regeneration models are rare. We introduce an inventory-based statistical model type 

that (1) quantifies regeneration biomass as a fundamental regeneration attribute and (2) uses the 

overstory’s quadratic mean diameter (Dq) together with several other structure attributes and 

the Site Index as predictors. We form two such models from plots dominated by European 

beech (Fagus sylvatica L.), one from national forest inventory data and the other from spatially 

denser federal state forest inventory data. We evaluate the first one for capturing the predictors 

specific to the larger scale level and the latter one to infer the degree of landscape discretization 

above which the model bias becomes critical due to yet unquantified determinants of 

regeneration. The most relevant predictors were Dq, stand density, and maximum height 

(significance level p < 0.0001). If plot data sets for evaluation differed by the forest 

management unit in addition to the average diameter, the bias range among them increased 

from 0.1-fold of predicted biomass to 0.3-fold.  

 

Hans Pretzsch initiated the project. Werner Poschenrieder conceptualized the model, the data 

preparation, the model calibration, the model evaluation and the article’s structure. Werner 

Poschenrieder lead through all practical work of modelling and data handling and wrote the 

paper. Peter Biber gave specialist advice in statistical modelling and evaluation. Peter Biber 

reviewed the paper and contributed to all sections through editing. Hans Pretzsch supervised 

and reviewed the study and gave profound expert advice in regeneration dynamics. 
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5.5.2 Short introduction and methods 

Within the third publication, Poschenrieder et al. (2018) designed a statistical model that aims 

at predicting regeneration stock from overstory characteristics and site. The overall objective 

of that work is the initialization of modelled forest stands within dynamic simulation scenarios 

on landscape scale level. Such virtual stands result from grouping of inventory plot data by their 

overstory attributes. That stratification approach aims to provide a statistically stable 

representation of each stand type within a landscape considered. It is a well-established method 

for representing the overstory, where stand inventory data are missing  (Jonsson et al. 1993, 

Pott and Fabrika 2002). However, stratification might not yield a realistic spatial pattern of 

regeneration trees (DBH < 7 cm) within each modelled representative stand. That limitation is 

due to the sparse alignment of plots within many inventories (e.g. Canadian Forest Inventory 

Committee 2008; Polley 2014) and to the high stand intrinsic variability of regeneration.  

Moreover, remote sensing that can often not detect the understory increasingly supports 

terrestrial inventories (Kayitakire et al. 2006, Abdullahi et al. 2016, 2017). To some part, remote 

detection of stand structure attributes might even replace expensive terrestrial inventory 

methods in future. Therefore, landscape scale simulation scenarios will benefit from a statistical 

regeneration model that provides a realistic pattern of regeneration stock to each virtual stand. 

Such a statistical model has to overcome the challenge that, on the one hand, overstory structure 

strongly influences regeneration and, on the other, may vary on a small spatial scale in 

horizontal direction (Lutze et al. 2004, Hunziker and Brang 2005, Gravel et al. 2008). 

Accordingly, as the relation between regeneration stock and the model’s predictors is not 

necessarily linear, such a model has to obtain its predictors on the scale of small stand 

subsectors. That restriction of the spatial scale aims to avoid bias due to predictor averaging 

over the whole virtual stand. Still, a statistical regeneration model, due to unknown disturbance 

history, cannot precisely predict within small scale stand subsectors. Notwithstanding, it can 

estimate the statistical distribution of regeneration stock per each small-scale area considered. 

In order to represent that local distribution, we first and foremost consider regeneration stock 

as a scalar variable, i.e. regeneration biomass. Biomass is a fundamental outcome of both the 

stand-intrinsic driving forces and the resistances to them (Landsberg and Waring 1997). Our 

modelling concept accordingly comprises a statistical regeneration biomass model. That model 

is the particular objective of the original study (Poschenrieder et al. 2018). It estimates 

regeneration biomass per each small scale subunit within a virtual stand considered. A further 

model part, yet to be published, then generates a realistic tree profile per species based on that 
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estimated biomass and the overstory’s species composition. The regeneration biomass model, 

in order to initialize a virtual stand, first considers each of numerous small-scale sectors therein. 

These sectors correspond to the typical tiles of regeneration models and gap models. Such tiles 

are gaplessly aligned within a quadratic grid pattern and have an edge length of 2.5 to 20 meters 

within the regeneration module of SILVA (Pretzsch et al. 2002) and modern gap models (Seidl 

et al. 2005, Fischer et al. 2016). Within each tile, the model first applies a deterministic 

component in order to estimate mean regeneration biomass. That predicted biomass constitutes 

the primary approximation to the tile intrinsic biomass distribution. The model then applies a 

stochastic component in order to account for the stochastic effects on regeneration biomass 

within the tile being considered. Based on the predicted value, that second model component 

estimates parameters of a tile intrinsic probability distribution. That distribution is one of a 

relative residual, i.e. the ratio between observed and predicted value. Thus, in order to obtain 

one value per tile, the model samples exactly one random value from the local distribution of 

relative residuals. Then it multiplies that overstory-related random deviation with the value 

obtained from the deterministic model part. Finally, the virtual stand’s pattern of the 

regeneration biomass results from all its modelled per-tile values. 

Within the model type being considered, the deterministic module aims to predict the 

distribution’s expectancy value. As a complement, the stochastic part serves to estimate the 

variation around that predicted average. We designed two closely related versions of such a 

model. One model version applies data from the German national forest inventory (NFI, Polley 

2014), in order to identify important predictors of regeneration biomass within the large spatial 

scope of the German state territory (36 million ha with 11 million ha of forest). The other 

version serves to evaluate the modelling approach of that study: based on that model version 

we estimate the degree of stratum differentiation, beyond which a model of that type produces 

a critical bias of the per-stratum average. In order to parameterize and test the second model 

version, thus, we apply the spatially much denser Bavarian state forest inventory data (BSFI, 

Neufanger et al. 2012). At the current state of model development, our study focuses on plots 

dominated by European beech (Fagus sylvatica L.) within the overstory. European beech is by 

far the most important broadleaved species in Central Europe. As it is shade tolerant, it occurs 

along a broad range of stand structures and sites. Moreover, it primarily regenerates through 

natural seed dispersion. 

Model tiles and inventory plots for regeneration are of similar size. Hence, both, the NFI and 

the BSFI based model version use plot-scale predictors derived from the inventory data. These 
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predictors represent attributes of structure and site. The complete predictor set, as reasoned in 

detail within the original publication, comprises (1) the Stand Density Index SDI (to represent 

density), (2) the Species Profile Index  SPI (Pretzsch 2009, pp. 281 ff, heterogeneity of size 

class and species), (3) the Height Diameter Characteristic HD (a size-related height-diameter 

ratio), (4) the maximum height Hmax (the plot’s developmental state), (5) the Site Index SI (site 

index as computed by SILVA, Pretzsch et al. 2002), and (6) Dq (the quadratic mean diameter). 

The study used 7 784 plots of the NFI and 11 954 plots of the BSFI. Of the BSFI plots, 6 073 

had been spared from model calibration for model evaluation. 

At the current stage of development, we aimed to restrict the presumptions for the deterministic 

module to a minimum. Accordingly, to predict regeneration biomass per ha B, we used a 

generalized additive mixed model (GAMM) for both the NFI based model (Equation 4a) and 

the BSFI based one (Equation 4b): 

(4a) Bij = β0 + β1 · SDIij + β2 · SPIij + β3 · HDij + β4 · Hmaxij + β5 · SIij + s(Dqij) + rij. 

(4b) Bijk = β0 + β1 · SDIijk + β2 · SPIijk + β3 · HDijk + β4 · Hmaxijk + β5 · SIijk + s(Dqijk) + rijk. 

The fixed effects in this model are the Stand Density Index SDI, the Species Profile Index SPI, 

the Height Diameter Characteristic HD, the stand maturity indicator Hmax, the Site Index SI, 

and the quadratic diameter Dq. Except for Dq, all fixed effects in the model are linear (i.e. they 

are multiplied by one of the regression parameters β1, …, β5). In contrast, the effect of Dq is 

modeled with a nonlinear spline-based smoother (Wood 2017) which is indicated by the symbol 

s(Dq). It accounts for a hypothesized nonlinear relation between Dq and regeneration stock due 

to a likely minimum of light transmission between the phase of adolescence and intense harvest. 

The indexes i, j, and k account for nesting of inventory plots into groups. Such nesting may 

induce autocorrelation into the data and is accounted for by the mixed models. The nesting 

levels depend on the design of the inventory and differ between Equation 4a and 4b. 

The stochastic component is explained in detail within Poschenrieder et al. (2018). It is based 

on a gamma probability density function and describes the distribution of relative residuals 

around the predicted regeneration biomass. As that distribution is heteroscedastic, the stochastic 

component calculates the distribution’s parameters from the regeneration biomass value 

predicted by Equation 4a resp. 4b. 

Evaluation of the deterministic module used the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC, Akaike 

1985) in order to assess the importance of each individual predictor variable within Equation 

4a and Equation 4b. Details are given within the original study. The AIC is a criterion of relative 
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model quality. A smaller AIC indicates a better tradeoff between goodness of fit and model 

parsimony. 

A further part of the evaluation applied the BSFI based model to strata formed from inventory 

plots of the BSFI. That evaluation part considered the model precision as related to the degree 

of stratum differentiation. To that end, it formed strata on two discretization levels. On the lower 

one of both levels, strata were exclusively based on their diameter class as defined within the 

original study. On the more detailed level, they also differed by the forest management unit. 

For that stratum related evaluation, the BSFI based model was not applied to each tile of a 

virtual stand formed per each stratum, but directly to each of the stratum’s plots. Two evaluation 

criteria were computed per-stratum. One criterion was the stratum’s average regeneration 

biomass. The other was the cumulative frequency of that average. That frequency served to 

indicate, whether the stratum had a realistic probability of an above-average vs. below average 

regeneration biomass. Thus, the cumulative frequency serves as an indicator, whether the 

method may generate a realistic abundance of clustered vs. sparse regeneration stock within a 

virtual stand considered. Each criterion was computed from the modelled as well as, for 

comparison, from the observed per-plot values. In order to corroborate our per stratum 

evaluation, we stabilized the value of each evaluation criterion through bootstrapping (Efron 

1979) with 100 replicates per stratum. 

5.5.3 Results and discussion 

Most fixed effects of the deterministic model part, i.e. Dq, Hmax, Stand Density Index SDI, 

Species Profile Index SPI, and Height-Diameter Characteristic HD had significant influence on 

regeneration biomass within both models. The remainder predictor, Site Index SI, was 

exclusively relevant for the NFI based model. Thus, the deterministic part of the NFI based 

model with minimum AIC (see section 5.5.2, AIC values presented in the original study) was 

Equation 4a, while the corresponding part of the BSFI model with smallest AIC was a version 

of Equation 4b without Site Index SI. 

The typical biomass-trend associated to each fixed effect indicates an outstanding relevance of 

Dq, Hmax and SDI (NFI: Figure 11 a to f, BSFI: Figure 12 a to e). Within both the NFI and the 

BSFI based model, the fitted nonlinear effect of Dq revealed a strong influence of that predictor 

on regeneration biomass. That relation had a marked minimum of 3 t ha-1 at a Dq of 30 cm vs. 

a value of 5 t ha-1 at Dq values larger than 40 cm (Figure 11 a, Figure 12 a). 
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Figure 11. Profiles of regeneration biomass as predicted by the deterministic model part based on the 

NFI (German National Forest Inventory, Equation 4a). Each profile is presented over one predictor with, 

at the same time, the remainder predictors at their mean value (abbreviation H-D: Height-Diameter); 

profiles ordered by the relevance of the referring predictor based on the AIC criterion (a to f, see section 

2.4); dotted lines refer to the confidence interval; each predictor shown within its 95% interval; the 

stochastic part (Figure 3 a, b) covers the residual distribution. (profiles based on 7 823 NFI plots used 

for model calibration). 
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Figure 12. Profiles of regeneration biomass as predicted by the deterministic model part based on the 

BSFI (Bavarian State Forest Inventory, Equation 4b). Each profile is presented over one predictor with, 

at the same time, the remainder predictors at their mean value (abbreviation H-D: Height-Diameter); 

profiles ordered by the relevance of the referring predictor based on the AIC criterion (a to e, see section 

2.4); dotted lines refer to the confidence interval; each predictor shown within its 95% interval; the 

stochastic part (Figure 3 c, d) covers the residual distribution (profiles based on 5 881 BSFI plots used 

for model calibration). 
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In both models, the most important predictor was Dq, followed by Hmax and Stand Density 

Index SDI. However, the NFI based model and the BSFI based model differed in the importance 

of their remainder common predictors: Species Profile Index SPI was more relevant than 

Height-Diameter Characteristic HD in the NFI based model. 

Kolo et al. (2017) present a model of regeneration probability based on German national forest 

inventory data. They underpin the high relevance of Dq and report an increase of probability 

with that predictor. However, they point to the converse trend within previous work. The study 

at hand demonstrated that both tendencies exist and depend on stand maturity. 

Furthermore, the results section of the original publication considers the stochastic model part. 

In particular, it successfully evaluates the gamma probability distribution as an approximation 

to the observed distribution of relative residuals. Furthermore, it quantifies the dependence of 

the distribution’s parameters on the regeneration biomass value predicted by the deterministic 

part. Previous work (Foster and Reiners 1986, Asner et al. 2013) reports a distribution of canopy 

gap size that resembles a falling exponential function. It underpins that the gamma density 

distribution function is a suitable approximation to the regeneration biomass distribution at 

given overstory structure attributes. 

The following stratum-related evaluation of the BSFI based model considers the model bias as 

dependent on the level of stratum differentiation, i.e. on the degree of landscape discretization. 

Within the study’s concise version at hand, that section exclusively evaluates the average 

biomass per stratum. The basic stratification that only used the criterion of diameter class 

formed a set of seven strata. Among these strata, the ratio of measured to modelled regeneration 

biomass had a mean of one-fold (Figure 13 a). It ranged from 0.8 to 1.2-fold. Among three 

diameter classes, given by the ranges 30±5 cm, 40±5 cm, 50±5 cm that represent 71% of all 

11 954 BSFI plots used, the bias range was markedly smaller, i.e. at 0.8 to 1.0-fold.  

Stratification resulted in a notably smaller plot number per stratum, if it was based on the forest 

management unit in addition to the diameter class. Then, exclusively strata of diameter classes 

30±5 cm, 40±5 cm, 50±5 cm provided the minimum sample size postulated by the study at hand 

(140 plots). Hence, the following analysis will focus on that group of strata. The range of bias 

between measured and predicted per-stratum mean biomass among these strata was notably 

higher than the typical one among such strata that were based on the diameter class only. Their 

bias range was at 0.6 to 1.2-fold vs. 0.8 to 1.0-fold. The bias had a mean of 0.9-fold (Figure 13 b 

vs. a). Thus, there was an additional bias of predicted stratum biomass within ± 0.2-fold, if the 

strata formation used the forest management unit as a further criterion. That additional data 
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spread was due to the scatter of the observed per-stratum values around their diameter-class 

average (± 0.15-fold). 
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Figure 13. Diagrams a, b: Mean of measured regeneration biomass over mean of predicted regeneration biomass per stratum 

obtained from the BSFI (Bavarian State Forest Inventory); (a) if strata have been formed based on the diameter class; (b) if 

strata have both been formed based on diameter class and Forest Management Unit: the higher data spread on that scale level 

points to an as yet stochastic factor to be captured; in diagram a the numbers 4 to 60 denote diameter classes [cm] of 4±4, 12±3, 

20±5, 30±5, 40±5, 50±5 and 55 to 80; in diagram b due to the sample size required per stratum the data focus on diameter 

classes 30, 40, 50 (71% of all 11 954 BSFI plots); diagrams c, d show the according result of the cumulative frequency (cum. 

freq.) of mean biomass; the cumulative frequency serves to indicate the quality of the modelled distribution characteristics (all 

based on 6 073 inventory plots spared from model calibration for evaluation).  

Thus, there was a notable stochastic effect on the forest management unit-level that reduced the 

precision of the model, if strata were formed by both diameter class and forest management 

unit. That additional bias was certainly due to processes that, on the one hand, vary among strata 

with size of a forest management unit but, on the other, have no equivalents in the model as 

fixed effects. Kupferschmid et al. (2015) point out that browsing intensity considerably varies 

among Swiss federal states (Kanton), many of which have a total area of about 150 000 ha. That 

area size corresponds to the average size of the total landscape around a typical German state 

forest management unit. Browsing in general has been reported to be a severe inhibitor of 

regeneration (Ammer 1996, Motta 1996, Boulanger et al. 2009). Kolo et al. (2017) accordingly 
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assume that browsing is a major cause of leeway within their prediction of regeneration 

probability. 
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6 Discussion 

6.1 Publications’ contribution to landscape scale studies 

Starting from its second meeting in Helsinki, The Ministerial Conference on the Protection of 

Forests in Europe has increasingly confirmed that, beyond wood production, forests provide a 

wide range of services to the human society, such as regulation, protection and recreation 

(MCPFE 1993). Biber et al. (2015) accordingly investigated the sensitivity of forest ecosystem 

services to management by scenario simulation within 20 European case study areas. Based on 

a service classification by Borges et al. (2014), their study reveals that, overall, both market 

services and non-market services are rated approximately equal to the provision of market wood 

products. Moreover, Biber et al. (2015) point out that these most relevant forest ecosystem 

services markedly depend on forest management decisions. Typical case study areas for such 

management evaluation often have an area between 20 000 and 100 000 ha (Biber et al. 2015). 

Their extent corresponds to the minimum size of a geographical unit that is within the scope of 

forest political decision makers and supporting experts. For revealing the possible effect of 

management decisions taken by that group, simulation scenarios have to consider the 

underlying key processes both on stand scale and landscape scale level. Management scenarios 

that consider the time horizon of planning on landscape level have to take into account 

environmental change. Therefore, they require embedding of detailed stand-scale models into 

more parsimonious models that however represent crucial interactions within the landscape 

such as fire spread and seed dispersal. 

The original focus of observation based models that apply the potential modifier method is the 

mutual influence of structure, thinning, harvest and growth up to a time horizon that is typical 

for forest management planning. Their predictive capability has been corroborated through 

routinely application under current climate conditions. If that observed intraannual weather 

course may be assumed to persist over the time range of simulation, a theory of growth and 

competition that is based on an external description of the individual tree is the most efficient 

one. Moreover, as models like SILVA have been parameterized along a large climatic gradient, 

they may be expected to be also applicable under moderate conditions of climate change. 

SILVA in particular applies dose-response functions to calculate its growth potential. Thus, to 

a certain extent it is sensitive to coincident changes of climate and the concentrations of CO2 

and NOx (Kahn 1994). However, if potential modifier models were to be realistically sensitive 

even to the most extreme scenarios of future climate, they would have to capture growth as 

determined by yet unobserved weather variability. An imaginary approach for implementing 
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weather sensitivity into an observation based model might strive to relate tree growth to tree 

size and average weather on a seasonal time step. Such a state-space approach (García 1994), 

however, would certainly be limited by the large number of state-weather combinations to be 

recorded and the small scale of growth measurement per season. 

Future scenarios of stand growth and structure have to consider possible extremes of weather, 

like a frequency of summer drought that is far outside the range observed (Sheffield 2008, Qian 

et al. 2014). One approach to extend the observation based model within that scope could be a 

straightforward realization of the signal transfer concept (Luxmoore 2002, Henning and Burk 

2004, Matala et al. 2006). That method applies the results of physiological models in order to 

modify growth potential and maximum capacity for biomass per site. Signal transfer, however, 

requires recalibration of the observation based model as dependent on the climate scenario to 

be applied. Accordingly, Mäkelä (2003) recommends the construction of model hybrids (e.g. 

Weiskittel et al. 2010). Such hybrids link the stand-based or cohort-based net carbon 

assimilation of a physiological model with the individual tree allometric development.  

The thesis at hand has developed prototypes that serve as a basis of further refinement and 

integration into modelling frameworks. Extension of the physiological model MoBiLE-PSIM 

by an individual tree module taken from SILVA within the first publication (Poschenrieder et 

al. 2013) improved the spatial representation of competition and growth. This was notably the 

case where the spatial distribution of dominant trees was clustered and the consideration of 

individual tree competition, hence, was particularly important. The major improvement 

achieved through the bidirectional and mass conservative coupling between a physiological 

cohort model and an individual tree module is the sensitivity of a physiological growth 

description to spatially explicit thinning. Such a thinning regime selects individual trees by 

horizontal position and size class. Position dependent thinning within a model is pivotal for 

representing the influence of management on horizontal species and crown clustering within a 

stand. Such clustering, as it determines the spatial pattern of canopy coverage, constitutes a 

fundamental metric for biodiversity of animals (Gao et al. 2015) and plants (Gao et al. 2014). 

It might also take influence on risk of fire and windthrow through the spatial arrangement of 

less inflammable species (Frejaville et al. 2013) and mechanical influence on the wind field 

(Byrne and Mitchell 2013). 

The wood quality module described within the second publication (Poschenrieder et al. 2016) 

provides model extensions for dynamic stem structure simulation and board strength prognosis. 

These optional extensions may even be coupled to the most abstract individual tree 
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representation with a branchless crown of convex hull shape. The wood quality module 

realistically predicted the shift of center board bending strength between stands of minimum 

and maximum initial planting density. That notable realism, on the one hand, was due to the 

explanation of bending strength by cambial age and knot area ratio. On the other, it was linked 

to improvement of the individual tree model, particularly to reconstruction of early growth and 

dependence of allometry on early stand density. Accordingly, the study contributes to individual 

tree modelling by a wood quality module and additional algorithms that reconstruct the effect 

of sapling density on the crown allometry and stem structure of larger trees. That reconstruction 

is important, as a typical individual tree model does not represent each young tree by explicit 

stem and crown dimensions. The wood quality module enables simulation of individual board 

strength as determined by stand management decisions. It contributes to the evaluation of 

management options with respect to financial output and carbon sequestration (Geng et al. 

2017).  

One might object that in reality there would be no incentive for private forest owners to provide 

high quality sawn timber with a long residence time of carbon, even if scenarios would 

recommend to do so. This is likely true, as long as the price of timber is based on roundwood 

quality. Recent technological research, however, aims at the non-destructive prediction of 

timber quality at the level of the standing tree or of the individual log based on acoustic tools 

(Wagner et al. 2003, Amishev and Murphy 2008a, Amishev and Murphy 2008b, Rais et al. 

2014b). Such a prediction method might allow to grade on a per tree level basis in countries 

where timber is regularly sold as standing trees. Such grading is already common in France and 

Poland. Hence, it is possible that future criteria of timber pricing will be more closely related 

to the strength of sawn timber. Accordingly, forest management might control the strength of 

resulting sawn timber through active stand structure development (Rais et al. 2014b). 

A module for sawing and strength grading may support the estimation of nutrient feedback to 

the forest system through the stem top section that most often remains within the stand but also 

might be utilized. Paré and Thiffault (2016), within a review study, underpinned the relevance 

of that feedback process as well as the requirement to represent its biogeochemical components. 

Such decomposition processes, in turn, are within the overall scope of the physiological model 

component used by Poschenrieder et al. (2013).  

The statistical regeneration model introduced by the third publication (Poschenrieder et al. 

2018) significantly relates regeneration biomass to indicators of structure and site. Within large 

subunits of forest landscape classified by dominating species and average diameter, such a 
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model represents regeneration stock at an acceptable precision. For initializing dynamic 

management scenarios on the landscape scale level, thus, the approach is yet promising. Due to 

its generalist target variable, such a statistical model may initialize a wide spectrum of dynamic 

simulation models. Individual tree models are notably within that scope, as regeneration 

biomass is a fundamental predictor of tree number if the vertical profile of biomass per species 

within the stand’s regeneration layer has been estimated. Characteristics of that profile, such as 

the regeneration trees’ maximum height and the biomass share by species, likely correlate with 

overstory properties. In order to support dynamic simulations, the statistical model may either 

provide the starting condition of a scenario or update the regeneration layer after several steps 

of dynamic simulation. Moreover, it may support the initial state of regeneration if that starting 

condition is based on spin-up runs, as in Didion et al. (2009). 

6.2 Perspectives 

Hybrid of individual tree module and ecophysiological model (Figure 1, S and M) 

The hybrid model MoBiLE-ST (Poschenrieder et al. 2013) links a SILVA based individual tree 

component to a physiological cohort model (modules S and M in Figure 1). Therefore, it 

maintains individual tree competition across cohort boundaries. The hybrid captures the 

influence of nearest neighbor competition and the effect of stand structure on the weight, by 

which each individual tree contributes to the total biomass growth of its cohort. Future 

development of the hybrid model will enhance the model’s ability to describe the influence of 

species interaction and species separation on stand growth. Another developmental objective 

aims to represent the effect of horizontal gaps and clusters within dominant cohorts on 

subordinate ones. 

In order to meet the first objective, future research on the individual tree module has to evaluate 

and possibly to improve the stem and crown allometries that determine the species-specific 

extent of canopy occupation (Pretzsch and Rais 2016). That occupation results from 

competition, facilitation (Pretzsch and Biber 2016) and crown extension. Theory validation and 

formation will likely consider the influence of mixture on the height-diameter ratio (Thurm and 

Pretzsch 2016) as well as on the shape of the crown (Bayer et al. 2013). A realistic model of 

the spatial canopy structure is highly important in order to provide the amount of leaf area per 

canopy layer and species to the physiological cohort model. Notably within stands that are 

marked by horizontal clustering of species and by large gaps within dominant cohorts, the 

physiological and purely cohort related part of the hybrid model might therefore also require 
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extension. Such additional theory captures the effect of a horizontally inhomogeneous light 

transmission on the growth of subordinate cohorts. As MoBiLE-PSIM computes growth on a 

per cohort basis, an approach that delineates cohorts also by vertically inserted tiers is a likely 

candidate. That vertical delineation might be based on criteria of light transmission, such as tree 

size class, density and species. 

Still, the next steps of development will consider each cohort as horizontally homogeneous 

within the physiological part of MoBiLE-ST. One future task might be the refinement of 

competition-related crown allometry within the individual tree module. Within that scope, a 

fundamental research question is, whether the module can represent the species-related 

occupation of the canopy space adequately precise, to guarantee a realistic light transmission 

within the physiological model. A conceivable test concept uses typical crown shape data from 

experimental plots as retrieved by terrestrial laser scanning, e.g. from Bayer et al. (2013). 

Within a stand being considered, these surveyed crown shapes provide a leaf density profile per 

cohort, in order to define the starting condition of an annual simulation run. A further reference 

run is based on idealized crown shapes from the same stand, obtained from the individual tree 

module. Per-layer transmission and biomass allocation within both runs are then compared in 

order to evaluate the drift related to the module’s crown shape abstraction. Future modelling of 

crown dynamics might include the effect of competition and mixture on crown base height and 

crown shape through self-pruning. That effect has been approximated within an experimental 

branch of SILVA based on algorithms of Arney (1972) as modified by Biber and Seifert (Biber 

P, Seifert T pers. comm.). 

Interconnected sets of stand structure and weather data are particularly valuable for future 

model development. Such sets are available from the experimental site used by Poschenrieder 

et al. (2013). Moreover, weather, air biochemistry, growth, and individual tree position might 

be obtained from ICP Level II stations (Ferretti et al. 2010). Promising data sets of stand 

structure, weather, ozone level and growth have resulted from the Kranzberg Forest Experiment 

(Fabian et al. 2006). These data might provide a data base for more advanced development 

within the physiological model part.  

Wood quality module (Figure 1, Q) 

The species-specific response of crown structure, stem taper, and tree size to management 

interventions is highly relevant also within the scope of wood quality modelling (Pretzsch and 

Rais 2016). Thus, one important direction of development will take into account further tree 

species within the wood quality module (Q in Figure 1). That module prototype was 
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implemented within a potential modifier simulation model by Poschenrieder et al. (2016). Its 

future extension will primarily focus on European beech that holds the main share of broadleaf 

species in Germany (BMEL 2015). Therefore, as part of an ongoing project at the Chair of 

Forest Growth and Yield Science, the species-specific properties of stem structure and branch 

architecture that are relevant for timber strength of beech will be identified. Subsequently, 

algorithms that relate these properties to crown and stand structure will be implemented within 

the modules for stem construction and wood strength computation (Rais A pers. comm.). At a 

later stage, the modules for stem and branch growth recording, stem and log structure 

construction, sawing and board strength computation might be ported for optional embedding 

into various growth models. One possible target of that transfer is the individual tree module of 

the hybrid model MoBiLE-ST. 

The isotropic crown model of SILVA will most likely be retained for computing nearest 

neighbor competition. Accordingly, that straightforward shape representation will still be 

applied in future versions of the individual tree module. However, if models focus on the timber 

strength of a species with high crown plasticity such as beech (Pretzsch and Rais 2016), they 

might, in parallel to the straightforward crown model, require a more precise description of 

competition related crown shape and asymmetry. Piboule et al. (2005), by the example of a 

broadleaf mixed forest, present an algorithm that aims to reconstruct radially asymmetric, i.e. 

anisotropic crown shapes at a given point in time. That stepwise approximation on a per height 

layer basis, denoted as Overlap Minimization, aims to suffice a target crown volume. To that 

end, it considers crown isotropism as positively related to tree dominance. Overlap 

Minimization starts from an isotropic crown representation that has a circular cross section and 

is defined by crown base height and maximum crown radius. Therefore, the approach might be 

coupled to the refined crown base height estimation based on Arney (1972) that is part of a 

SILVA experimental branch. Measured branch position data from terrestrial laser scanning 

(Bayer et al. 2013) may provide a precise validation reference. A resulting anisotropic crown 

model might provide the initial state of the stand, while a complementing model of crown 

shyness (Goudie et al. 2009) might represent the dynamics of the crown shape within the course 

of simulation. A particular focus of growth model extension for wood quality and timber 

strength of beech will be on the representation of branch architecture. While the simplistic 

assumption of branch diameter as being exclusively related to crown radius was adequately 

precise for a prototypic Douglas fir model (Poschenrieder et al. 2016), wood quality modelling 

of European beech requires a more explicit representation of branch architecture. Branch 

growth of beech may either follow a monopodial pattern with short shoots or a pseudo-
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sympodial one of long shoots that exploit gaps (Peters 1997, p 90, Letort et al. 2008). Possibly 

as a result of pseudo-sympodial growth, beech branches often have a large diameter that may 

be close to the one of the stem. Laser scanning inventory as applied by Bayer et al. (2013) may 

thus provide data to identify various types of branching and their probability of occurrence. 

Based on branching pattern statistics, each virtual tree within a scenario stand might initially 

obtain one branching pattern sampled from a realistic set. The branch diameters within that 

pattern might then be adapted to correspond to the initial crown shape. Therefore, the lowest 

branch might be assumed to originate at the base of the crown. First order branches 

straightforwardly might be considered as unbranched. Their base diameters as in Poschenrieder 

et al. (2016) might be determined by branch length as computed from both the vertical angle of 

the branch and the crown hull. The base diameter computation likely has to include a random 

component and needs to be constrained by a typical range based on the main axis diameter and 

the pipe-model theory (Shinozaki et al. 1964). Data on various stands with highly differentiated 

mixture and structure both for calibration and validation are provided by the project W07 

“Long-term experimental plots for forest growth and yield research”, funded by the Bavarian 

State Ministry for Nutrition, Agriculture and Forestry.  

Dynamic regeneration module (Figure 1, R) 

Ingrowth and its control through forest management is among the most relevant determinants 

of forest structure. In order to improve the applicability of the hybrid model within scenarios of 

structure conversion, a dynamic regeneration module (R in Figure 1) might be embedded into 

the individual tree module (S in Figure 1). The statistical regeneration model (I) might then 

initialize and support such a dynamic module. For the same purpose, it has yet been 

implemented into SILVA. Model coupling might also link the physiological cohort model to 

the dynamic regeneration module in order to capture the interactive influence that both light 

competition by the mature stand and belowground competition (Petter et al. 2014) exert on the 

regeneration process. Therefore, that coupling would likely aim to maintain identity of mass 

between the regeneration layers of the physiological model and the corresponding layers of the 

dynamic regeneration module. 

Statistical regeneration module (Figure 1, I) 

Rammig and Fahse (2009) underpin the relevance of horizontal correlations within the 

regeneration process using sensitivity analysis with a cellular automata model (Rammig et al. 

2006, see section 3.2.4). Their study revealed that spatial correlation among planar tiles of 1 m² 

may result in clustering of favorable vs. less favorable microsite conditions for regeneration. If 
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that effect is taken into account, the resulting ingrowth is spatially concentrated. Hence, 

competition among the ingrown trees is strong as compared to the lower competition pressure 

within a spatially homogeneous tree arrangement. Vice versa, neglecting microsite correlation 

may lead to notable overestimation of stand growth. As microsite conditions to a certain part 

are governed by overstory properties, such as canopy openness, a realistic spatial pattern of the 

canopy structure may thus be important for realistically initializing regeneration within a 

simulated stand. Moreover, the statistical model introduced by Poschenrieder et al. (2018) 

might also benefit from a realistic arrangement of microsite clusters that do not depend on the 

canopy structure. Such clusters, for example, might result from fallen logs that may inhibit or, 

if decaying, foster nurse-log regeneration. 

Damage of sapling shoots by grazing animals is common. It has a significant impact on 

regeneration (Ammer 1996, Price et al. 2001, Didion et al. 2009). Therefore, further 

development of the statistical regeneration model presented by Poschenrieder et al. (2018) will 

aim to include browsing as an additional predictor. To that end, the percentage of saplings 

marked by a browsed terminal shoot (Eiberle 1986) would be a practice oriented indicator. It 

may be readily obtained from forest practitioners within a region considered. As summarized 

by Rüegg and Nigg (2003), that indicator is directly related to the abundance of sapling dieback 

(Eiberle 1989, Rüegg 1999). Future research that aims to derive an indicator of browsing might 

also take into account that the relation between browsing intensity and sapling mortality may 

depend on site conditions. That dependence is presented by Kupferschmid et al. (2015) based 

on various research within the montane region. 

As soon as the statistical regeneration model is parameterized for tree species that are notably 

promoted through planting, the predicted regeneration biomass will include both the fraction 

that is due to natural regeneration and the one that results from underplanting. Planting, on the 

one hand, may influence sapling abundance through the share of palatable vs. less palatable 

(Duncan et al. 2001) species. On the other hand, it may foster such species that are more 

effective in resource acquisition than the ones present within the mature stand. Moreover, as a 

spatially explicit measure, planting may aim at optimizing light supply. Thus, it is likely to 

influence the total biomass of the sapling fraction even in the absence of browsing. While for 

beech dominated forest one may assume, that regeneration is first and foremost established 

through seeding by mature trees, a further predictor that quantifies underplanting might 

generally contribute to the precision of the model. Therefore, further research might aim to 

derive and test an indicator of planting activity.  
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Future development of the statistical regeneration model will take into account additional 

species within the overstory. Concomitantly, research will consider the share of regeneration 

biomass on a per species basis. That share, on the one hand, certainly depends on the overstory’s 

density and the species composition of the mature stand fraction. On the other hand, it may  

strongly be influenced by browsing intensity as well as species-specific sensitivity to browsing 

(Clasen et al. 2015). That species-related sensitivity is crucial. It may even lead to loss of the 

admixed species (Clasen et al. 2011). Therefore, future extension of the statistical model might 

include an estimation of species-specific shares within regeneration that takes into account an 

indicator of browsing intensity. 

As browsing is a major concern of forest management, a wide data base exists to report 

browsing incidence (e.g. Hothorn and Müller 2010, Kupferschmid et al. 2015). Stock oriented 

inventories, like German NFI and Bavarian State Forest inventory, provide a valuable basis for 

the estimation of regeneration biomass. They also include quantifiers of browsing that might be 

complemented with data from browsing-oriented inventories, such as the Bavarian Forestral 

Survey on the Situation of Forest Regeneration (Hothorn and Müller 2010, StMELF 2015). 

That regeneration survey represents browsing by the percentage of saplings with browsed 

terminal shoot per each of 750 game management districts. 

Implementation of the conceptual modelling framework (Figure 1) 

The model prototypes from the thesis at hand might be further developed and coupled to fully 

implement the conceptual modelling framework outlined by Figure 1. However, any of them 

may also be linked standalone to existing models. Correspondingly, the results of Poschenrieder 

et al. (2018) have been implemented within SILVA to provide the starting condition to its 

regeneration module. A primary realization of the conceptual framework likely would comprise 

MoBiLE-ST, the hybrid of MoBiLE and the SILVA-based individual tree module (modules S 

and M in Figure 1). Optionally, it might include the dynamic regeneration module of SILVA 

(module R) and the statistical module for its initialization (module I). Further development 

might, in a first step, aim to apply MoBiLE-ST within studies on landscape scale. The hybrid 

might be used to back scenario results of SILVA and to compute levels of groundwater recharge 

related to representative stand structure types. Development at a later stage might implement 

the wood quality model concept both within MoBiLE-ST and SILVA, in order to study the 

effect of future climate scenarios and management on timber strength. Within that scope, a 

relevant process might be the influence of climate on wood density (Filipescu et al. 2014). 
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In Germany, plot inventory data are the most relevant data source for model test and application 

against the background of landscape-related ecosystem service studies (e.g. ALTERFOR, 

Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft 2017). Within German state forest, as depending on the federal state, 

the grid width of such inventories may be as small as 200 m (Bavaria). In some federal states, 

moreover, plot-based inventories are complemented by stand level inventories, such as the 

DSW2 in Brandenburg (Thünen-Institut 2017b). Within private forest, however, due to the high 

relevance of data privacy there, the prominent source of inventory data are federal state plot 

inventories of 2 km grid width or the German NFI of often 4 km grid width (four inventory 

plots per each grid point at 150 m distance). Landscape scale studies will certainly benefit from 

data and further support by private forest owners. Accordingly, modern scenario studies that 

strive to involve a broad range of stakeholders intentionally address that group (Fraunhofer-

Gesellschaft 2017). Simulation scenarios, in return, provide valuable insights into the impact 

that future climate and economy may take on the forestry sector in general. 

7 Conclusions 

The conceptual modelling framework being considered may represent the effect of management 

on a modern spectrum of ecosystem services. Prominent examples are timber and bioenergy 

production, CO2 sequestration and indicators of recreational value. Due to its physiological 

component, the modelling concept takes into account, that individual tree competitiveness is 

sensitive to the intraannual and interannual variability of weather. That model quality is crucial, 

as future weather variability may often exceed the range limits of climatological observation. 

Based on its individual tree component and its regeneration module, the yet conceptual model 

being envisaged may represent spatially explicit methods of thinning and planting that aim to 

control generational change. Furthermore, that model concept enables linkage to seed dispersal 

from landscape models and to landscape-related evaluations of average water balance and 

quality. Its primary objective is supporting of ecosystem service studies on landscape scale 

level. The components developed by the thesis at hand yet implement key features of the 

concept. Thus, they may readily support landscape-related studies. Moreover, they may extend 

the capabilities of the observation-based simulation model as a tool for the forest management 

unit that is challenged to support a widening portfolio of ecosystem services today. 
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Abstract One of the pivotal objectives in forestry

research is to estimate the response of silvicultural target

variables to climate change scenarios at high temporal

resolution in order to consider within-year feedbacks

between growth and environmental conditions. To meet

this challenge, models are needed which support and

complement the widely used observation-based decision

systems in forest management and consulting. Physiologi-

cal models in particular provide the fundamental prereq-

uisites to reflect the impact of various simultaneously

changing environmental conditions. However, a physio-

logical representation at the individual tree level is com-

putationally very expensive and sensitive to uncertain

initializations. We thus propose an approach that combines

a modern representative of the physiological cohort model

type, MoBiLE-PSIM, with the individual tree competition

concept of a distance-dependent empirical growth simula-

tor (SILVA). The resulting hybrid provides a key feature

for the consideration of forest management in long-term

simulations at high computational efficiency. The extended

model was evaluated with growth-diameter distributions

obtained from core-boring at two beech (Fagus sylvatica

L.) forest sites in south-west Germany that differ in expo-

sure and soil conditions. The mean bias of annual stand-

scale growth from 2001 to 2007 decreased from -0.59 to

-0.41 mm at one evaluation plot and from -0.55 to -

0.24 mm at the other when the competition module was

coupled in. Inclusion of the SILVA-based individual tree

module into MoBiLE-PSIM improved the size-dependent

representation of competition and growth on five-year and

even annual timescale. This was particularly the case

where the spatial distribution of dominant trees was

clustered.

Keywords Cohort model � Physiological model �
Individual tree growth � European beech � MoBiLE �
SILVA

Introduction

Simulation models play an increasingly important role as

supporting instruments for the decision maker in his task to

provide multifunctional sustainability (Muys et al. 2010).

The most common type of model in practice is the obser-

vation-based individual tree management model (Pretzsch

et al. 2008). It is based on the long-term monitoring of

experimental sites and provides for a reliable estimation of

future stock, growth, yield or even structure and diversity

under the environmental conditions of observation. Real

forest systems of today are exposed to climatic change

(Saxe et al. 2002; Boisvenue and Running 2006) in com-

bination with an increase in soil nitrogen and atmospheric

CO2 accompanied by prevalent atmospheric intoxication

(Ollinger et al. 2002) at least in the strongly industrialized

part of the world. Additionally, the inter-annual and intra-
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annual variability of weather will be different in future. As

a further source of uncertainty, all environmental factors

are interacting via plant internal processes (Löw et al.

2006; Matyssek et al. 2006), and their synergetic impact is

strongly influenced by the changing inter-annual variation

of weather (Kubiske et al. 2006). Hence, the observed

relation between integrated climate variables and growth

(Porte’ and Bartelink 2002) is likely to change. Thus, there

is a demand for models that reflect the influence of various

climatic driving forces and chemical boundary conditions

in yet unobserved combination.

As a basic prerequisite, they must take into account all

physiological processes which are individually affected by

environmental impacts and all relevant positive and nega-

tive feedbacks among them (Landsberg 2003). On a higher

level of causality, this is also true for long-term effects of

structural changes in the vicinity of a tree, e.g. from an

increase in light supply to a decrease in leaf area index (e.g.

Portsmuth and Niinemets 2007). Structure and structural

development must also be considered on the stand level

(e.g. Langvall and Löfvenius 2002) to estimate how the

impact of long-term changes might be mitigated or best

capitalized (Goreaud et al. 2006). In individual tree,

physiological models such as BALANCE (Grote and

Pretzsch 2002; Rötzer et al. 2005) modellers have merged

available theory about the underlying processes of growth

into mechanistic aggregates of soil and vegetation modules

that take into account individual tree position, dimension

and vertical crown stratification. In contrast to the typical

process model which is mechanistic and detailed for pro-

cesses that are relevant to a selected focus (as reviewed by

Mäkelä et al. 2000), such as carbon fixation, the ecopyhs-

iological individual tree model is designed to estimate the

distribution of tree dimensional growth with a very high

generality. It provides a high spatial differentiation of

processes and runs in subdaily to daily time steps, and it is

very sensitive to uncertainties in individual initialization

(Fontes et al. 2010), costly in parameterization and com-

paratively slow. To reduce complexity while preserving a

high degree of mechanistic description, Grote et al. (2011b)

have represented stand structure in MoBiLE-PSIM as an

ensemble of spatially interacting single species cohorts,

where each cohort consists of trees that are identical in

dimension and are ordered on a regular grid. Presuming

this approximation, competition may be covered by

exclusively simulating one representative tree per cohort,

and computational efficiency is increased by an order of

magnitude.

One central criterion of individual tree model evaluation

is to meet the interannual variability of the growth to size

distribution: following an increasingly well-confirmed

theory (Schwinning and Weiner 1998; Weiner 1990;

Wichmann 2001, 2002; Pretzsch and Biber 2010; Pretzsch

and Dieler 2011), a concentration of growth on either lar-

ger or smaller trees reflects the coupling of aboveground

and belowground competition. If belowground resource

supply is not limiting, tree dominance is characterized by

shading (asymmetric competition) and the regression line

between diameter growth and diameter has a steep slope

and an intersect with the DBH axis at the right side of the

origin. With decreasing soil resource availability, the slope

inclines around some point near the centre of the distri-

bution towards the horizontal. A cohort model which

accounts for size-specific resource limitations could prin-

cipally reflect this response, but the relationship between

growth and diameter would only be represented by one

single point per cohort. Hence, the distributional width has

to be recreated with a semi-empirical individual tree

algorithm, if the simplicity which is gained by the cohort

approach is to be preserved.

Within the scope of this article, we present the extension

of the ecophysiological cohort model MoBiLE-PSIM

(short MoBiLE) by an individual tree growth interpolation

that is based on the semi-empirical competition algorithm

used in the growth simulator SILVA (Pretzsch et al. 2002)

but is set up in order to satisfy the simulated cohort volume

increase. Both MoBiLE and the interpolation plug-in are

coupled in both directions on the annual timescale: the

controlling variable provided by MoBilE is the cohort

volume growth, and the ones returned back are the new

dimensions of the cohort representative tree. Our method is

innovative as compared to earlier approaches of model

coupling (Baldwin et al. 2001; Milner et al. 2003; Henning

and Burk 2004) because it combines many of their different

benefits, (a) extends them by most recent physiological

concepts, (b) implies a bidirectional control between indi-

vidual growth and stand development on a timescale of one

year, which is also sensitive to management actions and

(c) uses a mass conservative algorithm to calculate indi-

vidual tree dimensional growth from cohort total stem

biomass increase: the approach is related to the work of

Weiskittel et al. (2010), Kirschbaum (1999) and Korol

et al. (1996) in that it aims to scale the biomass increment

simulated by a stand-level physiological model down to the

individual tree level. However, it is different in that it uses

an individual tree growth prediction by a distance-depen-

dent empirical model as the weighting criterion.

Within the context of European forestry, one important

application of our hybrid model will be sensitivity assess-

ment of European beech (Fagus sylvatica L.) to future

environmental conditions: beech is supposed to be very

competitive under a wide range of conditions (Bolte et al.

2007, 2010) but has been replaced by spruce and other

coniferous species that are thought to be less adapted to

expected environmental conditions in many regions (Koca

et al. 2006; Bolte et al. 2010). As comprehensively
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explained by Brumme and Khanna (2009), its increased

cultivation in central Europe is heavily advocated to pre-

serve and enhance biodiversity in a changing climate and to

provide long-term sustainability of forests and the pro-

ductivity of forest stands. In this situation, some concern

has been expressed about the relatively small knowledge

base about the response of European beech to drought

conditions (Jump et al. 2006; Geßler et al. 2007; Friedrichs

et al. 2009). Our model evaluation takes advantage of

extensive data from two areas in south-west Germany that

have repeatedly been investigated for forestry and eco-

physiological purposes (e.g. Geßler et al. 2001; Holst et al.

2010). They are situated within a region of shallow soils on

porous limestone where growth depressions due to drought

have repeatedly affected stand development in the past

(Maaten 2011).

Materials and methods

Site description

The experimental sites are located in south-western Ger-

many near Tuttlingen, about 100 km east of the city of

Freiburg (47�590N, 8�450E) at about 800 m a.s.l. They have

repeatedly been described elsewhere in more detail (e.g.

Geßler et al. 2001; Mayer et al. 2002). One slope is facing

towards SW direction (defined as SW slope), while the

aspect of the second slope is NE (NE slope). The horizontal

distance between both sites (control plots) is about 800 m.

Both hillsides are covered with 80–90-year-old single-layer,

beech-dominated ([90 %) forest stands. A summary of

general site properties and stand characteristics is presented

in Table 1, and the situation is shown in Fig. 1 (taken from

Holst et al. 2004a, b, 2010; Paul 2003; photosynthetically

active radiation PAR from Mayer et al. 2002).

According to the site description by Geßler et al. (2005),

soil profiles are characterized as Rendzic Leptosols derived

from limestone (Weißjura beta and gamma series). On both

slopes, the soil profiles are shallow, averaging less than

50 cm depth of topsoil before becoming dominated by

parent rock interspersed with pockets of organic matter and

mineral soil. The soil profile on the SW slope is particu-

larly rocky, containing more than 40 % (volumetric basis)

rocks and stones ([63 mm diameter) in the top 20 cm of

the soil, rising to 80 % below 50 cm depth. The soil on the

NE slope contains 15 % rocks and stones in the uppermost

20 cm of the soil and about 30 % below 50 cm depth.

Two control plots NE-C (68 m 9 77 m at horizontal

projection) and SW-C (71 m 9 70 m) were selected for

evaluation, which had not been thinned after setup of the

experimental site in early 1999. Mean stand properties

based on a forest inventory in Winter 1998/99 are given in

Table 2 (height and diameter have been taken from Hauser

(2003), and the number of trees per ha at horizontal pro-

jection has been calculated based on the tree lists).

Although the stand at site NE is about 10 years younger,

its mean basal area stem is higher and has a larger diam-

eter. Even if NE-C has a wider range of variation in DBH

than SW-C, both plots have a bell-shaped DBH distribution

that indicates an even-aged structure. Number of trees by

DBH (diameter at breast height) interval and height over

Table 1 Experimental site properties (numbers in italics are estimates based on soil type)

Site property NE SW

Elevation (m a.s.l.) 820 760

Slope (degree) 23 25

Annual mean temperature, 2001–2007 (�C) 7.4 7.5

Annual average precipitation, 2001–2007 (mm) 906 1,064

PAR at 1.3-fold stand height in 2001 (lmol m-2 s-1) 243 245

Soil type Silty clay loam Silty clay loam

Humus type Mull Mull

Litter height (mm) 90 80

Specific soil parameters in depth of (cm): 10 30 50 10 30 50

Depth of the soil profile (mm) 190 160 200 190 160 100

Stone fraction (0–1) 0.21 0.20 0.30 0.52 0.35 0.35

Soil bulk density (kg dm-3) 0.74 1.73 1.85 0.59 1.73 1.85

Clay content (0–1) 0.45 0.49 0.49 0.46 0.49 0.49

Water holding capacity (mm m-1) 500 500 500 500 500 500

Water content at wilting point (mm m-1) 270 75 270 170 75 270

The bold values indicate on the one hand the information about the soil depth investigated, on the other hand they also representthe heading for

the depth-specific information in the following rows
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DBH as determined from a stand height curve by the

growth simulator SILVA (Pretzsch et al. 2002) are shown

in Fig. 2a, b. Figure 3 is a map of stem base position and

DBH: at NE-C, it has a rather irregular pattern, whereas at

SW-C it shows a clear concentration of larger trees at the

centre of the downhill side. The species distribution within

each of the two plots included 94 % beech and minor

contribution of other hardwood. All trees were thus con-

sidered as beech in the simulations and following analysis.

Measurements

Individual tree data within our study were DBH and

position that had been taken in winter 1998/99 (Hauser

2003) and borer probes taken in early spring 2011. Based

on the age-corrected DBH distribution of 1999 and on the

observed frequency of DBH within intervals of 10 cm, a

stratified sample of each plot was taken in March 2011

(n = 27 at NE-C, n = 26 at SW-C, Fig. 2c). From each

sample tree, two stemwood cores were taken at breast

height with an angular distance of 90� from each other, and

one of the cores was taken on the uphill side. At NE-C,

both cores of 23 trees were used for evaluation while in the

remaining four cases, only one core per tree could be used

due to damage of the second probe. At SW-C, all probes

were suitable for analyses. Tree height, height to crown

base and crown diameter were computed by the growth

simulator SILVA (Pretzsch et al. 2002), based on the

individual tree lists and the mean basal area stem height.

Model description

The physiological part of the hybrid model is represented

by the modelling framework MoBiLE (Modular Biosphere

simuLation Environment; Grote et al. 2009; Holst et al.

2010) in a configuration that uses the physiologically based

vegetation module PSIM (Physiological SImulation Model,

Grote 2007; Grote et al. 2009) and a newly implemented

version of the biogeochemical module DNDC (DeNitrifi-

cation–DeComposition, Li et al. 1992) along with modules

that describe micro-environmental conditions within the

Fig. 1 Position of the two experimental sites and three trials at each location. Only control trials (SW-C and NE-C) are used in this investigation,

and other trials represent different thinning intensities. (Figures reproduced from Holst et al. 2004a; Paul 2003)

Table 2 Growth- and yield-related key properties by plot

Plot property NE-C SW-C

Mean basal area stem

Height (m) 26.5 21.1

Diameter at 1.3 m (cm) 25.6 21.5

Diameter 95 % range of variation (cm) 10–39 11–32

Number of trees per ha 516 658
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biosphere (e.g. light distribution, soil temperature devel-

opment and water availability). It is represented by the left

part of Fig. 4 and commonly named MoBiLE-PSIM (short

MoBiLE).

MoBiLE runs in a subdaily (hourly) time step with

respect to the photosynthetic equations and in a daily time

step for other processes. Photosynthesis is computed

according to Farquhar et al. (1980) with modifications

suggested by Ball et al. (1987). The PSIM module simu-

lates uptake, loss and allocation of C and N within the plant

as determined by sink strength (Grote 1998; Grote et al.

2011a) that is based on allometric rules. It runs on a daily

time step. PSIM considers the ecosystem to be consisting

of ‘vegetation types’ or ‘cohorts’ of distinct species, ver-

tical dimension and ground coverage. Each cohort is rep-

resented by its average tree characterized by diameter,

height, height at crown base and stem number: a separate

vegetation structure module converts the carbon gain of the

cohort given by PSIM to the corresponding total stem

volume increase at annual time step. It then uses a taper

function to convert the average stem volume increase to the

dimension growth of the representative tree as described in

Grote et al. (2011a, b). The new representative tree

dimensions define the new structural features that influence

leaf distribution and thus radiation regime and competition

within the canopy in the following year.

If a detailed tree list is used as input, the average cohort

tree at simulation start is calculated from this list, using tree

height and crown base height as selection criteria for a

cohort. All trees within a cohort are thus considered equal

and are assumed to be arranged in a homogeneous pattern

that also might allow for a certain amount of gaps, pro-

vided the ground coverage—as calculated from diameter

and crown diameter ratio—is below 100 % (see Grote et al.

2011a for further information). Stem volume and conse-

quent biomasses are calculated from species-specific taper

functions and allometric relationships.

PSIM differentiates canopy and soil into a number of

vertical layers with a thickness of about 50 cm above-

ground and—depending on initialization—10–50 cm

belowground. The environmental conditions experienced

by a cohort in MoBiLE are defined by the resources

available within the above- and belowground layers that it

occupies according to its height, height at crown base and

rooting depth. Foliage area and fine root biomass are

explicitly distributed in vertical direction at the spatial

resolution of the layering. Several cohorts may occupy the

same layer. Hence, a tree cohort affects its own environ-

ment and that of other cohorts by shading and uptake

(nitrogen, water) on the level of canopy and soil layers. On

the stand level, it may thus exert aboveground competition

on other cohorts that concentrate their foliage in canopy

layers further down. Belowground, the competition

strength of a cohort depends on the presence of fine roots in

a particular soil layer and the species-specific uptake

capacity. As maximum rooting depth for mature beech

trees is considered to be approximately 3 m in the model,

all cohorts are assumed to have access to the whole soil

profile. Despite the differentiation into cohorts and the

consideration of a certain gap fraction, all processes are

simulated as ‘one-dimensional’, and thus, the emerging

forest is still horizontally homogeneous—implicitly

assuming a uniform distribution of trees within a cohort.
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MoBiLE uses a ground basal area weighting to aggregate

the cohort representative tree dimensions to the stand level.

The ability of the model to simulate the micro-meteo-

rological conditions and the water balance at the selected

sites has been evaluated in an earlier publication (Holst

et al. 2010). Species-specific parameters to describe phys-

iological processes, i.e. carbon exchange and biomass

allocation, have been determined from literature sources

and were evaluated using beech trials at other investigation

sites (Grote et al. 2011a). The setup of a cohort simulation

and an application for a mixed stand dominated by Scots

pine have been presented in Grote et al. (2011b).

To complement MoBiLE with a fast individual tree

component, an additional module was embedded into the

framework that is based on potential dimension growth and

competition equations taken from the individual tree model
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SILVA (Pretzsch et al. 2002). SILVA describes stand

development at a level of detail of individual trees and their

aboveground dimensions. The model has no physiological

or micrometeorological theory of anabolism, catabolism or

transport. SILVA models potential growth of an individual

tree using the Chapman–Richards equation for height and

diameter growth (Richards 1959). The prevailing process

within a cohort tree’s actual growth is competition, as

expressed in the following highly simplified form:

g ¼ P � c ð1Þ

where g is actual growth and P is the site-specific potential

growth for both height and diameter increment. Variable

c is the competition-related reduction term that is different

for height and diameter growth. It depends on a tree’s

dimension in relation to the dimension and position of each

competing neighbour tree. Hence, total stand density

determines each individual tree’s growth indirectly via the

local density, arrangement and geometry of its competing

neighbours: a competitor takes influence only if its tree top

reaches into a solid angle (about 60�) that opens towards

the sky with vertex inside the central tree’s crown and

position coaxial to the crown vertical axis. The exact value

of the virtual cone’s angle as well as its position is species

specific. If a neighbour reaches into the cone, it exerts

competition on the tree depending on the angle between

crown base and neighbour tree top, the crown cross-sec-

tional areas and a species-specific light transmission coef-

ficient of the competitor. Furthermore, the resulting

competition factor depends on the horizontal distance

between the central tree’s stem and the centre of gravity of

competition. Plot edge effects are corrected by linear

expansion based on earlier work of Martin et al. (1977).

Potential growth parameters in SILVA are based on the

long-term observation of a high number of plots ranging

from northern Germany to Switzerland. They reflect

growth as dependent on stand-scale soil and climate con-

ditions. The competition factor equations for height and

diameter growth use parameters which are exclusively

dependent on species (for more details see Pretzsch et al.

2002). SILVA uses a time step of five years, because its

growth curves do not represent the interannual variability

of weather, and a higher temporal resolution would not add

quality to the simulation result: the curves of potential

growth are sigmoid (height) or unimodal (diameter).

Potential height at time t is defined as:

ht ¼ A 1� e�kt
� �p ð2Þ

As SILVA is kept independent of stand age, t is

computed from height at the beginning of a simulation

interval via the inverse of Eq. 2. In the original model

implementation, A, k and p are internal variables that are

not given as parameters but calculated from site conditions

and species-specific unimodal dose–response functions.

For potential diameter growth, the independent variable

is diameter d itself that represents biological age. Diameter

increase (dd) is

dd ¼ aju 1� e�jd
� �u

e�jd ð3Þ

where a; j and u are of the same mathematical meaning as

A, k and p in Eq. 2 but of distinct value and species-spe-

cific. Furthermore to get the actual value of potential

growth, the basal area growth that results from Eq. 3 is

modified by a climate and nutrient-dependent factor that is

named ESto in Pretzsch et al. (2002).

MoBiLE was modified in such way that the vegetation

structure module delegates the cohort’s representative tree

dimension growth to the individual tree module (Fig. 4):

the individual tree component offers an interface that takes

the cohort volume both at start and end of year and returns

the resulting new cohort representative tree dimensions.

Therefore, the individual tree component uses an inter-

mediate step that scales down the annual total volume

growth of a cohort to an individual volume and dimen-

sional increase in each individual tree (Fig. 5). An indi-

vidual tree list has to be provided to the individual tree

individual tree 
module

MoBiLE

plugin

timestep 1 year

timestep ≤ 1 day

cohort trees

cohort volume

volume downscaling &
dimension adaptation

start of year end of year start of next year

preliminary new dimensions new tree dimensions

new cohort dimensionsnew cohort volume

next cycle

Fig. 5 Interaction of MoBiLE

and the individual tree module

simplified
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module at simulation start to define starting dimensions for

each tree in the stand. The key step of the downscaling

algorithm is to compute height and diameter growth of

each individual tree at annual time step based on Eqs. 1, 2

and 3 and correct it by the factor shown in Eq. 4 (details

are given in the online supplement).

f ¼
ffiffiffiffi
x3
p
� 1

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
x�3
p

� 1
where x ¼ v1

v0

and x� ¼ v�1
v�0

ð4Þ

Variables v0
* and v1

* are individual tree volumes at the

start and end of year, respectively: they are calculated from

the timber-wood taper function of SILVA. The volume at

the end of year v1
* results from dimension growth based on

Eqs. 1, 2 and 3. Tree volumes v0 and v1 are calculated from

the cohort volumes at start and end of year that are passed

to the module and the share respectively of v0
* and v1

* within

the cohort. Intuitively spoken, the expression approxi-

mately is the ratio of a dimension change that is in

accordance with the physiological part of the hybrid model

and one that corresponds to the SILVA growth curves.

To explain the whole concept in a nutshell, the sole task

of the physiological part is to calculate the annual carbon

gain and volume growth of the cohort representative tree

but not the change of its dimensions. The key role of the

individual tree module on the other hand is to provide the

relative growth of height and diameter on a per tree basis

via potential dimensional growth and competition. Based

on the absolute cohort volume growth given by the phys-

iological main model, the module uses the allometry to

calculate the absolute height and diameter growth of each

individual tree and the resulting new dimensions of the

cohort representative. Both components are coupled within

a feedback loop on annual timescale that keeps cohort

layering and growth processes on one hand and individual

tree stem- and crown dimensions on the other hand con-

sistent with each other and prevents the module -states

from drifting apart.

Simulation setup and parameters

Simulation runs with MoBiLE were conducted with the

individual tree version (named MoBilE-ST in the follow-

ing) and with the original version (MoBiLE alone). Tree

initial diameters were available from measurements which

had been taken in winter 1998/99 (Hauser 2003) and reflect

the situation immediately after a thinning that had been

applied before the definition of control plots. Initial height

and crown dimensions were computed by SILVA. Three

cohorts that were based on the diameter intervals (in cm,

end diameter excluded) 0–20, 20–30, 30–? were defined

on each site. As MoBiLE is generally designed to require

sparse configuration, the individual tree module does not

calculate the growth curve parameters A, k and p in Eq. 2

and the basal area growth modifier Esto via dose–response

functions and additional site description. Instead, A, k,

p and Esto are directly given: within the scope of this

study, their values refer to an average growth potential for

southern Germany, following the idea, that the sole

responsibility of the individual tree module is to control the

relation of height to diameter growth and that it hence is

sensitive to stand structure but robust with respect to site. A

synopsis of the important parameters is given in Table 3.

Weather data had been collected from 2001 to 2007 on a

tower of approximately 1.5 times stand height within each

of the sites and have been published in Holst et al. (2004a,

2010) as well as in Holst and Mayer (2005). Detailed

descriptions of the instrumentation can be found in Mayer

et al. (2002). The time interval of simulation was started

from 2001 to end of 2007. A pre-run of 3 years preceded

each simulation run to provide a plausible internal state of

variables that cannot directly be initialized such as pool-

specific nitrogen concentrations within the soil: they result

from boundary conditions such as the total nitrogen con-

centration per layer and usually stabilize to realistic values

within three simulated years. The stabilizing run was based

on repetition of the weather of 2002.

Five-year plot level results of MoBilE-ST and MoBiLE

alone at NE-C and SW-C (2001–2005) were also compared

with the ones of the stand-alone SILVA model. The

observation-based model was initialized with the same tree

lists and parameterized with the average of the same

weather records.

The diameter growth to diameter distribution on the

individual tree level as simulated by MoBiLE-ST was

compared to the one that resulted from coring differenti-

ated by plot, either as total growth of 2001–2005 or in

selected years. As the tree diameters of the sample in the

years of comparison were not directly measured, they were

reconstructed from the tree ring analysis. Regressions

between growth and DBH were done with the ordinary

least squares algorithm (OLS), and prediction intervals

were calculated from the residual variance.

Table 3 Growth curve parameters

Parameter Value Equation

A 54 Height growth (Chapman–Richards,

Eq. 2): ht ¼ A 1� e�kt
� �p

k 0.011

p 1.11

a 1,327.8481 Diameter growth (Chapman–Richards 1st

derivative, Eq. 3):

dd ¼ aju 1� e�jd
� �u

e�jd
j 0.016363272

u 0.775173759
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Results

Figures 6 and 7 show general properties of the sample data

to give an impression of the plausibility and reliability of

the dataset that was used for evaluation. In Fig. 6, the mean

year ring width overtime from coring differentiated into

plot NE-C and SW-C is presented. It shows a sharp decline

in 1976, which was a year of severe drought. Growth peaks

starting in 1994 at SW-C and 1996 at NE-C coincide with

the last thinning before experimental site setup in 1999

(Hauser 2003). Within the time period of the simulation

from 2001 to 2007, the year ring width displays a growth

variation also typical for the period 1970–1994. From 2001

to 2005, NE-C and SW-C show a similar growth response

with no particular incident in the dry year 2003. Figure 7

presents the distribution of DBH growth from 2001 to 2005

over DBH at both plots. It is equivalent to growth as

dependent on tree size class and is one important evalua-

tion criterion of the hybrid approach. The confidence band

of diameter growth that is predicted by regression is indi-

cated by error bars at mean DBH, at the estimated 2.5 %—

quantile limit, and at 97.5 %—quantile limit of DBH. The

data spread shows a usual variation of residuals at the

individual tree level with R2 = 0.74 at NE-C and

R2 = 0.43 at SW-C.

Figure 8 shows variability of tree growth as well as

mean basal area stem growth of the coring subsample as

compared to simulation results from MoBiLE without

single-tree interpolation module (MoBiLE), MoBiLE with

interpolation module (MoBiLE-ST) and SILVA from 2001

to 2005 differentiated by NE-C and SW-C. Error bars

indicate confidence intervals of variability and growth here.

MoBiLE alone underestimates measured growth in that

five-year period from 2001 to 2005. It underestimates

stand-scale variability at NE-C and overestimates it at SW-

C. MoBiLE-ST shows slight improvement with respect to

mean basal area stem growth at NE-C and more realistic

variability, which is somewhat underestimated at the site.

At SW-C, the results are very close to measurement when

the interpolation module is used. SILVA is close to the

coring sample at NE-C, but at SW-C it overestimates local

five-year growth and variability.

On the annual timescale (Fig. 9), the improvement of

stand-level growth 2001–2007 that comes along with the

use of the individual tree module is moderate at plot NE-C

as well but remarkable at site SW-C. SILVA which is

purely climate driven yields no additional information at

that timescale. At plot NE-C, the deviation of mean over

the 7 year timescale of 2001–2007 that is given as mean

bias in mm was -0.59 with MoBiLE alone and -0.41 with

MoBiLE-ST. At SW-C, the deviation strongly changed

from -0.55 to -0.24 when MoBiLE-ST was used (confi-

dence interval about ±0.8). As an indicator of quality on

the annual timescale, the mean absolute bias decreased

from 0.26 to 0.21 at NE-C and from 0.23 to 0.13 at SW-C

when MoBiLE was used with the individual tree module

(confidence interval about ±0.25).

Figure 10 shows measured and simulated individual tree

DBH growth over DBH from 2001 to 2005 as well as in the
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selected years 2001 and 2005 differentiated by trial plot:

within the five-year range, the two individual years are

marked by growth to size distributions and regressions of

MoBiLE-ST that correspond to a large and a small stand-

scale bias of growth, respectively, and limit the span of slope

and data spread of the years with deviations lying in between.

Cohort representative tree growth from MoBiLE alone is

shown by one individual point per interval within the five-

year growth to size distributions of NE-C and SW-C.

The confidence band of the simulated data regression

does not exceed a growth span of about 1 mm at 5-year

growth within the range of DBH variability given. Hence,

the reliability of the comparisons shown in Fig. 10 is lar-

gely governed by the sample data confidence bands that

may be taken from Fig. 7. The regression lines reflect a

stronger underestimation of diameter growth by MoBiLE-

ST on the individual tree level as compared to stand-level

aggregated growth in Figs. 8 and 9. MoBiLE-ST shows a

more realistic distribution of diameter growth among the

three cohorts than MoBiLE that overestimates growth in

the lowest cohort as compared to the others. Within the two

topmost cohorts, MoBiLE-ST shows a better estimation

than MoBiLE alone that also underestimates there. In the

lowest cohort, MoBiLE-ST underestimates and MoBiLE

overestimates or estimates accurately (SW-C).

To give an impression how the model represents the

distributional width of growth at the centre of the DBH

distribution, the 95 % prediction interval of growth at mean

DBH is presented by error bars on the regression lines of

simulation and measurement. The spread of individual tree

diameter growth at site NE-C is met by the simulation

results. In accordance with the measured distributional
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width of diameters, simulated growth at SW-C is more

narrow than at NE-C, albeit the absolute values are still

underestimated.

Discussion

Generally, site quality is somewhat better at plot NE-C that

has a larger basal area than the slightly older plot SW-C.

Consistently, SW-C is more homogeneous in tree size and

growth at this site is more equally distributed among trees.

The year-to-year changes of average year ring width at

both sites from 1970 to 2010 are often quite similar,

including the significant drop in the very dry year 1976. In

the mid of the 1990s, there are remarkable growth peaks at

both sites. Interestingly, the SW-C plot showed inferior

diameter growth than NE-C until this period but is growing

similarly good or even better after this event. One plausible

explanation for that shift is a mitigation of competition due

to the last thinning before setup of the test sites in 1999.

Another likely candidate to explain the observed change is

that beech is relatively sensitive to drought (e.g. Friedrichs

et al. 2009; Scharnweber et al. 2011) and precipitation

might have increased at site SW: in contrast to the former

statement about the sites that no significant differences

appear across the valley (Geßler et al. 2001), measured

precipitation at site SW-C from 2001 to 2007 was higher

than at NE-C (1,027 compared to 865 mm annual average).

During the simulation period, the driest year was 2003

that has been shown to decrease carbon assimilation in

Europe in general (Ciais et al. 2005) and for beech in

particular (Charru et al. 2010). However, no growth

depression in that year became obvious from the average

year ring width of both plots. Similar results had been

reported from other beech stands in Germany and the

Netherlands (Mund et al. 2010; van der Werf et al. 2007),

which were attributed to favourable growth conditions in

early spring or after drought. It should also be noted that

2002 was the wettest year in the simulation period so that

soil water storages were well filled.

Stand-scale results from all models were compared as

growth over a five-year time period (the basic time step of

SILVA), and simulations with MoBiLE-ST were compared

to those of the original MoBiLE cohort model on an annual

basis. During the time period from 2001 to 2005, simulations

with SILVA correctly estimated average diameter growth at

NE-C and overestimated it at SW-C, while the original

MoBiLE version underestimated growth in both cases. With

MoBiLE-ST, the results at NE-C were slightly better, and at

SW-C, the representation of measured DBH growth con-

siderably improved as compared to the original model.

On the individual tree level, MoBiLE-ST shows a more

realistic relation between five-year diameter growth and

tree diameter than MoBiLE alone, if the commonly used

linear regression is applied to the result. It represents

diameter growth in the two dominant cohorts better, albeit

it underestimates growth in the lowest cohort. Both model

versions would be more similar in total stand growth, if the

cohorts were simply weighted by tree number. Even if the

better representation of total stand growth by MoBiLE-ST

notably at SW-C implies emphasis of dominant trees in

averaging, it is also based on a more realistic diameter

growth within the two upper cohorts and a better reflection

of the size to growth relationship within the stand.

The gap in improvement between sites NE-C and SW-C

might reflect the differences in stand structure between

both sites: at NE-C, the topmost cohort is populated by

more than 100 well-established dominant trees. Possibly,

there is more investment into diameter and less into height

within the dominant layer than it is predicted by the model,

as trees are in a clearly dominant position and thus from a

functional point of view might invest into leaf area and

hence diameter rather than into height. In contrast, at SW-

C, only about 40 dominant trees are established in the

largest cohort, and these are concentrated within a circle of

radius 20 m near the border of the plot. Here, the notable

improvement of diameter growth within the upper two

cohorts in MoBiLE-ST might be due to clustering of the

most dominant group and hence lowered individual tree

competition on the middle cohort.

In 2005 which is a year of good concordance between

simulated and measured diameter growth on both sites,

MoBiLE-ST accordingly showed a realistic slope and

intercept of the diameter growth to diameter regression on

the individual tree level. Whatsoever, it generally under-

estimated diameter increase as yet: one possible cause

could be a deviation in the allometry of dominant trees at

NE-C. Another is that volume growth both in MoBiLE-ST

and MoBiLE is not sensitive to structural heterogeneity, as

the physiological main model still perceives a cohort as

horizontally homogeneous. Hence, improvements of

diameter growth shown by MoBiLE-ST as compared to

MoBiLE are exclusively due to a better description of

allometry as yet, and one possible approach of further

model optimization might be to correct the assumptions

about canopy density in the light transmission of MoBiLE

based on structural aspects like clustering.

At NE-C, the distributional width of simulated diameter

growth at mean diameter was similar to the one of mea-

sured growth in the individual years 2001 and 2005 as well

as over the time range 2001–2005. At site SW-C, the data

spread of simulated growth was more narrow in accordance

with the more homogeneous stand structure. However, it

was smaller than the measured one in all cases which

indicates that MoBiLE-ST could not capture the whole

variability. On the other hand, the variation of year ring
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width might have been artificially increased due to general

measurement uncertainties, particularly related to diffuse

porous wood. However, simulated residual variability of

annual growth did not exceed the one of the coring sample

in any of the cases.

One of the key challenges for the physiological model is

the age dependence of parameters and processes, e.g. with

respect to water supply, stomatal conductance and assim-

ilation (Magnani et al. 2008; Delzon et al. 2004) that is

relevant in particular for simulations of uneven-aged stands

or over rotations. Therefore, one of the major tasks of

future research and development is the investigation of the

tree size dependence of water stress and the according

further refinement of the physiological model part. The

focus of this study is on the dependence of allometry on

biological age and competition that is delegated to an

observation-based module. As a matter of model simplic-

ity, the approach as yet implies that allometry at a given

stand structure was site independent within a large ecore-

gion. A further step of development might be to add dose–

response functions of growth potential taken from SILVA

and to extend the model preferences by site information:

To increase the site dependence of height growth to

diameter growth on one hand could improve the results on

the short time range that have been presented in this study.

On the other hand, although the physiological main model

and the individual tree component are coupled in a feed-

back loop to prevent from module drift, a higher spatial

resolution of allometry might be beneficial to mitigate a

possible bias between modelled and real individual tree

dimension over a rotation. The approach used so far aims

to save costs of model maintenance and parameterization.

As the dose–response functions of SILVA were parame-

terized on the stand-scale level, the investment into a more

stand-related allometry might pay off.

Our results indicate that the average stand development

indeed depends on individual tree size distribution and that

the incorporation of individual tree competition into

MoBiLE improves the representation of environmental

influences in long-term simulations of forest development.

The added value of the hybrid model in comparison with

the SILVA growth simulator is the consideration of inter-

annual variability: MoBiLE-ST is not necessarily more

accurate in the prediction of growth considering current

climate conditions, but it is sensitive to a change in the

inter-annual as well as intra-annual weather regime and

hence adds understanding about the long-term effect of a

changing climate on competition and structural dynamics.

The coupling of an individual tree module into MoBiLE

follows a well-justified demand for hybrid models that

combine physiological responses with observation-based

stand structure development (Mäkelä et al. 2000). Earlier

coupling approaches used either a unidirectional linkage

between physiological- and observation-based module

(Henning and Burk 2004) or bidirectional linkages with

large (several years) time steps before considering struc-

tural feedbacks (Milner et al. 2003). Also, dimensional

change was eventually not consistently related to biomass

growth (Baldwin et al. 2001). Weiskittel et al. (2010),

Kirschbaum (1999) and Korol et al. (1996) have addressed

the issue of mass conservative stand NPP distribution by a

weight that was related to the estimated proportion of light

acquired by a tree’s crown. Dimension growth was calcu-

lated via allometric equations from the individual tree

volume. As underlined by Watt and Kirschbaum (2011),

allometry is not only age dependent but also related to site

factors that are at least to a part related to competition, such

as stand density. Hence, our approach within the same

interpolation step (1) pre-estimates individual tree growth

with a distance-dependent observation-based model to

provide competition-dependent allometry as well as to

scale down cohort volume growth to an individual tree

volume change and then (2) corrects the pre-estimated

individual tree dimension growth to suffice the individual

tree relative volume increase. It aims to minimize the

investment into site-specific calibration and to achieve

generality with respect to species composition and age

class. The specific advantage of the presented coupling is a

clear division of tasks between physiological carbon allo-

cation and observation-based allometry: on one hand, the

physiological main model is highly sensitive to environ-

mental variability but would be expensive to parameterize

and slow on the individual tree level. Therefore, it uses the

concept of a cohort model. On the other hand, the obser-

vation-based individual tree module is more straightfor-

ward and much faster in simulating individual tree growth.

It is less sensitive to site conditions. Hence, it exclusively

centres upon the ratio of growth in height and diameter, i.e.

allometry. The approach combines the major advantages of

both model types. Furthermore, it all in one (1) utilizes a

mass conservative algorithm to convert stand carbon allo-

cation to individual tree dimensional change, (2) has a

bidirectional coupling of cohort mass and volume growth

on one hand and of individual tree allometry on the other at

the annual timescale, (3) implies a feedback loop to prevent

cohort carbon allocation and individual tree dimensional

change from drifting apart and (4) utilizes a fast allometry

algorithm from a tried and tested observation-based model

to extend a physiological model.

Similar to what we propose here, Kimmins et al. (1999)

addressed hybridization with the FORCAST model by

predefining the time course of stem size distribution at

simulation start. The rates of growth of all trees are com-

puted relative to the median tree. Our approach, however,

extends this concept, in that it includes the distribution of

tree dimension as an intrinsic variable that dynamically
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evolves from the initial size and position of the stand’s

trees, the growth of the stand cohorts and the competition

within the stand. Therefore, the approach is well suited to

address some interesting questions in the future. For

example, whether management can mitigate increasing

drought stress by reducing the competition on water

(Kohler et al. 2010), or to what degree the relation between

aboveground and belowground competition processes

might change under changing environmental conditions

(Pretzsch and Biber 2010; Pretzsch and Dieler 2011).

Conclusion

Inclusion of an individual tree module (taken from SILVA)

into a physiological model (MoBiLE-PSIM) improved the

spatial representation of competition and growth on 5 year

and even annual timescale. This is particularly the case

where the spatial distribution of dominant trees is clustered.

Still, there might be room for model improvement in a

more detailed relation between crown dominance and

development of the height to diameter ratio. In a year

where the accuracy of stand growth simulation is high, also

mean growth at given tree size is well represented. The

competition module might require further improvement in

reproducing the distributional width in structurally homo-

geneous stands. Further investigations would be needed to

assert that the model reflects the relation between tree

dominance and competitive advantage also in years of

extremely low soil resource supply.
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 2 

Extending a physiological forest growth model by an observation-based tree competition 3 

module improves spatial representation of diameter growth 4 

 5 

The subject of this work is the extension of the physiological cohort model MoBiLE-PSIM 6 

(Grote et al. 2009) with an observation based module that provides individual tree potential 7 

growth, competition and allometry taken from SILVA (Pretzsch et al. 2002), and scales down 8 

the cohort volume growth to the individual tree level. On annual time step the module first 9 

computes preliminary tree volumes at the start (v0
*) and at the end (v1

*) of the current year 10 

(Figure A1, step 1) based on the timber-wood taper function of SILVA. Next, the total cohort 11 

volumes at start and end of year that are passed to the module by the physiological main part 12 

of the hybrid model are refined to the individual tree level via the shares of v0
* and v1

* within 13 

the cohort (resulting in v0 and v1, Figure A1, step 2). Hence each individual tree can be 14 

assigned a preliminary relative volume increase that is consistent with potential growth and 15 

competition of the individual tree module (result of Figure A1, step 1) and a relative volume 16 

increase that is consistent with the physiological main model (result of Figure A1, step 2). The 17 

next step is to correct the preliminary dimension increases to values that are consistent with 18 

the total cohort volume increase from carbon allocation using the correction factor defined by 19 

Eq.1 of the basic publication 20 
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The preliminary dimension change of each cohort tree is multiplied by the tree specific 24 

correction factor to get an updated cohort tree list of the following year: It has a total volume  25 

that is consistent with the carbon allocation of the cohort. The new dimensions of the average 26 

cohort tree are then formed from the updated individual trees. 27 

Equations A1) to A8) give a detailed explication of the new downscaling algorithm in 28 

MoBiLE. For convenience, we use a matrix notation to explain operations across groups of 29 

trees, such as the full stand or a cohort of trees. One boundary condition of particular 30 

importance is stand structure U as dependent on time t 31 

 32 

𝑈𝑡 =

(

 
 
 

ℎ𝑡1⋯ℎ𝑡𝑚
𝑑𝑡1…𝑑𝑡𝑚
𝑏𝑡1…𝑏𝑡𝑚
𝑟𝑡1…𝑟𝑡𝑚
𝑥1…𝑥𝑚
𝑦1…𝑦𝑚 )

 
 
 

.  Eq.A1 33 

 34 

Each column corresponds to exactly one tree of index j from {1,..,m} at time t where m is the 35 

total number of trees within the stand. Variables btj, rtj, xj and yj are height to the crown base, 36 

crown diameter, x coordinate and y coordinate of tree j. They are essential to capture 37 

competition at time t (Ct)  38 

 39 

𝐶𝑡 = (
𝛾𝑡1⋯𝛾𝑡𝑚
𝛿𝑡1…𝛿𝑡𝑚

) Eq.A2 40 

 41 

where γtj and δtj are the reduction factors of potential height and diameter growth.  42 

  43 
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The structure of a cohort at time t with n trees is defined here as a submatrix of Ut (St) 44 

 45 

𝑆𝑡 = (
ℎ𝑡1⋯ℎ𝑡𝑛
𝑑𝑡1…𝑑𝑡𝑛

) Eq.A3 46 

 47 

where each column refers to exactly one cohort tree i of index 1,..,n and corresponds to its 48 

dimension vector at time t (�⃗⃗� t, tree index omitted) 49 

 50 

�⃗⃗� t = (
ℎ𝑡
𝑑𝑡
). Eq.A4 51 

 52 

Cohorts may intersect spatially in height and ground position but are completely discrete from 53 

each other with respect to their trees. Any stand tree is part of exactly one cohort. The 54 

adherence of a stand tree to a cohort is independent of time at the current state of 55 

development. 56 

When PSIM has finished a year, all cohorts are updated: The structure of the cohort at the 57 

beginning of year (t0) is mapped to the structure at the end of year (t1) (for convenience we 58 

denote t0 as 0 and t1 as 1 where time is the index in the following) 59 

 60 

𝑆0, 𝑉0, 𝑉1 → 𝑆1 Eq.A5 61 

 62 

where S0 is the cohort structure at t0, V0 and V1 are the cohort volumes at t0 and t1 and S1 is the 63 

cohort structure at t1. V0 and V1 are both provided by PSIM and are boundary conditions to the 64 

interpolation. 65 
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An essential step of the algorithm is the formation of the tree dimension change matrix, i.e. 66 

cohort growth at time t (Gt) 67 

 68 

𝐺𝑡 = (
∆ℎ𝑡1⋯∆ℎ𝑡𝑛
∆𝑑𝑡1…∆𝑑𝑡𝑛

). Eq.A5.1 69 

 70 

Growth at time t0 (G0) is added to S0 to form S1 71 

 72 

𝑆1 = 𝑆0 + 𝐺0. Eq.A5.2 73 

 74 

In a first approximation, a preliminary value of G0 is computed, named G0
* which is marked 75 

with an asterisk, as all preliminary results will be within the scope of this article. The 76 

precursor of G0
* is potential growth G0’ 77 

 78 

𝐺0
′ = (

∆ℎ01
′ ⋯∆ℎ0𝑛

′

∆𝑑01
′ …∆𝑑0𝑛

′ ). Eq.A5.3 79 

 80 

Computation of G0 ’ 81 

 82 

𝑆0, �⃗�  → 𝐺0
′  Eq.A5.4 83 

 84 

implies the use of the growth curves for height and diameter which have been taken from 85 

SILVA. Vector �⃗�  defines parameters of the curve equations. 86 
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G0
* results from G0’ and from E0, which is a subset of the competition matrix C0 that 87 

exclusively includes the cohort trees  88 

 89 

𝐺0
′ , 𝐸0 → 𝐺0

∗ Eq.A5.5 90 

 91 

where potential growth and corresponding reduction factor are multiplied. The preliminary 92 

growth G0
* is added to the cohort structure at t0 to get a preliminary structure at t1 93 

 94 

𝑆1
∗ = 𝑆0 + 𝐺0

∗. Eq.A5.6 95 

 96 

The decisive refinement of G0
* to G0 is based on the comparison of the preliminary individual 97 

tree volume change to a tree volume change that is consistent with the cohort volume change 98 

which results from PSIM. The step is explained in the following. 99 

Using stem volume equations taken from SILVA a timber volume of each tree at t0 and t1 is 100 

computed 101 

 102 

𝑆0, 𝜏 →  �⃗� 0
∗  Eq.A5.7 103 

𝑆1
∗, 𝜏 →  �⃗� 1

∗  Eq.A5.8 104 

 105 

where 𝜏  comprises the species specific timber volume parameters. �⃗� 0
∗ and �⃗� 1

∗ are the resulting 106 

vectors of individual tree volume at t0 and t1 respectively. �⃗� 0
∗ is marked as preliminary as well 107 
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as �⃗� 1
∗, because the sum of all its tree volumes may deviate from the corresponding cohort 108 

volume that results from PSIM. 109 

In the following steps, vi0
* and vi1

* are the volume of any tree i within �⃗� 0
∗ and �⃗� 1

∗ respectively. 110 

The relative share ri in the cohort’s timber volume of each tree i at t0 and t1 is computed as  111 

 112 

𝑟𝑖 = 
𝑣𝑖
∗

∑ 𝑣𝑗
∗𝑛

𝑗=1  
    where   𝑖 𝜖 {1, . . , 𝑛}.  Eq.A5.9 113 

 114 

The resulting volume share vectors �⃗� 0 and �⃗� 1, are used to calculate absolute tree volumes 115 

which now comply with the PSIM cohort volume at t0 and t1: 116 

 117 

�⃗� 0 = �⃗� 0 ∙ 𝑉0  Eq.A5.10 118 

�⃗� 1 = �⃗� 1 ∙ 𝑉1.  Eq.A5.11 119 

 120 

V0, V1 are the PSIM volumes referring to t0 and t1, which had already been introduced at the 121 

beginning of this part. Calculation of �⃗� 1 may involve a correction if preliminary volume 122 

change is much higher than PSIM volume change, which is explained at the end. 123 

  124 
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The final step of the interpolation is to correct the dimension change of each cohort tree i, so 125 

that all tree dimensions within the cohort at t1 become consistent with �⃗� 1and the sum of all 126 

stem volumes is identical to V1: Each column of G0 
* corresponds to a false dimension change 127 

vector ∆⃗⃗ 𝑖
∗ (time index omitted for convenience) 128 

 129 

∆⃗⃗ 𝑖
∗ = (

∆ℎ𝑖
∗

∆𝑑𝑖
∗).  Eq.A5.12 130 

 131 

A correction factor f is multiplied to ∆⃗⃗ 𝑖
∗ which depends on volume change of the specific tree 132 

i: 133 

 134 

𝑓 =
√𝜔  
3

−1

√𝜔∗
3

−1
    where  𝜔 = 

𝑣1

𝑣0
   and  𝜔∗ = 

𝑣1
∗

𝑣0
∗.  Eq.A5.13 135 

 136 

The tree index has been dropped here. Variables v0, v1, v0
* and v1

* are the volume of tree i 137 

within �⃗� 0, �⃗� 1, �⃗� 0
∗ and �⃗� 1

∗ respectively. 138 

Factor f may be considered as a tree specific slope correction to the curves of height and 139 

diameter. Details to the derivation of f are given at the end. Cohort growth G then is received 140 

as follows (time index omitted again): 141 

 142 

𝐺 = (∆⃗⃗ 1⋯ ∆⃗⃗ 𝑛) = (𝑓1 ∆⃗⃗  ⃗1
∗⋯𝑓𝑛 ∆⃗⃗ 𝑛

∗  ).  Eq.A6 143 

 144 

  145 
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The new cohort structure at t1 is formed by  146 

 147 

𝑆1 = 𝑆0 + 𝐺0.  Eq.A7 148 

 149 

Finally, matrix S1 is mapped to the new dimensions of the cohort mean tree  150 

 151 

𝑆1 → �⃗⃗� 1.  Eq.A8 152 

 153 

The elements height and diameter within �⃗⃗� 1 are calculated as mean values of the 154 

corresponding row in S1. These updated dimensions are calculated for each cohort within the 155 

stand. They are returned to the MoBiLE framework and define the new structural boundary 156 

conditions that influence leaf distribution and thus radiation regime within the canopy for the 157 

next simulation time step. 158 

 159 

Correction implicit in Eq.A5.11: 160 

 161 

The correction takes into account that the relative volume share at t1 which corresponds to the 162 

volume given by PSIM may remarkably deviate from the one after preliminary growth. It is 163 

applied to the volume share of the individual tree: 164 

 165 

(i) 𝑟1 = 𝑟0 + (𝑟1
∗ − 𝑟0) ∙  𝑠  where  0 ≤ 𝑠 ≤ 1. 166 

 167 

Variables r1 and r0 are the volume shares within �⃗� 1 and �⃗� 0 respectively and r*
1 is the 168 

preliminary individual tree volume share. The slope s of the correction implies comparison of 169 
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the relative  cohort volume increase which is named θ here at PSIM growth and θ* at 170 

preliminary growth 171 

 172 

(ii) 𝑠 =
𝜃 −1

𝜃∗−1
. 173 

 174 

The volume increase is defined as relative change, because the cohort volume that is given by 175 

PSIM and the one computed by interpolation are unequally defined: 176 

 177 

(iii) 𝜃 =
𝑉1

𝑉0
.  𝜃∗ =

𝑉1
∗

𝑉0
∗. 178 

 179 

V* and V0
* are the cohort volumes at preliminary growth at t1 and t0 respectively. 180 

 181 

Derivation of Eq.A5.13: 182 

 183 

The slope of a dimension growth curve, as shown for diameter d here, is approximately 184 

 185 

(i) 𝑚 =
Δ𝑑

Δ𝑡
 = 
𝑑1−𝑑0

Δ𝑡
 = 
𝛿𝑑0−𝑑0

Δ𝑡
 = 
𝑑0(𝛿−1)

Δ𝑡
 186 

 187 

where δ is relative increase and defined as  188 

 189 

(ii) 𝛿 =
𝑑1

𝑑0
. 190 

 191 

  192 
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In the following, μ* and μ are the value of m resulting from preliminary growth G*  and from 193 

corrected growth respectively. Factor f is defined as a correction to μ* 194 

 195 

(iii) 𝑓 =
𝜇

𝜇∗
= 

δ −1

δ∗−1
. 196 

 197 

Variable δ* is relative increase at preliminary growth. The diameter at start of year has been 198 

assumed to be identical in numerator and denominator of (iii) and cancelled. 199 

Next δ is expressed as dependent on change in volume. The approach is 200 

 201 

(iv) 𝑣1 = 𝑑1
2 ∙ ℎ1 ∙ 𝑘 = 𝑑1

3 ∙  𝜌1 ∙ 𝑘 , where 𝜌1 =
𝑑1

ℎ1
 202 

and k implies all factors of volume calculation. 203 

 204 

With (ii) in (iv): 205 

 206 

(v) 𝑣1 = 𝛿
3 ∙ 𝑑0

3 ∙ 𝐷 ∙ 𝜌0 ∙ 𝑘 =  𝛿
3 ∙ 𝑣0 ∙ 𝐷; 207 

 208 

(vi) 𝛿 =  √
𝑣1

𝑣0 𝐷

3
 , where 𝐷 =

𝜌1

𝜌0
. 209 

 210 

With analogous definitions the relative increase at preliminary growth is  211 

 212 

(vii) 𝛿∗ = √
𝑣1
∗

𝑣0
∗  𝐷∗

3
. 213 

 214 

  215 
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The correction factor for height is  216 

 217 

(viii) 𝑔 = 
𝛾 −1

𝛾∗−1
. 218 

 219 

The height at beginning of year has been assumed to be identical in numerator and 220 

denominator of (viii) and cancelled.  221 

Relative increase for h, named γ resolves to a similar expression as the definition of δ 222 

 223 

(ix) 𝛾 =  √
𝑣0 𝐷2

𝑣1

3
. 224 

 225 

At preliminary growth the increase is  226 

 227 

(x) 𝛾∗ = √
𝑣0
∗  𝐷∗2

𝑣1
∗  

3
. 228 

 229 

The postulate, that the correction factor be equal for both, diameter and height,  230 

 231 

(xi) 𝑓 = 𝑔; 232 

 233 

is equivalent to  234 

 235 

(xii) 
𝛿 −1

𝛿∗−1
=

𝛾 −1

𝛾∗−1
 236 

 237 

and is true for 𝐷 = 𝐷∗ = 1. 238 
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Thus Eq.A5.13) i.e. Eq.1 of the basic publication is based on the assumption, that with 239 

sufficient approximation (1) the change of the height to diameter ratio at corrected growth is 240 

identical to the change at preliminary growth and both are equal to 1, i.e. that the error in 241 

assuming h to d as constant over one year in (vi, vii, ix, x) may be neglected, and (2) that at 242 

the beginning of the year the individual tree volume that results from the biomass given by 243 

PSIM is consistent with the tree dimensions within the corresponding individual tree list 244 

(implicit in iii and viii). 245 

 246 
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Figure A1 Computation of the individual tree dimension correction factor from the individual 255 

tree volume v of current (v0) and next year (v1). 256 
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𝜔∗ =  
𝑣1
∗

𝑣0
∗. 

𝑓 =
√𝜔
3  − 1

√𝜔∗
3

− 1
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1 Introduction

The earliest tools for the prediction of wood and timber yield were observation based tables for 
single species stands that exclusively focused on volume growth. In the course of the 1960s and 
1970s they were replaced by empirical models of stand development that were implemented in 
computer programs to calculate printed yield tables. During the same period simulators of stand 
growth were developed to follow new requirements such as the prediction of volume growth in 
mixed forest stands. On the one hand, model evolution lead to observation based individual tree 
simulators to capture the effect of local competition in heterogeneous stands. On the other hand, 
it resulted in physiological process models that often assume a simplified representation of stand 
structure e.g. as a single vegetation layer or an ensemble of interacting cohort layers (Pretzsch et 
al. 2008). To describe the effect of a changing weather regime on stand dynamics, structure and 
yield, also hybrids of both types were constructed (Mäkelä et al. 2000; Weiskittel et al. 2010). They 
model carbon assimilation mechanistically and describe its allocation within the stand based on 
individual tree competition (ibid).

An additional challenge to modelling arose from timber quality management, covering the 
whole production chain from stand treatment to sawing. Wood quality models aim to predict the 
properties of timber based on measured forest inventory data or assumptions of stand development 
in response to scenarios of management or future climate. Following the references in Mäkelä et 
al. (2010), their main development phase began in the late 1980s with the SYLVER growth and 
sawing simulation system (Mitchell 1988). As also presented by Mäkelä et al. (2010), a spectrum 
of models and modules since has evolved that covers all main types of growth algorithms and may 
imply a high level of stem shape and structure detail description (Houllier et al. 1995; Hann et al. 
1997; Di Lucca 1999; Todoroki et al. 2005).

Wood quality models may either be used to estimate the volume to quality relation based 
on inventory data or on future scenario simulation results. Therefore, they need to predict stem 
structure on the spatial scale of individual boards (Mäkelä et al. 2010). The most central struc-
ture of the lower stem (butt log) in radial direction adheres to the juvenile growth phase that is 
complex and governed by strong competition on the individual tree level (Donato et al. 2012) 
but has rarely been covered by individual tree models (e.g. Ritchie and Hamann 2007). Hence, 
one likely approach is a backward projection that is based on a known planting pattern and the 
current stand structure. This method takes into account the range of diameter growth gained by 
wood core or stem disk data.

In strength grading the knot size is a decisive indicating property for wood quality. A crucial 
component of any wood quality simulator that reflects the inner structure of stems and logs to com-
pute board strength thus is the vertical and radial positioning and the number of branches as they 
have a major impact on strength (Mäkinen et al. 2001). Branch growth depends on assimilation 
and allocation into branch sapwood and hence on vertical position and local competition (Gort et 
al. 2010) which is in turn determined by stand age and spacing.

Branch models for wood quality estimation are typically branch distribution models (e.g. 
Houllier et al. 1995), and only few (e.g. Hein et al. 2007) take into account local stand density as 
reported by Seifert (2003). However, to capture the effect of management options, local competi-
tion has to be taken into account as crowns may reflect aboveground competition by crown posi-
tion (Muth and Bazzaz 2003), crown dimensions (Thorpe et al. 2010) or details of the hull shape 
(Rouvinen and Kuuluvainen 1997). Hence, branch growth and dimension need to be modelled 
based on the situation of the immediate aboveground environment of a tree either on the level of 
individual branch growth (Seifert 2003) or by means of a competition dependent growth of the 
crown’s convex hull as proposed e.g. by Pretzsch et al. (2002).
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Crown and branch architecture and the influence of annual stem growth on the inner structure 
of logs and boards have been modelled in high detail by considering the description of tree growth 
and resulting stem architecture on a mechanistic level (Kellomäki 1999; Mäkelä et al. 2000). As an 
approach to describe structure forming processes even on the microscopic scale, Lang and Kaliske 
(2013) used the finite elements method to show the influence of bending on fibre direction.

Modelling frameworks for wood quality often package modules of high theoretical detail 
(Mitchell 1988; Maguire et al. 1991; Meredieu et al. 1999). In contrast, the modelling framework of 
this study is marked by a generally lean approach for a module chain that spans from reconstructed 
early growth via individual tree inventory through to future prognosis of board strength and grad-
ing. Its basic concept is an actinomorphic perception of the tree with a radially symmetrical convex 
crown hull. This work in particular aimed to identify the minimum set of features of a distance 
dependent individual tree model that were necessary to capture the effect of planting density on 
board strength. It finally evaluated the module set based on the effect of planting density on board 
strength of Douglas fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii [Mirb.] Franco) over a whole rotation period.

The investigation was based on the combination and interdisciplinary evaluation of related 
tree dimension, stem disk and board strength data from two long term observation sites of pure 
Douglas fir stands in south‑eastern Germany with one representing rather dry and the other indi-
cating favourable soil climatic conditions. We simulated the development of tree architecture on 
scales ranging from stem and crown shape to branch position and size and even into higher detail 
via the inner structure of the stem to the knottiness and annual ring width of individual boards. 
Based on the final result we derived the bending strength on board level. The current model ver-
sion was evaluated with respect to its quality of reconstruction to age 20 and prognosis to age 
40 as compared to an earlier approach (basic model version) that was marked by more simplistic 
assumptions regarding both wood structure and height to diameter influence on board strength. 
Eventually, the simulated effect of planting density on board strength over a presumed rotation 
period of 70 years was studied through comparison of current and basic version as well.

2 Material and methods

2.1 General architecture of the model

The simulation model covers the major relevant linkages reaching from stand management and site 
influence via individual tree competition and growth to crown shape and branch dimension and 
further down to knottiness, wood density and strength of the individual board. The functionality 
of the model may be readily modified by adding or replacement of plug‑in computation objects. 
Parameter values are provided by a data object and given by site and species. Supplementary file 1 
(available at http://dx.doi.org/10.14214/sf.1393) provides basic technical documentation.

Predicted growth is driven by diameter increase as dependent on individual tree size and 
position. It starts at the earliest state of the stand that had been recorded on the individual tree level. 
Previous growth is reconstructed from first inventory of the tree individual and collective annual 
ring data. It covers the early phase of stand development when structure has not been recorded 
by inventory of individual trees. All variable values that refer to the starting conditions of predic-
tion will be marked by the adjective setup in the following. Hence, the inventory that had defined 
the corresponding stand structure is named setup inventory and any registered diameter at breast 
height (1.3 m) setup DBH. Fig. 1 gives an outline of simulated individual tree growth finalised by 
logging and sawing.

http://dx.doi.org/10.14214/sf.1393
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2.2 DBH growth

Potential DBH growth depends on DBH through a unimodal function. Each annual step of growth 
prediction multiplies potential growth by competition as based on local density, local DBH domi-
nance and local mean neighbour distance. Local density is expressed through stand density index 
(SDI) (Reineke 1933; Pretzsch and Biber 2010). While potential growth was taken from a quantile 
regression over stem disk data, the parameters for competition were calibrated using individual tree 
plot inventory data. Therefore, growth initially was computed based on local SDI within 2.5 fold 
crown radius alone. In a second step, a regression was applied to both, mean neighbour distance 
and central tree dominance within 10 m radius as expressed by relation of DBH to the quadratic 
mean stem diameter of the nearest neighbour trees. When predicted growth was computed during 
simulation the remaining residuals were randomly drawn from a normal distribution and added 
after competition had been taken into account. Growth reconstruction guides DBH growth within 
quantiles of the DBH growth to DBH distribution based on stem disk data.

2.3 Height, crown and branch growth

Predicted tree height depends on tree DBH as controlled by stand biological age. Within the 
current model the relation was separately parameterised for each planting density. In the basic 

Fig. 1. Simulation of individual tree growth, finalised by logging and sawing; tree and crown components are computed 
within each time step; thinning and pruning are optional and occasional.
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version it was considered as independent on early stand density. Reconstructed height is most 
simply the setup height divided by setup age. Crown shape is built of convex hulls of circular 
cross‑section (cylindric shadow crown and paraboloid light crown). Crown size and base height 
are computed via allometric relation from stem size. A whorl is generated and appended to 
the top of stem each time tree height was computed. It has six equal sized branches at regular 
radial position that originate from the stem vertical axis at identical height and vertical angle. 
The angle of the branch to the stem axis is close to 90 degrees within the part of the stem that 
is sawn to logs. Branch diameter is determined by distance of branch origin to crown mantle 
and an empirical regression between diameter and length. It is computed as long as the whorl is 
surrounded by the crown and is kept constant at its last computed value if the whorl position is 
below crown base. Hence, all branches of a whorl are equal in length and diameter and the size 
of each is inferred from the same idealised circular crown cross section based on a regression 
through measured data. While the process of branch mortality within the live crown part is not 
explicitly described, it is represented by its effect on the average branch size at a vertical position. 
Below the allometrically calculated crown base any branch is assumed to be dead. The follow-
ing sections explain the algorithms in detail. Table 1 and Table 2 associate parameter values and 
parameterisation sample sizes to each equation.

2.4 DBH growth details

The equation used for potential growth is the Hugershoff growth function (Hugershoff 1936) 
that is commonly used to describe the relation between diameter and growth in annual ring data 
analysis. It is given by Eq. 1:

pq = a10 × da11 × e(−a12×d ) (1)

where pq is a q-quantile (%) at a given diameter d (equation by Hugershoff 1936), and a10 to a12 
are parameters (a0 to a2 in Table 1). Within the scope of this work it was adapted to DBH growth 
by DBH pairs from stem disks via a 95% quantile regression. Growth prediction is based on the 
95% quantile that is reduced by a competition coefficient of local density, neighbour distance and 
dominance as shown in Eq. 2:

Δd d( ) = p95 d( )× ea20  +  a21×  S × a22 + a23 × D + a24  × d − d( )( ) (2)

where Δd(d) is growth at diameter d, S is SDI (Pretzsch and Biber 2010; Reineke 1933), D is mean 
distance of nearest neighbours, d is the quadratic mean stem diameter of nearest neighbours [cm] 
and a20 to a24 are parameters (a0 to a4 in Table 1). Nearest neighbour range is within a radius of 
10 m around the central tree.

During reconstruction the model uses a reduced set of equations, as outlined in the follow-
ing. Crown closure marks the onset of competition in the early phase of stand development. It is 
defined as mechanical contact between crown bases and is based on planting pattern as well as an 
assumed crown diameter to DBH ratio. As the course of competition in the past is not known, even 
competition determined DBH growth is immediately based on the Hugershoff equation and com-
puted from additional quantiles defined by the same parameterisation data set as potential growth in 
prediction. Before crown closure it follows a quantile regression of level 50%. After crown closure 
it proceeds between quantiles of growth (pq, Eq. 1), as illustrated by Fig. 2. In detail it is based on 
coarse diameter approximations summing up pq over the number of time steps from 1 to n, where 
n corresponds to the start year of growth prediction (t0). The resulting diameter approximations 
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will be named Pq n, in the following, e.g. P n50, for estimation from the 50% quantile. The estimated 
Δd(d) is controlled by a weight α as shown in Eq. 3:

Δd d( ) = p1 d( )× α + p0 d( )× 1− α( ) (3)

where p0 and p1 define a growth corridor as either

p0 = p5 and p1 = p50 if P5,n ≤ dt0 < P50,n (4)

or

p0 = p50 and p1 = p95 if P50,n ≤ dt0 < P95,n (5)

and weight α is defined as

p p∑ ∑α = −
−

= == =
d t L
L L

L L ( ) and and . (6)ii
n

ii
n0 0

1 0
0 0,1 1 1,1

Thus, Fig. 2 would correspond to a case where Eq. 5 was applied and α was at around 0.2. 
A final reconstruction step stretches or shrinks each DBH increment by identical factor, i.e. the 
ratio of measured diameter at simulation start to diameter resulting from the reconstructed incre-
ments of Eq. 3.

Fig. 2. Exemplary DBH growth reconstruction inferred from a first inventory DBH larger than the one resulting from 
the corresponding time integral over the 50% quantile; reconstructed growth is drawn in grey (idealised as 75% quan-
tile); guiding quantiles q are drawn in black (5%, 50% and 95%).
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2.5 Height, crown and branch growth details

Tree height in prediction was computed from DBH via the Michailov stand height curve (Michailoff 
1943). To describe the relation of height to DBH as dependent on stand biological age, both param-
eters of the Michailov curve were controlled by stand quadratic mean stem diameter (QMD) via 
linear regression functions as given by Eq. 7:

h = h0 + a30 + a31 × dg( )× e
a32+  a33×  dg

d (7)

where h is tree height, h0 is breast height (const = 1.3 m), dg is QMD, d is diameter at breast height, 
and a30 to a33 are parameters (a0 to a3 in Table 2). Crown allometry (Eq. 8, 9) was implemented 
as in the SILVA individual tree simulator (Pretzsch et al. 2002). Crown base height is defined as

B = h ×(1− e
a40+  a41×  h

d
+  a42  ×  d

) (8)

where h is tree height, d is diameter at breast height, and a40 to a42 are parameters (a0 to a2 in 
Table 2). Crown diameter is given as

C = a54 × e
a50+  a51×ln d( )+  a52×  h +  a53 ×  ln h

d (9)

with variable definitions h, d as in Eq. 8 and parameters a50 to a54 ( a0 to a4 in Table 2). Branch 
diameter is coupled to crown diameter through a linear relationship:

d = a62 a60 + a61 ×†l( ) . (10)

In Eq. 10 d and l are branch diameter and length and a60 to a62 are parameters (a0 to a2 in Table 2). 
Time of crown closure is based on a crown diameter and estimated age at DBH = 5 cm as well as 
the planting pattern that determines the tree size when crowns touch. Crown base height is at zero 
before canopy closure. It is interpolated between canopy closure and start of the prognosis part of 
simulation along DBH via a curve that is initially linear and gradually transitions into the crown 
base height equation of SILVA (Pretzsch et al. 2002) that implies a strong and positive influence 
of the height to diameter ratio.

2.6 Computation of board strength from board internal structure

Within the current model version board strength computation uses cambial age to distinguish 
between juvenile and mature timber. Moreover it is based on two criteria for knot impact of the 
biggest branch in board, i.e. (1) the ratio of knot to board cross‑sectional area (total knot area 
ratio, tKAR) of British Standard BS 4978 (2007) and (2) the DEK value from German standard 
DIN 4074‑1 (2012) that is defined as the largest ratio among all knots of the minimal surface knot 
diameter to the side width of the board on which the knot is visible. Parameterisation depends on 
whether cambial age is more or less than 20 years. Wood density computation at board level uses 
Eq. 11:

ρ = a70 × e
−a71
A + a72 + a73†×W (11)

whereA is the mean cambial age andW is mean ring width of the board. The parameter set a70 to 
a73 is named a0 to a3 in Table 2. Board strength is coupled to Eq. 11 as given by Eq. 12:
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s = a80 + a81 × ρ + a82 ×†E†+†a83 ×A + a84 ×K (12)

where E , A , K  are DEK, mean cambial age and tKAR and a80 to a84 are parameters (a0 to a4 in 
Table 2). In the basic model version board strength merely relies on distance from pith and DEK 
as inner structural properties and outer grading criteria, i.e. trunk diameter:

W   Dρ = + × + ×a a a (13)90 91 92

E   D Tρ= + × + × + × + ×s a a a a a   . (14)100 101 102 103 104

Variables W  and E  are defined as in Eq. 11 and 12 and according conventions apply to 
parameters an in Table 2. D is distance from pith at the board cross‑sectional centre and T is 
the top diameter of the enclosing log. Individual board strength is computed by the structural 
properties of the board cross sectional area within the stem disk taken at median vertical position 
of the log under consideration. The annual rings and the branch projections from the whorl of 
biggest branch diameter within the log are intersected with a diameter dependent sawing pattern. 
While the horizontal angle between neighbouring branches within a whorl is fixed to 60°, the 
rotational position of each whorl is set by random drawing from an equal distribution between 
0° and 360° when the inner structure of the log is constructed. A typical stem cross section from 
simulation of a pruned future crop tree with board positions and resulting knot interference is 
illustrated in Fig. 3. The crucial difference between the current model and the basic model is 
summarised in Table 3.

2.7 Site properties

Two sites were investigated. One is named Heigenbrücken and is located in the Spessart region 
southeast of Frankfurt. It is marked by a deep root horizon and rather moist climatic conditions. 
The other is near Ansbach west of Nuremberg. It is marked by a comparatively shallow root zone 

Fig. 3. Inner structure of boards resulting from application of a sawing pattern to simulated branches and annual rings 
from a stem 60 cm in diameter; if branches not pruned (a) and if pruned (b).
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due to a clay barrier layer. While to a stand age of 20 it was better in productivity, to an age of 
30 it was equal and to an age of 40 it was markedly weaker. Site conditions as taken from Rais 
et al. (2014b) are presented in Table 4. Both sites are subject to systematic long term observation 
backed by regular data collection and permanent data maintenance. The individual tree inventory 
on all plots had started in 1989 at age 19 (setup inventory) and had been repeated at five year time 
step. Within the scope of this paper the sites will comprehensively be referred to as Favourable 
and Dry respectively.

Silvicultural treatment aimed to select trees from the mature stand and preserve them for 
future production of high quality sawn timber. The future crop tree system (1) initially marks 
individuals for future preservation minimising mutual competition between them and (2) in the 
neighbourhood of each future crop tree removes the strongest competitors that are non‑future 
crop trees. On the experimental sites of this work an exponentially falling guide curve defined the 
minimum count of live trees to maintain per unit stand area as dependent on dominant tree height 
(Kenk and Hradetzky 1984; Klädtke et al. 2012). Stand density was guided through control and 
thinning at each 3 m step along the curve that started from 2000 ha–1 at a height of 12 m, via 700 
ha–1 at 21 m and 250 ha–1 at 36 m, reaching close to the asymptote of 160 ha–1 at 48 m.

Table 4. Soil and climate properties of the experimental sites.

 
property

Ansbach
shallow, dry, poor

(Dry)

Heigenbrücken
moist, fertile
(Favourable)

location
AMSL (m) 460 415

coordinates 49°13´N, 10°33´E 49°59´N, 09°22´E

climate in growing season 
1st of May to 30th of September

temperature (°C) 1) 15.6 ± 0.4 15.3 ± 0.5

precipitation (mm) 1) 346 ± 106 379 ± 41

soil
type sand (SI) loamy sand (IS)

depth (cm) 30 > 200

1 values based on the climate between the years 1998 and 2008

Table 3. Crucial algorithm alternatives implemented in basic (B) and current (C) version.

category of algorithm focus of algorithm
presumed impact on board 

strength through alternatives
version

B C

evaluation of timber 
strength

structure to board 
strength

board strength
distance from pith, DEK1 x
juvenile and mature by 

cambial age, tKAR2 x

calibration of allometry
measured tree heights 

to parameters of height 
curve

dynamics of H/D ratio 
crown base height 

branch growth

generalist x
planting density specific x

1 knot value from DIN 4074‑1 (2012)
2 total knot area ratio from BS 4978 (2007)
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2.8 Parameterisation data

Stem disk data from the site of higher and more general growth potential were preferred for 
parameterisation while the sample from the dryer site was still investigated for representation of 
dominant trees (sampling restricted to non‑future crop trees). For the main focus of the analysis, 
exclusively growth parameters of site Favourable were used based on 60 individuals that had 
been felled in winter 2011 to sample stem disks and detailed data of crown size, branch length 
and diameter. The same trees were used for the calibration of competition and growth residuals 
based on the individual tree inventory data. Growth parameters of 100 trees sampled on site Dry 
were exclusively used for a preceding sensitivity analysis of tree growth prediction. Computation 
of board strength from internal board structure was parameterised including the tree samples from 
both sites. Measured strength had been taken from 998 centre boards and 936 side boards. Details 
are given in Rais et al. (2014a).

2.9 Model setup data

Simulation and evaluation then focused on the rather poor site Dry. The current model version 
and the basic version both were run on the same set of plots. Setup DBH was taken from the setup 
inventory, while tree height, crown diameter and crown base height were based on DBH via the 
relations found on the parameterisation site. Given by planting density per ha (in parentheses), the 
number of undisturbed selected plots, each 30m by 30m in size, was 6 (1000 ha–1), 5 (2000 ha–1), 
3 (4000 ha–1). Table 5 presents the corresponding stand properties at simulation start.

2.10 Model evaluation on measured board strength

To evaluate the quality of prognosis, bending strength of boards was the criterion used. A sample 
of non‑future crop trees of DBH > 25 cm had been taken in winter 2010/2011 (Rais et al. 2014a), 
i.e. given by planting density in parentheses 50 (1000 ha–1), 38 (2000 ha–1) and 16 (4000 ha–1) at 
site Favourable and 14 (1000 ha–1), 30 (2000 ha–1) and 16 (4000 ha–1) at site Dry. Accordingly, 
simulations were run from an age of 19 at setup inventory (referred to as an age of 20 for conveni-
ence) to an age of 40 (2010). As virtual sawing was time expensive, the result set of simulated 
felled trees was reduced to a random sample of 20 to 30 at maximum per plot, stratified by DBH 
after preselection by DBH > 25 cm. Simulated plots where thinned exactly as it had been recorded 
within the long term observation database on the individual tree level. Simulation ended with a 

Table 5. Stand properties in simulation setup for the evaluation of model versions; stand characteristics from survey 
1989.

stand property

planting density (ha–1)

Heigenbrücken (Favourable) Ansbach (Dry)

1000 2000 4000 1000 2000 4000

QMD (cm) 15 14 12 17 14 13
absolute number of trees 373 1286 1094 497 829 579
absolute number of future crop trees 86 155 108 84 70 44
total area (ha) 0.45 0.81 0.45 0.54 0.45 0.27
number of stems (ha–1) 829 1588 2431 920 1842 2144
corresponding number of future crop  
trees (ha–1)

191 191 240 156 156 163

basal area (m² ha–1) 15 24 25 20 27 26
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clearcut but exclusively non future crop trees were selected for virtual sawing. Thus, the number 
of simulated sawn trees was reduced to around 20 in all plots. Eventually, the number of trees per 
planting density by site Dry and Favourable respectively was 66 of 108, 72 of 128 (1000 ha–1), 112 
of 173, 85 of 105 (2000 ha–1) and 78 of 85, 50 of 52 (4000 ha–1) co‑dominant and dominant non 
future crop trees. As no future crop trees were included, pruning had neither been applied to the real 
nor to the simulated trees. All simulations applied the same crosscutting to stems as it was used for 
the sampled trees, starting at breast height (1.3 m) with each log of length 4.1 m (Rais et al. 2014a).

2.11 Model evaluation on long term prognosis

In order to assess the long term effect of the modifications within a whole rotation period, both current 
version and basic version were run to a stand age of 70 and final clearcut. Thinning in that case was 
simulated in accordance to the guide curve. Pruning was simulated as it had occurred in the real plot 
at a top height of 15 m up to a maximum height of 6 m and comprised only branches below crown 
base and the first whorl above the base of the crown. For virtual sawing, all result trees were pooled 
by planting density. A sample of 20 trees at maximum, stratified by DBH, was taken from all felled 
trees per decade, resulting in a total of around 100 per planting density taken from roughly 600.

2.12 Result analysis

To evaluate precision and transferability of individual tree growth prediction, simulated and 
observed time course of quadratic mean stem diameter (QMD) and total tree volume on the 
2000 ha–1 planting density plots were compared. Total volume was calculated as sum of all indi-
vidual tree volumes. Individual tree volume was approximated by the Denzin formula (Graves 
2013) given in Eq. 15.

v = d2

1000
× 1+ 0.03× (h− 30)⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ (15)

where v [m3] is tree volume d [cm] is diameter at breast height (1.3 m) and h [m] is tree height. 
When simulation results were compared to measured data, statistical analyses of board strength 
by planting density were confined to boards of a cross sectional area larger or equal 50 cm2 in 
accordance to the sampling method that had concentrated on strong boards. They were conducted 
using the statistical software R (R core team 2014). Probability distributions were compared 
(1) visually through box plots, (2) by confidence interval of estimated median (3) the post‑hoc 
Tukey HSD test (Miller 1981) based on the results of a preceding analysis of variance (Chambers 
et al. 1992). In the result section, (1), (2) and (3) will be denoted as VIS, CIM and HSD. The 
functions used were boxplot {graphics} with default options for the ranges shown (box marks 
interquartile range, IRQ), boxplot.stats {grDevices} and TukeyHSD with aov {stats}. In addition 
mean bias (MBE) and mean absolute bias (MABE) of board strength statistics where given and 
constructed by bootstrapping (Efron 1979; Davison and Hinkley 1997) to extrapolate on iteration 
of the whole model test. Both were computed from 1000 resamplings with laying back and their 
confidence intervals estimated nonparametrically by 100 resamplings of the resulting bias collec-
tion using boot {boot} from R (Davidson and Hinkley 1997; Canty and Ripley 2014). MBE and 
MABE were expressed as difference between simulated and measured data statistics. Criterion of 
significance in general was an α level of 5%. For better comparability to 40 year results, the box 
plot evaluations of board strength from 70 year simulations used the same restriction to minimum 
board cross sectional area (≥ 50 cm2).
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3 Results

QMD as well as total tree volume of the 2000 ha–1 planting density plots were plausibly reproduced 
by the model over time of test prognosis from age 20 to 40 (Fig. 4). Moreover, the 2.5% and 97.5% 
quantiles of simulated DBH were close to the observed range (large dots). Similarity was high in 
particular if site specific parameters of potential growth had been used at site Favourable (Fig. 4 A). 
Diameter and volume growth over the last ten years were overestimated if the parameter set of site 
Favourable was applied to site Dry (Fig. 4 C).

Centre board bending strength at age 40 and grouped by planting density had median values 
in the range from 20 to 35 Nmm–2 (Fig. 5, Fig. 6). Interquartile ranges of measured board strength 
reached from 12 to 20 Nmm–2 while the ranges computed from real board structure or simulated by 
the model were smaller and lay between 6 and 10 Nmm–2. At the parameterisation site (Favourable), 
as Fig. 5 A illustrates, measured bending strength significantly increased with initial planting density 
(HSD). Median strength computed on measured board structure (Fig. 5 B and Table 6, MBE) also 
was dependent on planting density with a significant increase (HSD). At 2000 ha–1 it deviated from 
the measured board bending strength by –6% to +4% and at 4000 ha–1 by –25% to –2% (CIM). 
Median bending strength as simulated by the current model version (Fig. 5 C and Table 6) was 
somewhat lower than measured (–21% to –5%) at planting densities of 1000 and 2000 ha–1 and 
underestimated by –28% to –12% (CIM), at a planting density of 4000 ha–1. It was similar (VIS) 
in the interquartile ranges to the strength data computed on real board structure. The increase of 
both computed and simulated board strength median with planting density was significant (HSD).

At the test site (Dry) real board strength (Fig. 6 A) showed a considerable and significant 
shift from 1000 to 2000 ha–1 (CIM) but only a trend of increase between 2000 and 4000 ha–1 as 
indicated by a difference in distribution skewness (VIS). The median of simulated bending strength 
was close to the measured one at 1000 and 4000 ha–1 (Fig. 6 B) but underestimated the one at 
2000 ha–1 planting density (VIS, Table 7). As compared to median measured bending strength 
it had a more linear relation to the early stand density (VIS, CIM), similar to the measured and 
simulated strength median at the site of parameterisation. In contrast, the basic model version 
(Fig. 6 C, Basic Version) significantly underestimated board strength at 2000 and 4000 ha–1. Its 
median board bending strength showed no significant increase with initial planting density (VIS). 
Moreover, it was marked by a notably more underestimated variability.

Cambial age that is a predictor of bending strength in the current model increased in simu-
lated as well as in measured boards and by a similar amount along planting density (CIM). Dis-
tance from pith that had originally been used to differentiate between juvenile and mature wood 
underestimated the age of boards from the 4000 ha–1 plots by more than 14 ± 4% both in measured 
and simulated data. Radial board position did only to a part reflect the variability of board cambial 
age as could be shown by its unprecise prediction of age with a relative residual standard devia-
tion as large as 20%. While in the current model crown base height at simulation start in line with 
height to diameter ratio significantly and realistically increased along planting density from 3 m 
(1000 ha–1) to 6 m (4000 ha–1), in the earlier model approach it markedly decreased in median 
from 7 m to 3.5 m (site Dry, representative plots 9, 8, 3). If height to diameter allometry had been 
calibrated as dependent on planting density, the main underlying variable that is mean tree height 
like in reality was around 12 m and suggested a slight increase of around 1 m from the lowest to 
the highest planting density. In the basic model it ranged from 17 m down to 12 m. Concomitantly, 
the mean biggest branch diameter from each of the two bottom logs (height to 9.5 m) decreased 
along planting density in the current model (41.6 ± 0.3 mm down to 31 ± 0.6 mm) as well as in 
reality (36.8 ± 0.9 mm down to (27.9 ± 1.5 mm), while in the earlier basic approach the slope of 
the relation was slightly positive (31.9 ± 0.4 mm to 34 ± 0.6 mm). Hence, the realistic dependence 
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Fig. 4. QMD, DBH quantiles (2.5% and 97.5%) and total tree volume by site using site related parameterisation (rows 
A, B) and parameters from site Favourable on site Dry (row C); measured data mean given as +.

of board bending strength on planting density in the current model was related to a corresponding 
sensitivity of underlying board, stem and crown structure key properties.

Over a whole rotation period, the board strength distribution of all trees removed, including 
the final clearcut, still differed in median and width between current version and basic version if 
compared at equal planting density (VIS, CIM, Fig. 7). The positive trend from smallest to highest 
initial density in the result of the current model version was retained (CIM). Board strength result-
ing from the basic model version is similarly unaffected by the planting density at plot foundation 
as at age 40 and has a remarkably smaller interquartile range (VIS).
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Fig. 5. Board strength at parameterisation site by planting density after 40 years as measured (A), as computed based 
on sample board structure (B) and as simulated by the current version; the boxplot notches correspond to the 95% con-
fidence interval (CI) of the median; grey horizontal lines mark the median of measured data in diagrams of simulated 
result distributions.

Fig. 6. Board strength by planting density at site Dry after 40 years as measured and as simulated by current and basic 
version. Grey lines mark the median of measured data; the boxplot notches correspond to the 95% confidence interval 
(CI) of the median; grey horizontal lines mark the median of measured data in diagrams of simulated result distribu-
tions.
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4 Discussion

As demonstrated by detailed model comparison, sensitivity of centre board bending strength to 
planting density was based on selective and plausible refinement of crucial model aspects. The 
final drop and bias of simulated growth in the course of test prognosis at site Dry was likely due 
to some underestimation of potential QMD increase and determined by an underrepresentation of 
dominant trees within the stem disk sample. If site dependence of potential growth is accounted 
for, the model toolbox may be applied as an extensible streamlined simulator to support the expert 
in estimating the trend of management effects. Variability as currently predicted by the model was 
lower as compared to measured data. Hence, at the current state of development it is recommend-
able (1) to discuss the sensitivity of scenario evaluations to an estimated bias of variability or (2) 
to parameterise a random generator for residual deviation and to add its result to strength on the 
individual board level.

At the site of parameterisation, measured board strength significantly increased with initial 
planting density, an effect that could be reproduced by the model due to a refined sensitivity to 
cambial age and crown structure. The lower real growth potential and a resulting higher cambial 
age of sample boards at site Dry were a likely determinant of underestimated strength at interme-
diate planting density and overemphasis of the linearity within the strength to density relation. 
As potential growth data at the dryer site were still to be verified, the effect has yet to be proven.

The improvement of board structure to bending strength computation had a major influence 
on board strength median and variability even after a whole rotation period. There is considerable 
potential in further refinement of structure to strength translation that lead to a markedly similar 
and underestimated data spread when it was both applied to real and simulated boards.

4.1 Extension of the structure to board strength computation had a strong effect

The importance of a board specific strength calculation is likely due to the fact that for softwood 
species the majority of the total variation of strength is attributed to differences between boards 
within a log (Moore et al. 2013). In detail, a significant positive effect on the quality of strength 
prediction from stem and board structure may certainly be attributed to the consideration of cambial 
age that is a major determinant of board strength in conifers (e.g. DeBell et al. 2004; Torquato et 
al. 2014). This likely holds also true for deciduous tree species, due to a general effect of wind on 
bending and fibre direction within the stems of young trees.

Fig. 7. Board strength by planting density of the current version versus basic version at age 70; the boxplot notches 
correspond to the 95% confidence interval (CI) of the median.
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However, one likely improvement within the current version as compared to the basic one 
also was to take into account the relative area covered by the branch within the cross sectional area 
of the board. The used knot value tKAR (“total knot area ratio”) is defined by the British Standard 
BS 4978 (2007) and is one of the most important visual knot parameters in sawn timber strength 
grading (Stapel and Van de Kuilen 2014). An analysis of the individual factors which are most 
relevant for strength prediction quality might be interesting within the scope of a separate study.

The approaches tried within this work were restricted to macroscopical wood and board 
properties. They did not include effects on the microscopic scale, e.g. the impact of wind pressure 
on fibre direction. Forest management controls stand density through planting pattern or thinning. 
Hence, it will likely take influence on the aerodynamic regime, on stem bending and fibre direction 
and eventually on bending strength of sawn timber. An interesting question of further model analysis 
could be, whether there is significant improvement, if bending effects are taken into account, e.g. 
by including results from fibre direction modelling (Lang and Kaliske 2013).

4.2 Density related H/D allometry is an important indicator of early juvenile 
competition

Control of tree height parameterisation through planting density strongly improved the prediction 
of board bending strength. It still had a remarkable influence over a whole rotation period, even if 
some of the effect of generalised height parameterisation in the basic model was attenuated due to the 
convergence of relative crown base height in the long term. Reconstruction of early tree development 
exclusively based on the planting pattern and the state of the already established stand is an essential 
component of wood quality simulation: As exemplarily measured tree heights and crown base heights 
at the age of prognosis start indicate, stand density during the early phase of stand development has 
slightly promoted tree height and considerably suppressed diameter growth as also found by Saha et 
al. (2012). When a common stand height curve calibration was used for all plots without taking into 
account initial planting density as a grouping criterion, trees on plots of smaller planting density and 
larger QMD were falsely assigned a larger height than on plots of higher initial density. The height 
to diameter ratio is an obvious criterion of preceding early neighbour competition, especially in the 
juvenile phase of stands (Pretzsch and Rais, submitted), and also was applied to crown dimensions 
within the scope of this study. Hence, decreasing stand density in the basic model promoted crown 
base height, reduced branch diameters and raised board strength to an unrealistic level. When stand 
height curve parameterisation was grouped by planting density, the clearly furthering effect of plant-
ing density on crown base height was correctly reflected, as the crown model taken from Pretzsch et 
al. (2002) is sensitive to early competition via the H to D ratio. The crown dimension model goes in 
line with e.g. results given by Mäkinen et al. (1999) that the H to D ratio is among the best indicators 
for branch increment. It stands to reason that the resulting model improvement to a large part was 
due to the concomitant effect on branch diameter development during the juvenile phase.

4.3 Crown gross shape is generally crucial, age dependence recommendable

Within the scope of this study the conifer crown had the shape of an elliptical paraboloid above the 
height of maximum crown diameter. While Pretzsch et al. (2002) recommend a reverse truncated 
cone for the shadow part of the crown, the authors had favoured the concept of a cylindrical crown 
base, as it had represented the measured branch length at age 40 somewhat more realistically. In 
addition, the simulation with a truncated conical crown base had not produced a more realistic 
branch diameter profile during simulation. Hann (1999) presents a model for the crown hull 
shape that reflects the social status within a stand not only by crown height and diameter but also 
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by curvature of the light crown longitudinal section. For dominant trees it confirms the concept 
of a paraboloid light crown and a cylindrical shadow crown whereas suppressed trees are rather 
represented by a cone. The approach could be applied to further improve the simulation of crown 
development during the juvenile phase. Within this work a cone crown shape was used in early 
model prototypes for mature trees as well as it is a convenient gross estimator of branch length. 
The simple cone is infeasible to represent crown volume (Rautiainen et al. 2008). Consequently 
it had entailed a notably incorrect prognosis of branch diameter at a given vertical position along 
the stem and should be strictly avoided for mature stands.

4.4 Additional approaches to branch diameter computation are likely candidates for 
analysis

Ellsworth and Reich (1993) prove the steep and negative vertical gradient of photosynthetic capac-
ity within the crown that follows the decrease of canopy transmittance in downward direction. In 
accordance, crown base height that is an indicator of light attenuation within the canopy was used 
to infer branch size from vertical position via a convex crown hull. Colin and Houllier (1992) based 
prediction of whorl and branch characteristics by vertical position on the height of the first living 
branch as well as the crown base height. Houllier et al. (1995) integrated the alternative approach 
to crown shape into a growth prediction model. They estimated the required crown base properties 
from the maximum base diameter that would be possible for cone shaped crowns and an empirical 
survival time of branches below base height. Moreover, they included variability of branch angle, 
branch size and branch count per whorl into model prediction. Weiskittel et al. (2006) have shown 
that maximum branch size is the most responsive variable to silvicultural regime among a range 
of Douglas fir plantations (5 to 65 years old). Hein et al. (2007) successfully predict the effect of 
planting density in a Norway spruce stand (Picea abies [L.] Karst.) with respect to dead branches 
within the living crown and branch number as well as branch differentiation on the whorl level. 
Hence, additional variability of board strength prediction can likely be explained and modelled 
through a higher differentiation of branch and knot properties. Ikonen et al. (2009) applied a mecha-
nistical description of shoot growth based on light interception (Kellomäki and Strandman 1995; 
Kellomäki et al. 1999) to predict future board quality. It might also be used to extend our model 
e.g. to cover the early phase of stand development and to describe the dynamics of more complex 
deciduous tree crown shapes.

4.5 The early growth phase might be replaced by simulation starting in the juvenile 
phase

The assumption of this work that inter tree contact at the crown base edge marked the onset of 
crown shift was taken from a proven concept of early stand development simulation outlined by 
Valentine et al. (2013) for Loblolly Pine (Pinus taeda L.). A more detailed approach to crown and 
branch reconstruction was presented by Seifert (2003) who constructed crown shape at simula-
tion start based on competition on the level of vertical layers, each 30 cm high and interpolated 
the crown hull back to an assumed state of symmetrical shape before canopy closure. If prognosis 
would have to be based on planting pattern and site alone, reconstruction would be omitted. An 
intriguing challenge would be to simulate stand dynamics at a developmental stage that has rarely 
been described by observation based algorithms. High emphasis was to be put on self‑thinning 
(review by Reynolds and Ford 2005) and mortality in young stands. Crown shape dynamics as 
described by Seifert (2003) might possibly be used to create a variety of possible stand and crown 
evolution paths in the course of crown closure supported by stochasticity.
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4.6 The modelling toolbox is open to coupling with physiological biomass growth 
models

The description of growth dynamics, competition and allometry within this work was based on 
the external observation of individual trees and is insensitive to driving force variability on an 
intra‑annual time scale. In contrast physiological models are sensitive to weather events and may 
take into account the coupling of belowground and aboveground competition as controlled by 
water and nitrogen limitation (originally by Schwinning and Weiner 1998). Mäkinen et al. (2001) 
have shown the influence of nutrient supply on crown characteristics and branch count. Within 
environmental change studies, there is a strong requirement for physiological models that predict 
base variables of log grading (e.g. Deckmyn et al. 2008; 2009). Due to a modular object oriented 
architecture the experimental system that has been presented in this work may be readily coupled 
with any physiological model, that exports an interface to transport gross cohort volume growth 
or lists of individual trees on annual time step (e.g. via SOAP, Mitra and Lafon 2007).

5 Conclusion

The wood quality toolbox provides model extensions for stem structure development and board 
strength prognosis that may even be coupled to the most abstract individual tree representation 
with a branchless crown of convex hull shape. It realistically predicted the shift of centre board 
bending strength between stands of minimum and maximum initial planting density, due to the 
explanation of bending strength by cambial age and knot area ratio and their relation to indica-
tors of early competition. The toolbox is a comprehensive development and testing platform for 
generalist and portable board strength algorithms that are compatible to growth simulators with a 
purely external tree perception as well as more mechanistic approaches.

Height to diameter allometry is retention of early competition. Hence, if branch size com-
putation implies stem height to diameter ratio and prognosis is based on data of a mature stand, 
it is recommendable to couple allometry to planting density. The bending strength and crown 
base height algorithms applied both address basic properties of the wood quality model and 
mark a threshold of usability. The suggested modelling system is based on the commonly used 
statistical R package and is technically convenient to pass within the research community. In 
its current state it may be applied to assist the expert in trend prediction of density and pruning 
related stand management options. High potential lies in a further explanation of board strength 
variability through additional stem structure properties and branch size variation based on theory 
of existing related work.
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Technical Basics 
 
Name: Wood Quality Toolbox 
Developer: Chair of Forest Growth and Yield Science 
Contact Address: Hans-Carl-von-Carlowitz-Platz 2, D-85354 Freising, Germany 
Year first available: 2015 
Software required: R statistical environment (R Core Team, 2013). 
Software recommended: RStudio. 
Availability: Upon request, introductory support recommended. 
Program size: 400 KB. 
 
As explained in the referencing publication, the simulation model covers the major relevant linkages 
reaching from stand management and site influence via individual tree competition and growth to 
crown shape and branch dimension and further down to knottiness, wood density and strength of the 
individual board.  
 
During simulation, the developing stand is a container of variable tree objects. The stand state of each 
finalised year is stored as an age related collection of invariable quasi frozen tree objects to constitute 
a growth history. Thinning and mortality remove trees from the current year container and store them 
into a global container of all felled trees. All variable data of tree dimension and structure are held 
within the tree object and further objects inside that represent nested levels of tree architecture, such as 
stem, crown, whorl, log, branch, and board. Currently simulation is organised into (1) growth, 
thinning, pruning, (2) construction of log objects and (3) construction of inner log and board structure. 
Each tree object is passed through a chain of computation objects starting with growth and thinning 
and ending with sawing of logs and boards. To the greatest extent the tree object is modified, extended 
and diversified by functionality of the modules that handle it, whereas its own interface is kept lean 
and general. The state of each computation object remains constant once initialized with parameter 
values, while any state change is stored to the passing tree objects. As each module represents an 
elementary and common task of simulation, such as competition intensity or potential growth, the 
functionality of the model is readily modified by adding or replacement of plug-in computation 
objects. The system also includes a module for strength grading in accordance to European standards 
EN 338, EN 14081 that had not been applied within the scope of the referencing study. 
 
Fig. AP 1 to Fig. AP 5 illustrate the simulation process using the implemented perception of stand, 
individual tree, log and board. Prediction starts with the stand structure at setup inventory. 
Reconstruction is based on the stand state at setup inventory and a reported planting pattern 
(Fig. AP 1). 
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Fig. AP 1. Principles of annual growth reconstruction and prediction.  
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Branch size is constructed from the hull of the crown. The resulting branch length is translated into 
branch diameter based on data from field measurement. During growth simulation, branch properties 
are stored within whorl objects. At that stage there is no requirement for a branch object of explicit 
inner geometry: Branch objects are constructed as needed from the growth record of the individual 
tree in a separate step (Fig. AP 2). 
 

 

Fig. AP 2. Principle of branch growth reconstruction and prediction. 
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After reconstruction and prediction, each individual tree object is supplemented with a collection of 
newly constructed log objects based on the tree history: Log structure is defined by the annual ring 
radii at median vertical position within the log and the branch properties registered in any whorl object 
that is enclosed by the vertical log limits (Fig. AP 3). Based on the log objects and the cross sectional 
sawing pattern that applies to the log radius at top position, the structure of each individual board is 
computed as explained by Fig. AP 4. 
 

 

Fig. AP 3. Principle of tree history to log structure translation. 
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Fig. AP 4. Principle of log to board structure translation. 
 
Board strength is calculated by individual board, based on stored tree objects with associated log 
objects and board collections. The process may be run at a different time and with any algorithm 
selected for computation of strength.  
 
Fig. AP 5 finally illustrates the plugin architecture using a snippet of growth computation (whorl and 
branch geometry): Each current year tree of class Tree is handled by an object of class 
TreeHandBranchGeometry that is a TreeHandler. Any TreeHandler inherits a list of Growth objects 
and its function runallon applies method runon of each list member to the tree that is processed 
(diagram left top). TreeHandBranchGeometry holds two specialisations of Growth in its list: 
WhorlDiameter for computation of whorl diameter and BranchGeometry for branch size and vertical 
angle. Each Tree object is passed to all TreeHandler objects. TreeHandler objects exists for all main 
tasks of the system, such as growth, stem structure and thinning. Growth algorithms may be readily 
modified by creating new Growth objects through extension of the base class and inserting them into 
the appropriate tree handler. 
 

 

Fig. AP 5. Principle of the plugin architecture as a class diagram (UML). 
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Abstract: Dynamic landscape simulation of the forest requires an initial regeneration stock specific to
the characteristics of each simulated stand. Forest inventories, however, are sparse with regard to
regeneration. Moreover, statistical regeneration models are rare. We introduce an inventory-based
statistical model type that (1) quantifies regeneration biomass as a fundamental regeneration attribute
and (2) uses the overstory’s quadratic mean diameter (Dq) together with several other structure
attributes and the Site Index as predictors. We form two such models from plots dominated by
European beech (Fagus sylvatica L.), one from national forest inventory data and the other from
spatially denser federal state forest inventory data. We evaluate the first one for capturing the
predictors specific to the larger scale level and the latter one to infer the degree of landscape
discretization above which the model bias becomes critical due to yet unquantified determinants of
regeneration. The most relevant predictors were Dq, stand density, and maximum height (significance
level p < 0.0001). If plot data sets for evaluation differed by the forest management unit in addition
to the average diameter, the bias range among them increased from 0.1-fold of predicted biomass
to 0.3-fold.

Keywords: regeneration modelling; landscape scale modelling; stand structure; inventory data;
Fagus sylvatica

1. Introduction

The dynamic simulation of forest growth and structure development is an essential prerequisite
to future scenarios that consider ecosystem service provision on a landscape level [1]. In order to
start from a realistic representation of the forest in its current state, scenarios require data of the stand
structures present within the landscape considered. Sample plots are the primary inventory unit in
modern grid-based forest inventories. They provide detailed structure data for modelling and are
widely available. However, they have a distance of up to several kilometers from each other.

A proven method that approximately represents the forest stand structures within a landscape
groups all available inventory plots into strata [2,3]. Such a stratification classifies plots by stand
structure attributes, as well as site quality. Typically, it then uses the data of all inventory plots from a
given stratum to construct a virtual forest stand. That virtual stand serves to simulate the stratum’s
development within a representative subunit [4] (p. 502 ff.). The stratification method yields a good
representation of the overstory per stratum, here defined as all trees with a minimum diameter at
breast height (DBH) of 7 cm. However, this is much less the case for the understory: it consists
of the young trees with a DBH of less than 7 cm that form the basis of the next stand generation.
Typical inventories [5,6] sample regeneration in very small sub-areas within an inventory plot, while,
conversely, the stand intrinsic variability of regeneration is large [7]. Thus, within a stratum considered,
there might often not be enough inventory plots to provide a statistically stable estimation of its
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regeneration stock. Moreover, remote sensing will likely support terrestrial inventories in the near
future and might even substitute them in some areas or cover regions where forest inventories are
completely missing so far [8–10]. Except under very sparse main stands, regeneration trees will almost
be undetectable by remote sensors. Therefore, simulation scenarios on the forest landscape level will
benefit from a statistical method that, based on overstory structure and site [11–13], contributes a
quantitative estimation of regeneration stock to each stratum. That estimation is an essential starting
condition for dynamically simulating the ingrowth of regeneration trees into the main stand. Ingrowth,
in turn, is the crucial process for the change of forest stand generations and, thus, a key process for
adaptation to climate change.

The density of regeneration trees within a stand typically varies on a spatial scale of only a few
square meters [7,14,15]. A notable part of that variation will be due to stochastic effects, such as
felling damages and small-scale game browsing within small understory sectors. Statistical models
of regeneration, thus, will not precisely predict the understory stock within such a small-scale stand
sector, even if they would account for any relevant structure attribute of the sector’s local overstory.
Still, such a model might infer the probability distribution of the stand sector’s regeneration stock
from the sector’s local overstory structure. A realistic case of model application, thus, is to derive
a representative collection of such sector-related regeneration stock distributions within a whole
stratum from a known set of structure types within the stratum’s overstory. That distribution set,
through random sampling from each local distribution, could then provide a realistic initial pattern of
regeneration within a virtual stand.

Scenarios of forest growth and structure development are typically based on dynamic simulation
models. To represent growth within the regeneration layer, or even within the overstory, such models
often discretize a given virtual stand into a regular pattern of quadratic tiles with an edge length of
2.5 to 20 m. That way, they take into account the variability of regeneration stock at the horizontal
resolution of small-scale effects. Prominent examples are the regeneration module of SILVA [16] and
modern patch models [17,18].

National forest inventory (NFI) data are ideal to calibrate a statistical model for regeneration
stock. Such a model would cover a wide range of overstory structures and site quality. It would
yield the specific distribution of plot-wise regeneration stock at a given overstory structure and
given site properties, obtained from a large data set. A straightforward approach for initializing
tiles within a stratum-based virtual stand might assume that such a predictor-related distribution
is applicable to represent the distribution within any plot-sized stand subsector of corresponding
predictor values. Based on a sample of stratum-related overstory attributes, it would first evaluate
the overstory surrounding the tile of interest. The result is then related to a specific distribution of
regeneration stock. Conveniently, subplots where regeneration is sampled and model tiles are of a
similar size. Thus, the algorithm would take a random sample of the tile’s regeneration stock directly
from the tile-related distribution.

However, any structure-related distribution of regeneration stock from an NFI-based model
results from a convolution of many distributions: due to the model’s comprehensive data basis, each
of them is specific to one of numerous distinct sub regions. On a large national scale level, due to
a landscape-related browsing intensity and other regional factors [19], strata of a similar structure
and similar site properties might notably differ in their relation between overstory structure and
regeneration stock. Model design may counteract such variation by striving for predictors that
correlate as closely as possible with biological processes and silvicultural practices. Still, the model’s
realism will strongly depend on the level of stratum differentiation and discretization that the model
user intends.

The study at hand conceptualizes an inventory-based model type that aims to predict the
regeneration stock distribution per stratum based on the stratum-intrinsic overstory pattern and
the stratum’s site properties. In order to obtain the distribution per stratum, the model estimates the
distribution of regeneration stock per plot-sized sub-area of the stratum’s virtual stand and samples
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one value per sub-area related distribution. Within that scope, the study follows two fundamental
objectives. The first one is to identify important predictors of regeneration biomass within the large
spatial scope of the German state territory (36 million ha with 11 million ha of forest).

More detailed stratification criteria will result in more appropriate management strategies per
stratum during simulation. However, using highly detailed criteria is also related to high level of forest
landscape discretization. More profound stratification, thus, might lead to smaller strata that differ in
their average regeneration stock due to stochastic variation among them. Hence, such stratification
might impair the precision of a statistical regeneration model. The second fundamental objective,
therefore, is to estimate the degree of stratum differentiation, beyond which the model produces a
critical bias of the per-stratum average. To meet both fundamental objectives of the study, we design
two closely related model versions: one uses data from the German National Forest Inventory (referred
to as NFI in the following). That inventory covers the total German forest area. However, due to its
spatial resolution (4 km × 4 km), it is not ideal for analyzing the model performance on the spatial
level of landscape-related simulation scenarios (about 50,000 ha of forest). Therefore, the study uses a
second model version that is based on the exceptionally dense Bavarian State Forest Inventory (BSFI,
200 m × 200 m). That inventory covers a state forest area of almost 1 million ha. In order to determine
the limit of spatial resolution that our modelling approach currently has, we evaluated the bias of
the BSFI-based model as dependent on the differentiation of strata formed from BSFI plots on two
different discretization levels.

Both models use the aboveground regeneration biomass within each plot as a dependent variable
that is closely linked to net primary production [20]. As the height of regeneration on the plot scale
may be highly heterogeneous [11], regeneration biomass represents resource supply more directly than
the total number of regeneration trees per plot.

At the current state of model development, our study focuses on plots dominated by European
beech (Fagus sylvatica L.) within the overstory. European beech is by far the most important broadleaved
species in Central Europe. As it is shade tolerant, it occurs along a broad range of stand structures and
sites. Moreover, it primarily regenerates through natural seed dispersion.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Data

On the national scale level, the study at hand used the German National Forest Inventory (NFI,
4 km grid) that covers the whole forest area of Germany. The version of these data was the third
and most recent survey conducted in 2011 and 2012 [6] with reference date 1 October 2012 [21].
For evaluating the bias of the BSFI-based model as related to the resolution of strata, the study applied
plot data from the Bavarian State Forest Inventory that covers the forest area managed by the Federal
State of Bavaria (BSFI in the further text, 200 m grid). The BSFI surveys 41 forest management units
with an average size of about 20,000 ha, each at a repeat cycle of 10 years. Per each forest management
unit, it applies individual due dates.

2.1.1. German National Forest Inventory (NFI)

The German National Forest Inventory (description mostly taken from [6]) is based on a regular
4 km × 4 km quadrangle grid that covers the entire national forest area (~11,400,000 ha, 59,858 plots).
It is denser inside some federal states where it has a 2.83 km × 2.83 km or 2 km × 2 km grid. Each grid
point represents a north-to-south oriented square with an edge length of 150 m. At the corners of each
square, there is exactly one inventory plot, so that the square represents an inventory cluster. On all
plots, the NFI measures the overstory (trees of DBH ≥ 7) around each plot center as an angle count
sample with a standard basal area factor (BAF) of 4. In addition, it takes the DBH of each sampled tree.
Based on the BAF and measured DBH, overstory stem densities per ha are calculated. Within most
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plots, height measurements are collected on a subset. In continuous cover forests, however, the heights
of all sampled trees are measured.

Regeneration trees (DBH < 7 cm) are surveyed within two concentric circles that are situated 5 m
north of the plot center. To that end, small saplings with a height of at least 0.2 m and less than 0.5 m
are counted on the inner circle of a 1 m radius. Understory trees with a height of at least 0.5 m are
counted on the outer circle that has a 2 m radius. Within that circle, the counted trees are attributed
to different size classes. The first class comprises trees with a height of less than 1.3 m (and at least
0.5 m). Higher trees are attributed to the DBH classes 0 to 5 cm, 5 to 6 cm, and 6 to 7 cm (upper limits
excluded). The radius of the inner circle is extended to 2 m if it would comprise less than four trees
within the default radius of 1 m. The NFI registers the browsing of regeneration by an annotation per
tree size class. A total of 46% of all plots with a beech-dominated overstory and regeneration had been
marked as being browsed by ungulates in at least one regeneration size class.

Within this regeneration survey, the NFI computes regeneration biomass per tree size class from
height if the tree considered is less than 1.3 m high and, furthermore, as based on diameter if the tree is
higher [22,23]. The height-based part of the biomass calculation, to that end, uses one standard height
per class, one of 0.35 m (for height class 0.2 to 0.5 m) and one of 0.9 m (>0.5 m to 1.3 m). It applies one
generalist biomass to height relation for either coniferous or broadleaved species. On the contrary,
the diameter-based biomass estimation interpolates between the height-based biomass at a height of
1.3 m and a species-specific biomass value at a DBH of 10 cm calculated with a modified Marklund
model [24]. For model calibration and evaluation, we selected a subset of 7823 inventory plots with
a basal area (BA) share of beech that was more than 55% within the overstory. That data set will be
denoted as “NFI data” in the following (Table 1).

Table 1. Value characteristics of the base data set from the German national forest inventory NFI
(n = 7823) used to analyze the influence of the overstory on the biomass of the regeneration fraction.
Columns q 2.5 and q 97.5 show the 2.5% and 97.5% quantile, respectively. Column n denotes the
number of data records used to calculate that range, as well as the mean of the variable considered.
Column Ori. (origin) indicates whether the data were native (N) or derived by own computation (D).
Further abbreviations are Lr. (layer), BAF (basal area factor), ER (ecoregion), and EL (elevation).

Lr. Variable Symbol Basis Level Ori. n Mean q 2.5 q 97.5 Unit

Overstory

tree diameter Dt – tree N 52,404 42 10 80 cm
tree height Ht – tree N 52,404 28 11 40 m

tree number/ha Nt Dt BAF tree N 52,404 76 7 520 ha−1

Stand Density Idx. SDI Nt, Dt plot D 7784 516 90 1 099 –
Spec. Profile Idx. SPI Ht plot D 7784 0.49 0 1.26 –

H-D Characteristic HD Ht, Dt plot D 7784 0.58 0.05 0.97 –
Top height Hmax Ht plot D 7784 30 13 42 m
Site Index SI ER, EL plot D 7784 36.58 35.37 37.33 m

Quad. Mean Dia. Dq Nt, Dt plot D 7784 36 11 67 cm

Regeneration

tree height – – tree N 22,808 3.69 0 9 m
tree diameter – – tree N 22,808 0.7 0 5.5 cm
tree biomass bc – tree N 22,808 0.74 0 8.5 kg

tree number/ha nc – tree N 22,808 5253 0 31,831 ha−1

biomass/ha – bc, nc plot D 7784 6.0 0 46 t ha−1

tree number/ha – nc plot D 7784 15,392 0 98,218 ha−1

The total BA shares within that set were 84% for beech and 93% for deciduous species in general.
We classified 48% of all selected plots as beech monoculture (BA share > 90%). Within the set of
beech-dominated plots, the share of regeneration biomass was 74% for beech and 92% for deciduous.
Furthermore, 30% of the plots had a regeneration biomass of zero.

2.1.2. Bavarian State Forest Inventory (BSFI)

In contrast to the NFI, which has mainly monitoring purposes, the BSFI is designed to support
forest management planning on the level of forest management units (20,000 ha). Therefore, it uses
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a much higher spatial sampling density on a square grid of a 200 m grid width on average.
Each inventory unit is a circular plot with an area of 400 to 500 m2 that encloses several smaller
concentric inventory circles. Only trees above a certain threshold DBH (typically 30 cm) are recorded
on the whole plot area. Trees with a DBH < 30 cm and ≥ 11 cm are measured within an 80 to 125 m2

circle. The smallest class of trees with a DBH < 11 cm, including regeneration trees, is surveyed
on a 25 m2 circle [25]. The minimum height of regeneration trees to be sampled in the BSFI is
0.2 m, the same as in the NFI. Trees up to a height of 1.3 m are recorded at a higher-class width, i.e.,
0.1 m. Trees of a DBH > 0 and < 7 cm are recorded per DBH levels 1.5, 2.5, 3.5, 4.5, 5.5, and 6.5 cm.
The beech-dominated BSFI data set used for model calibration and evaluation was selected by the
same criteria as the NFI data. That set of plots with beech-dominated overstory will be named “BSFI
data” in the following (Table 2).

Table 2. Value characteristics of the base data set from the Bavarian State Forest inventory BSFI
(n = 11,954) used to analyze the influence of the overstory on the biomass of the regeneration fraction.
Columns q 2.5 and q 97.5 show the 2.5% and 97.5% quantile, respectively. Column n denotes the
number of data records used to calculate that range, as well as the mean of the variable considered.
Column Ori. (origin) indicates whether the data were native (N) or derived by own computation (D).
Further abbreviations are Lr. (layer), BAF (basal area factor), ER (ecoregion), and EL (elevation).

Lr. Variable Symbol Basis Level Ori. n Mean q 2.5 q 97.5 Unit

Overstory

tree diameter Dt – tree N 96,429 34 8.5 65 cm
tree height Ht – tree N 96,429 25 9.3 37 m

tree number/ha Nt Dt BAF tree N 96,429 73 15 404 ha−1

Stand Density Idx. SDI Nt, Dt plot D 11,954 519 74 1080 –
Spec. Profile Idx. SPI Ht plot D 11,954 0.6 0 1.4 –

H-D Characteristic HD Ht, Dt plot D 11,954 0.54 0.03 0.95 –
Top height Hmax Ht plot D 11,954 29 10 40 m
Site Index SI ER, EL plot D 11,954 35.4 36.25 37.33 m

Quad. Mean Dia. Dq Nt, Dt plot D 11,954 32 9.7 59 cm

Regeneration

tree height – – tree N 42,342 2.18 0.2 9.2 m
tree diameter – – tree N 42,342 1.4 0 6.5 cm
tree biomass bc – tree N 42,342 1.4 0 12 kg

tree number/ha nc – tree N 42,342 2503 321 16,040 ha−1

biomass/ha – bc, nc plot D 11,954 4.3 0 30 t ha−1

tree number/ha – nc plot D 11,954 7667 0 47,705 ha−1

The study comprised 11,954 plots from 26 spatially independent inventories over the federal state
of Bavaria that had been taken within different years for the period from 2003 to 2012. The basal area
shares within the BSFI data were 84% for beech and 91% for deciduous. A total of 41% of all plots were
beech monoculture. In order to maintain consistency between NFI and BSFI data, we calculated the
regeneration biomass per BSFI plot with the biomass algorithm of the NFI. The share of regeneration
biomass then was 76% for beech and 89% for deciduous. Within the BSFI data, 29% of the plots had a
regeneration biomass of zero. BSFI plot data, in difference to NFI data, have two topological keys: one
that refers to the enclosing forest stand and one that is unique to the enclosing forest management unit.
A total of 6073 of the 11,954 plots were spared from model calibration to form strata of a sufficient size
for evaluation. Thus, half of all, i.e., 5881 plots remained to parameterize the BSFI-based model.

2.2. Data Preparation

The BSFI surveys regeneration trees within a larger collective of DBH < 11 cm. Again, to keep
regeneration tree data from NFI and BSFI consistent with each other, we confined regeneration trees
from both inventories to the group with a DBH < 7 cm.

Based on an ecophysiological perception of the regeneration process [26,27], we derived a set
of overstory characteristics from the inventory plot data that likely determine regeneration biomass.
These properties represent above and belowground competition, growth potential, and stand maturity.
Both the NFI- and the BSFI-based model use the same set of predictors. In order to parameterize
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each model, we computed one independent set of plot-related predictor values per each inventory.
For quantifying the overstory stand density, we used the Stand Density Index (SDI) [28] which enables
a comparison of stand densities at very different development stages. This structure indicator has been
shown to be an effective predictor of regeneration in previous work on experimental plots [29]. It is
defined through Equation (1):

SDI = N
(

Dq
25

)1.605
, (1)

where N is the number of trees per ha and Dq is the quadratic mean diameter in cm. The SDI may
be considered to represent the spatial concentration of tree biomass [4] (p. 399 ff.). Thus, it is a
comprehensive indicator of the degree of competition for above- and belowground resources.

While the SDI expresses the current stand density at the time of measurement, we also required
a variable that indicates whether a stand has been kept at higher or lower densities in the long
run, because a low density could also result from heavy thinning in a previously dense stand.
Therefore, we developed a method for quantifying whether an overstory tree is slender or stout,
or has a normal height for its DBH. As a benchmark for normal heights at a given DBH, we fitted an
allometric height-diameter model to overstory tree height and diameter (equation with parameters in
Appendix A). Based on the residuals of that model, we estimated a DBH-related probability distribution
to standardize the deviation between actual height and normal, i.e., expected height. That distribution
enables us to introduce the Height Diameter Characteristic, HD. HD is defined as the probability (P)
that any tree of the same diameter might be equally or less high (Equation (2)):

HD = P(h ≤ h0|d = d0), (2)

where h is height as a random variable, d is DBH as a predictor, and h0 and d0 are tree height and DBH
as measured, respectively. Thus, HD can obtain any value between 0 and 1. For a tree of any diameter,
HD = 0.5 indicates an average, i.e., normal height to diameter ratio. HD > 0.5 marks an above average
tall tree and HD < 0.5 a stout one. That characteristic, hence, aims to indicate the extent to which a tree
had been inhibited in diameter growth through neighbor competition in the past.

The Species Profile Index SPI [4] (p. 281 ff.) is a proxy for a forest stand’s richness in species and
vertical structure simultaneously. High values indicate structurally rich stands and values of 0 indicate
homogenous monospecific stands (Equation (3)):

SPI = −
S

∑
i=1

Z

∑
j=1

pij lnpij, (3)

where S is the number of species, Z is the number of height layers, and p is the relative frequency
of species i in stand height layer j (exclusively species with pij > 0 considered). The Species Profile
Index in its standard form is based on three stand height layers whose upper borders are Hmax × 1,
Hmax × 0.8, and Hmax × 0.5, where Hmax is the maximum tree height in the stand of interest. SPI, thus,
might indicate whether biomass is concentrated into exactly one tree class or shared among several
ones within the stand being considered.

For quantifying the NFI and BSFI plots’ growth potential, we used a Site Index (SI), defined as the
site dependent predominant tree height at age 100. It was computed by the site-productivity algorithm
as implemented in the forest growth model SILVA [16]. That computation was based on the spatial
position of the inventory plots and the German map of forest ecological regions [30]. Moreover, we
included the Quadratic Mean Diameter (Dq) as a predictor that indicates the developmental state of the
stand with respect to tree maturity for harvest. Stands with high Dq are in a phase where regeneration
is promoted through felling. German forestry is marked by a large variety of treatment. Within one
third of the forest, area transformation to uneven-aged stands and the maintenance of such stands is
common. As an indicator of the stand’s development stage, thus, we used the maximum height per
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plot (Hmax) that is not limited to even-aged stands. Comparing both inventories by mean and range of
corresponding native and derived variables, it can be seen that both are similar (Tables 1 and 2).

2.3. Models

Both models, the NFI- and the BSFI-based version, have the same structure. With the key objective
to estimate the local probability distribution of regeneration biomass within an inventory plot, each
model comprised a deterministic part as well as a stochastic one. The deterministic module aims to
predict the distribution’s expectancy value. As a complement, the stochastic part serves to estimate the
variation around that predicted average. At the current stage of development, we aimed to restrict
the presumptions for the deterministic module to a minimum. Accordingly, to predict regeneration
biomass per ha B, we used a generalized additive mixed model (GAMM) for both the NFI-based model
(Equation (4a)) and the BSFI-based one (Equation (4b)):

Bij = β0 + β1·SDIij + β2·SPIij + β3·HDij + β4·Hmaxij + β5·SIij + s(Dqij) + rij. (4a)

Bijk = β0 + β1·SDIijk + β2·SPIijk + β3·HDijk + β4·Hmaxijk + β5·SIijk + s(Dqijk) + rijk. (4b)

The fixed effects in this model are the Stand Density Index (SDI), the Species Profile Index (SPI),
the Height Diameter Characteristic (HD), the stand maturity indicator (Hmax), the Site Index (SI),
and the quadratic diameter (Dq). Except for Dq, all fixed effects in the model are linear (i.e., they are
multiplied by one of the regression parameters β1, . . . , β5). In contrast, the effect of Dq is modeled
with a nonlinear spline-based smoother [31], which is indicated by the symbol s(Dq). It accounts for a
hypothesized nonlinear relation between Dq and regeneration stock due to a likely minimum of light
transmission between the phase of adolescence and intense harvest.

In the model’s NFI-based version, the indices j and i associate any plot j to the corresponding
four-plot cluster i. The BSFI-based version uses a further index k to represent the embedding of any
plot k into the associated forest stand j and the enclosing forest management unit i. Variable r represents
the deterministic part’s residuals, which deserve special attention. Due to the clustered data structure,
r contains random effects on different levels. Within the NFI-based model, it comprises one single
group effect that is due to the organization of plots within the inventory clusters (Equation (5)):

rij = bi + εij, (5)

where bi is a cluster specific random effect and εij represents i.i.d. errors. The BSFI-based model
comprises two group effects (Equation (6)):

rijk = bi + bij + εijk, (6)

where bi is the random effect related to the forest management unit and bij is the stand-related one.
εijk represents the i.i.d. errors.

For fitting each model’s deterministic part (Equations (4a) resp. (4b)), we took into account that
its absolute residuals (r in Equation (4)) might become larger as regeneration biomass (B) increases.
In order to compensate for such heteroscedasticity, we applied a standard method [32] (p. 188).

Therefore, the deterministic part of the model (Equations (4a) resp. (4b)) was first calibrated
to unweighted data to obtain the corresponding set of absolute residuals, i.e., the values of r. Then,
a specific variance function (Equation (7)) was fitted to the squared residuals:

r2 = euB̂+v, (7)

where r is the absolute residual, B̂ is the predicted biomass, and u and v are parameters to be estimated.
Finally, the deterministic model part was fitted again with each observation weighted by the inverse of
the residual variance as estimated through Equation (7). For fitting the deterministic part, we used
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the statistical software R [33] and the function gamm4 from package gamm4 [34]. The distribution
assumption implied by the fitting procedure for Equation (4a) is bi ~N(0, σ1

2) and εij ~N(0, σ2
2).

For fitting Equation (4b), we correspondingly assumed bi ~N(0, σ3
2), bij ~N(0, σ4

2), and εijk ~N(0,
σ5

2). In order to facilitate the reproduction and application of the deterministic model part, we
complemented both Equations (4a) and (4b) with an approximation that refrained from the smoothing
spline s(Dq). To that end, we replaced s(Dq) with a small set of polynomials. Therefore, we predicted
regeneration biomass based on the observed Dq values and the mean of each remainder predictor. Then,
we fit one polynomial to the data of predicted biomass over Dq within each of several Dq intervals.

The stochastic model part again uses an identical set of equations within the NFI- and the
BSFI-based model. It aims to represent the typical spread of regeneration biomass values around an
average value as predicted by Equations (4a) resp. (4b). Therefore, it describes the distribution of
the deterministic part’s residuals. As these residuals turned out to be heteroscedastic, they were
standardized through division by the corresponding predicted mean biomass to obtain relative
residuals. For approximating the variability among such relative residuals, the stochastic model
part applies the gamma probability density function that is a flexible function confined to positive
values. It uses one parameter for shape and one for steepness (rate), as given by Equation (8):

W(R) =
βα

Γ(α)
Rα−1e−βx, (8)

for R > 0, where R is the randomly distributed relative residual. Both α (shape) and β (rate) are
parameters (>0). Г denotes the Gamma function. To obtain parameter values for Equation (8) and to
account for remaining heteroscedasticity, we estimated the function’s characteristics from the biomass
predicted by the deterministic part. Therefore, the stochastic part uses linear trends of the distribution’s
parameters shape α and rate β over predicted biomass (Equations (9a) and (9b)):

αl = u1l + v1l B̂l + ε1l , (9a)

βl = u2l + v2l B̂l + ε2l , (9b)

where B̂ is a biomass value predicted by Equations (4a) resp. (4b); u1, u2, v1, and v2 are regression
parameters; and index l stands for an observation. Both ε1 ~N(0, σ6

2) and ε2 ~N(0, σ7
2) are the

i.i.d. errors. In order to describe both trends, we divided the range of predicted biomass values
into 40 intervals, each representing a quantile width of 2.5%. Within each of them, we fitted one
gamma probability density function to the enclosed relative residuals. That way, we obtained a set of
40 distribution functions and, concomitantly, a data set of 40 estimated values for both parameters,
shape and rate. For describing the biomass-related trend of a parameter considered—i.e., either
shape or rate—we associated each parameter value to the corresponding interval’s predicted biomass
median and applied a linear regression (Equations (9a) and (9b)) to the resulting point set. Thus, for
any predicted biomass and its accompanying residual distribution, we estimated the corresponding
parameters, shape and rate. For fitting the density functions, we used the statistical software R and the
function fitdist from package fitdistrplus with moment matching estimation [35].

2.4. Evaluation

We considered the deterministic model part (Equations (4a) resp. (4b)) as a prototype that
might include non-relevant predictors. In order to present each model in a refined form that was
exclusively based on relevant fixed effects, we applied two selection criteria to its predictors: one was
the significance as obtained from the fitting of Equations (4a) resp. (4b). The other was the Akaike
Information Criterion (AIC) [36]. We used that criterion to identify the model nested into Equations
(4a) resp. (4b) that had the minimum tradeoff between goodness of fit and simplicity, i.e., the one with
the minimum AIC. Moreover, we assessed the importance of each individual predictor variable using
that method (Appendix B).
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For evaluating the stochastic model part, we first tested whether the theoretical density
distribution function it uses is a feasible model for the true distribution of the relative residuals
obtained from the deterministic module. Although we had expressed each residual of the deterministic
part as a relative deviation from the predicted value, we could not eliminate the dependence of the
residual distribution on the deterministic part’s predictors. For analyzing the residual distribution,
we thus had to use a subrange of the plot data—including observed and predicted biomasses—with
an acceptable homogeneity of the residual distribution therein. To that end, we considered a predictor
space that was enclosed by a restricted quantile range of the three most influential predictors but still
included enough data (quantile 25 to 75%). We then selected all data with predictor values inside that center
range, and fitted the gamma density distribution function to the relative residuals obtained from these
data. For evaluating that function, we tested it against the subset’s observed relative residuals using the
Kolmogorow-Smirnow test of the statistical software R (function ks.test from package stats, [37]). Moreover,
we applied a QQ-plot to plausibilize the function’s fit (R function qqplot from package stats, [38]).

For evaluating the results generated by the stochastic model part, we simulated relative residuals
based on that module. To that end, we predicted the shape and rate of the stochastic part’s
gamma distribution function based on each predicted biomass from the deterministic model part
(Equations (9a) and (9b)). We then sampled one simulated random residual per biomass value from
the resulting set of distribution functions. Finally, we compared the simulated residuals to the observed
ones within a QQ-plot.

In order to evaluate the bias of our modelling approach as dependent on the level of stratum
differentiation, we applied the BSFI-based model to exemplary strata. We formed these strata from the
set of BSFI plots that had been spared from model calibration. On the lower one of two discretization
levels considered, the strata exclusively differed in the average tree size as a fundamental stratification
criterion. On that level, we formed exactly one stratum per tree size class. Concomitantly, each
stratum summarized plots from a number of spatially separate forest management units (each typically
20,000 ha). On the second level of discretization, we further subdivided the strata of the lower
discretization level by the forest management unit, to obtain the additional model bias related to such
higher spatial differentiation. In order to form the tree size classes, we used a basal area weighted
average tree diameter that comprises both understory and overstory. It has routinely been applied to
classify strata for SILVA-based simulation scenarios on the landscape scale level (Table 3). The set of
BSFI plots for exemplary stratification was formed through random sampling of at least 140 plots per
diameter class and forest management unit.

Table 3. Classification levels of the average diameter used for stratification with pct of plots in the BSFI
(Bavarian State Forest Inventory) data (see Section 2.1.2).

Class Diameter [cm] 1 Pct of Plots

4 0 to 8 3
12 8 to 15 6
20 15 to 25 15
30 25 to 35 28
40 35 to 45 28
50 45 to 55 15
60 55 and more 5

1 Lower limit excluded.

The study at hand used two evaluation criteria for comparing the modelled distribution of
regeneration biomass to the observed one per stratum. One criterion is the mean value. The other is
the mean value’s cumulative frequency within the stratum, i.e., the approximate probability of a below
average vs. an above-average regeneration biomass. That probability was used to assess whether
the stochastic part of the model leads to a realistic frequency of dense vs. sparse regeneration stock
within the stratum being considered. For generating the modelled data, we predicted the regeneration
biomass per plot based on Equation (4b). Then, we constructed the according residual distribution
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per plot (Equation (8)) using Equations (9a) and (9b) to estimate the parameters shape and rate in
Equation (8) from the plot’s predicted biomass. Finally, we calculated a modelled biomass value per
plot as the product of the plot’s predicted biomass and one relative residual value sampled from the
estimated distribution. Then, we aggregated the modelled per-plot values on a per-stratum basis to
obtain the modelled evaluation criteria. In order to corroborate our per stratum evaluation, we stabilized
the value of each evaluation criterion through bootstrapping [39] with 100 replicates per stratum.

3. Results

Most fixed effects of the deterministic model part, i.e., Dq, Hmax, Stand Density Index SDI, Species
Profile Index SPI and Height-Diameter Characteristic HD had a significant influence on regeneration
biomass within both models (NFI-based Table 4, BSFI-based Table 5). The remainder predictor, SI, was
exclusively relevant for the NFI-based model. Thus, the deterministic part of the NFI-based model
with minimum AIC (see Section 2.4) was Equation (4a), while the corresponding part of the BSFI model
with the smallest AIC was a version of Equation (4b) without Site Index SI.

The typical biomass-trend associated with each fixed effect indicates an outstanding relevance
of Dq, Hmax, and SDI (NFI: Figure 1a–f, BSFI: Figure 2a–e). Within both the NFI- and the BSFI-based
model, the fitted nonlinear effect of Dq revealed a strong influence of that predictor on regeneration
biomass. That relation had a marked minimum of 3 t ha−1 at a Dq of 30 cm vs. a value of 5 t ha−1 at
Dq values larger than 40 cm (Figures 1a and 2a).

Figure 1. Profiles of regeneration biomass as predicted by the deterministic model part based on the NFI
(German National Forest Inventory, Equation (4a)). Each profile is presented over one predictor with,
at the same time, the remainder predictors at their mean value (abbreviation H-D: Height-Diameter);
profiles ordered by the relevance of the referring predictor based on the AIC criterion ((a–f), see
Section 2.4); dotted lines refer to the confidence interval; each predictor shown within its 95% interval;
the stochastic part (Figure 3a,b) covers the residual distribution.

The increase of the AIC related to each predictor when it was removed as the only one from
Equation (4a) and Equation (4b) (without SI) underpins the predictors’ rank in importance (Table 6).
In both models, the most important predictor was Dq, followed by Hmax and SDI. However,
the NFI-based model and the BSFI-based model differed in the importance of their remainder common
predictors: Species Profile Index SPI was more relevant than Height-Diameter Characteristic HD in
the NFI-based model. The approximation to the deterministic part that substitutes the term s(Dq) (see
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Section 2.3) deviated by less than 0.3 t (NFI) and 0.6 t (BSFI) if it used two polynomials (maximum
deviation as quantile 95%, parameters in Appendix C, Table A2 resp. Table A3). The mean deviations
were at 0.1 t (NFI) and 0.2 t (BSFI).

Table 4. Coefficients of the regeneration biomass model based on the NFI (German National Forest
Inventory, Equations (4a) and (5)). The variables are denoted as in Equations (4a) and (5), i.e., SDI
(Stand Density Index), SPI (Species Profile Index), SI (Site Index), Hmax (maximum height), HD (Height
Diameter Characteristic), Dq (Quadratic Mean Diameter); β1 to β5 are corresponding fixed effect
coefficients; s(Dq) is a univariate penalized cubic regression spline [31] over Dq (Figure 1a); b is the
NFI cluster specific random effect, and s1 is its standard deviation; ε represents the i.i.d. errors and s2

represents their standard deviation.

Intercept
Fixed Effect of Random Effect

SDI SPI SI Hmax HD s(Dq) bi εij

Symbol 1 β0 β1 β2 β3 β4 β5 – s1 s2
Value 74,344 −6.87 −1498 −1304 304 −2927 – 5536 11,750

SE 143 0.60 380 265 32 692 –
p-value <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001

1 In Equation (4a).

Figure 2. Profiles of regeneration biomass as predicted by the deterministic model part based on the
BSFI (Bavarian State Forest Inventory, Equation (4b)). Each profile is presented over one predictor with,
at the same time, the remainder predictors at their mean value (abbreviation H-D: Height-Diameter);
profiles ordered by the relevance of the referring predictor based on the AIC criterion ((a–e), see
Section 2.4); dotted lines refer to the confidence interval; each predictor shown within its 95% interval;
the stochastic part (Figure 3c,d) covers the residual distribution (profiles based on 5881 BSFI plots used
for model calibration).
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Table 5. Coefficients of the regeneration biomass model based on the BSFI (Bavarian State Forest
inventory, Equations (4b) and (6)). Site Index (SI) was not significant as a predictor and removed
from Equation (4b) (see Section 2.4); the variables are denoted as in Equations (4b) and (6), i.e., SDI
(Stand Density Index), SPI (Species Profile Index), Hmax (maximum height), HD (Height Diameter
Characteristic), Dq (Quadratic Mean Diameter); β1 to β5 are corresponding fixed effect coefficients; s(Dq)
is a univariate penalized cubic regression spline [31] over Dq (Figure 2a); bi is the random effect specific
for the forest management unit, and s3 is its standard deviation; bij is the stand specific random effect,
and s4 is its standard deviation; εij represents the i.i.d errors and s5 represents their standard deviations.

Intercept
Fixed Effect of Random Effect

SDI SPI SI Hmax HD s(Dq) bi bij εijk

Symbol 1 β0 β1 β2 – β4 β5 – s3 s4 s5
Value 40,074 −4.59 −1194 – 255 −4610 – 1150 3667 7684

SE 251 0.48 289 – 26 571 –
p-value <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001 – <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001

1 In Equation (4b).

Table 6. The increase of the AIC related to each predictor when it was removed as the only one
from Equation (4a) and the nested model of Equation (4b) with minimum AIC (see Section 2.4).
Abbreviations are NFI (German National Forest Inventory) and BSFI (Bavarian State Forest Inventory).

Model
Increase in AIC Related to Predictor

SDI SPI SI Hmax HD s(Dq)

NFI (Equation (4a)) 96 14 10 127 10 229
BSFI (Equation (4b)) 388 67 – 406 253 2682

Within the predictors’ center range considered for distribution analysis (see Section 2.4), given
now by intervals of Dq, Hmax, and SDI, the KS-test rejected the strict hypothesis that the gamma
probability density function was a precise theoretical model of the residuals’ distribution. A QQ-plot,
however, indicates (Figure 3b,d) that this density function is a feasible approximation to the empirical
density distribution of the residuals (Figure 3a,c). If estimated from the deterministic part of the
NFI-based model and its residuals, the relation between the predicted biomass and each parameter of
the gamma density function, shape and rate, is close to a linear one (Figure 4a,b). A linear trend also
sufficiently approximates both relations if they are based on the BSFI data and the deterministic part of
the BSFI-based model (Figure 4d,e). Sampling from the stochastic parts of both models (as described
in Section 2.4), within at least 95% of the data, yielded a distribution that had similar quantiles as the
one computed from observed residuals (QQ-plot, Figure 4c,f).

Further results consider the evaluation of the BSFI-based model as dependent on the level of
stratum differentiation, i.e., on the degree of landscape discretization. The basic stratification that only
used the criterion of diameter class (Table 3) formed a set of seven strata. Among these strata, the ratio
of measured to modelled regeneration biomass had a mean of one-fold (Figure 5a). It ranged from
0.8 to 1.2-fold. Among the diameter classes 30, 40, and 50 that represent 71% of all 11,954 BSFI plots
used, the bias range was notably smaller, i.e., from 0.8 to 1.0-fold. Cumulative frequency values (%)
based on measured data deviated from the predicted ones by absolute values ranging from −7.4 to 2.6
(Figure 5c). Among strata of classes 30, 40, and 50 (Table 3), again, the absolute deviation of measured
from modelled cumulative frequency (%) was small at a maximum of ±0.6.
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Figure 3. Plausibility test of the theoretical probability distribution that provides the basis for the
stochastic part of the model (Equation (8)); diagrams (a,b) are based on the NFI, i.e., German National
Forest Inventory; (c,d) are based on the BSFI, i.e., Bavarian State Forest Inventory. That distribution of
relative residuals (R in Equation (8), per-plot regeneration biomass to predicted regeneration biomass)
is presented here from within a center range of the data (see Section 2.4) where the three main predictors
of the deterministic model part (Figure 1), Dq, SDI, and Top Height, lie within their interquartile range
each; both (a) (resp. (c)) and (b) (resp. (d)) compare the theoretical distribution to the empirical one;
diagrams (a) and (c): probability density of the relative residual; the bars refer to the empirical density,
and the line refers to the density obtained from a fitted gamma probability density function; diagrams
(b) and (d): the QQ-plot of the quantile based on the fitted probability density function (Theoretical
Quantile) over the quantile based on the measured data (Empirical Quantile); all shown within the 95%
quantile of the relative residual ((a), (b) based on 1353 NFI plots, (c), (d) based on 1069 BSFI plots used
for model calibration).

The stratification resulted in a notably smaller plot number per stratum, if it was based on
the forest management unit in addition to the diameter class. Then, exclusively strata of diameter
classes 30, 40, and 50 provided the minimum sample size postulated by the study at hand (140 plots).
Only such strata will be considered by the following analysis. Still, they comprise 71% of all plots
from the BSFI data set. The range of bias between measured and predicted per-stratum mean biomass
among strata of that group was notably higher than the typical one among such strata that were based
on the diameter class only. Their bias range was from 0.6 to 1.2-fold vs. 0.8 to 1.0-fold. The bias
had a mean of 0.9-fold (Figure 5b vs. a). Thus, there was an additional bias of predicted stratum
biomass within ±0.2-fold, if the strata formation used the forest management unit as a further criterion.
That additional data spread was due to the scatter of the observed per-stratum values around their
diameter-class average (±0.15-fold).
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Figure 4. Diagrams (a,b) show the parameters α and β of the stochastic model part (Equation (8))
based on the NFI (German National Forest Inventory), as represented by the trend line of shape α

(diagram (a)) and rate β (diagram (b)) over the predicted regeneration biomass (Equations (9a) and
(9b), parameterized equation shown above corresponding figure); the stochastic model part considers
the scattering of the relative residuals of the deterministic part (Figure 1); diagram (c) is the result
of the corresponding plausibility test of the stochastic model part with a QQ-Plot that compares
7784 quantiles Q of the modelled relative residual vs. the empirical one up to Q = 95% (relative residual
is R in Equation (8), per-plot regeneration biomass to predicted regeneration biomass); diagrams (d–f)
present the corresponding results based on the data of the BSFI (Bavarian State Forest Inventory, (d,e)
based on 5881 plots used for model calibration; (f) based on 6073 points spared from calibration for
evaluation).

Moreover, there was also an increase of the absolute deviation in the mean’s cumulative frequency
(%), related to the forest management unit level, which was at ±6. Hence, there was a notable
stochastic effect on the forest management unit-level that reduced the precision of the model, if strata
were formed by both diameter class and forest management unit. All stratum-related values that we
presented here are stable: the uncertainty of any observed average value per stratum due to per plot
variation of regeneration biomass was commonly below 0.05-fold of the observed value.
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Figure 5. Diagrams (a,b): Mean of measured regeneration biomass over mean of predicted regeneration
biomass per stratum obtained from the BSFI (Bavarian State Forest Inventory); (a) if strata have been
formed based on the diameter class (Table 3); (b) if strata have both been formed based on diameter
class and Forest Management Unit: the higher data spread on that scale level points to an as yet
stochastic factor to be captured; in diagram (a), the numbers 4 to 60 denote diameter classes [cm] of
4 ± 4, 12 ± 3, 20 ± 5, 30 ± 5, 40 ± 5, 50 ± 5, and 55 to 80; in diagram (b), due to the sample size
required per stratum the data focus on diameter classes 30, 40, and 50 (71% of all 11,954 BSFI plots);
diagrams (c), (d) show the according result of the cumulative frequency (Cum. Freq.) of mean biomass;
the cumulative frequency serves to indicate the quality of the modelled distribution characteristics (all
based on 6073 inventory plots spared from model calibration for evaluation).

4. Discussion

4.1. The Study Responds to a Common Requirement for Model Initialization

Regeneration constitutes a key process within the development of forest structure and stock [40].
Its initial state is thus a pivotal condition for the result of forest management scenarios that exemplify
the development of ecosystem services on the landscape scale level (e.g., [1]). In order to estimate
regeneration within the northern Rocky Mountains, Ferguson et al. [41] predicted the probability per
tree density class and the maximum tree height among regeneration trees with a statistical model
obtained from stand management lists. Schweiger and Sterba [11], as well as Tremer et al. [12], extended
that approach in order to represent the tree density per species and height class. Kolo et al. [13],
based on the German national forest inventory, presented a model that estimates the probability of
regeneration to occur based on German national forest inventory data. They underpin the relevance of
structure and site as model predictors.

Biomass growth is closely linked to the stand intrinsic fluxes of radiation, heat, and water.
These fluxes, in turn, depend on resistances that originate from canopy and soil properties [42].
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Regeneration biomass thus represents a fundamental outcome of the regeneration process. On the
experimental plot level, that key variable has enabled researchers to survey the quantitative relation of
regeneration stock and structural indicators [29]. The study at hand considers a continuative approach
in order to represent regeneration stock on the landscape scale level. It aims to supplement virtual
stands from simulation strata with a realistic amount of regeneration biomass. The rationale for
using biomass as a predicted variable is to split up the modelling of regeneration stock into two
consecutive steps. The first step is the estimation of regeneration biomass involving an essential
stochastic component that accounts for previous and unrecorded disturbances. The second one is yet
to be implemented. It distributes the biomass estimated per tile of a dynamic regeneration model
among tree size classes. In order to initialize dynamic models, we will complement our approach by
an algorithm that derives the species-specific proportion of regeneration biomass. Therefore, a logistic
model (e.g., as used by Tremer et al. [12]) based on overstory species shares is a likely candidate.
Moreover, our model type will translate regeneration biomass into a realistic height profile of tree
density. That profile will likely be based on a biomass-related maximum height per plot and a tree
biomass to height relation from empirical data.

4.2. The Study Conceptualizes and Evaluates a Novel Biomass-Based Approach

The statistical model from the study at hand comprised a deterministic part and a stochastic one.
Both parts complement each other in order to predict the characteristic distribution of regeneration
biomass within plot-sized stratum subsectors. Within the deterministic module, we aimed to reduce
the number of presumptions on the one hand and the degrees of freedom on the other. Therefore, we
applied a linear relationship between the biomass and most of the predictors considered. In order
to represent the dependence of regeneration biomass on the Dq, however, we presumed a nonlinear
partial regression. The results confirmed that nonlinear relationship and showed that Dq is a highly
relevant predictor. Kolo et al. [13] underpinned that relevance and reported an increase of probability
with Dq. However, they pointed to the converse trend within previous work. The study at hand
demonstrated that both tendencies exist and depend on stand maturity. Moreover, the deterministic
part of the NFI-based model points to a local maximum of biomass at a Dq of 50 cm. The strong
increase of regeneration stock with lower Dq values starting from 35 cm is likely due to target diameter
felling and the removal of competitors within the overstory. An indicated drop of the biomass at Dq
values beyond the local maximum is well justified by a decreasing abundance of mature beech [43].

An observed value of regeneration biomass, beyond resource supply to the understory, may
imply both intensity and point in time of a disturbance. Disturbance incidents are rarely reported
within inventory data. However, they influence the residual distribution of regeneration biomass at
given predictor values. Therefore, we complemented the deterministic model part with a stochastic
one that describes the distribution of relative residuals. That stochastic model part used the gamma
probability density function. After parameterization, that variable shape function strictly monotonically
decreased with pole zero and asymptote zero. Previous work [44,45] has reported a distribution of
canopy gap size that resembles a falling exponential function. It underpins that the gamma density
distribution function is a suitable approximation to the regeneration biomass distribution at given
overstory structure attributes. Although the model type of the study at hand is suitable for both of the
inventories considered, the NFI-based model, as it has the more general geographical scope, is the
actual candidate of further development.

4.3. The Modelling Approach Exemplified Provides a Basis of Future Development

We exemplarily evaluated the predictive quality of the model type presented as dependent on the
stratum resolution. Therefore, we applied the BSFI-based model, in a first step, to strata that exclusively
differ in the average diameter of their inventory plots. That application test underpinned that a
regeneration biomass model of the type considered may sufficiently approximate the regeneration
biomass of such generalist strata. Moreover, the model met the observed cumulative frequency of the
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average biomass per stratum. The stochastic part of the model thus generated a realistic heterogeneity
of the stratum-intrinsic regeneration biomass. However, a test with strata of a higher discretization
level that also included the forest management unit was linked to a notable increase of model bias.
That additional bias was certainly due to processes that, on the one hand, vary among strata with size
of a forest management unit but, on the other, have no equivalents in the model as fixed effects.

4.4. Browsing Is a Likely Missing Indicator

Kupferschmid et al. [19] pointed out that browsing intensity considerably varies among Swiss
federal states (Kanton), many of which have a total area of about 150,000 ha. That area size
corresponds to the average size of the total landscape around a typical German state forest management
unit. Browsing in general has been reported to be a severe inhibitor of regeneration [46–48].
Kolo et al. [13] accordingly assumed that browsing is a major cause of leeway within their prediction
of regeneration probability.

4.5. Most of the Random Effect Is Due to Within-Stand Variability

Kolo et al. [13] reported that their model predicts the occurrence of regeneration at a notably
high rate of 72%. The remaining leeway of 28% corresponds to the wide probability distribution
within the stochastic part of both our models. The variation among forest management unit-based
strata, in contrast to that among plots, was notably smaller. That finding indicates that even at the
highest discretization level considered, the largest part of variability is intrinsic to each stratum. Thus,
the stochastic model part, as given by the residual distribution of the deterministic part, mostly
represented a typical stand-intrinsic variation. Hence, one may consider its distribution characteristics
as mainly governed by small-scale effects.

4.6. Application of Such Model Has to Account for General Limitations of Any Inventory

A study on inventory plots cannot guarantee that the overstory recorded within a plot is equivalent
to the one that takes influence on the plot’s regeneration (light from aside [49]). Within the NFI data,
an error due to side light effects is less critical, as the small inventory circle for regeneration is situated
five meters north of the plot center. Moreover, the radius of angle count sampling increases with
DBH and hence canopy height (e.g., at DBH 40 cm to 20 m). Thus, the overstory fraction that controls
the influence of direct solar irradiance is likely covered by the inventory method of the NFI to the
largest part.

4.7. The Most Relevant Predictors Will Be Accessible through Remote Sensing

The ongoing development of airborne laser scanning (ALS) contributes novel methods for the
collection and analysis of 3D point clouds. Such methods permit researchers to access crown diameters
and to classify tree species below the top-most layer of a stand, as exemplified by Lindberg and
Holmgren [50]. Jucker et al. [51] presented allometric equations that infer the tree diameter from
airborne crown dimensions. The most relevant indicators of our model, Dq, Hmax, and SDI, will thus
be a regular future outcome of remote sensing-based inventories. ALS, moreover, may gain support
through combination with further airborne and terrestrial methods, such as Terrestrial Laser Scanning
(TLS) [52].

4.8. Future Work Has to Explain Random Effects and Might Extend the Focus of Model Application

The most relevant task of future development is to identify the processes that explain the model
bias on the level of a forest management unit. A possible one is browsing that is strongly related to the
local hunting regime [53]. Further research has to quantify the intensity of such processes by predictor
variables that are available from local forest management, e.g., as class variables. If one applies the
model to inventories that cover multiple tenure types, the model quality will certainly benefit from
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including the type of the forest owner [13]. Statistical regeneration models might further be used
to support the plausibility of spin-up runs. Such dynamic initializations are well established for
defining the initial regeneration status within succession models, e.g., in [54]. A statistical regeneration
model, moreover, might be applied to correct values of regeneration stock after several time steps of a
simulation have passed.

5. Conclusions

The study’s type of regeneration model significantly relates regeneration biomass to indicators
of structure and site. Within large subunits of forest landscape classified by dominating species and
average diameter, such a model represents regeneration stock at an acceptable precision. For initializing
dynamic management scenarios on the landscape scale level, the approach is thus promising. However,
this type of model requires additional indicators, if the landscape subunits also differ by the forest
management unit. One possible candidate for such a predictor is browsing.

The Quadratic Mean Diameter (Dq) is a strong indicator of stand development and, moreover, of
regeneration biomass. An average tree diameter is thus a well-reasoned stratification criterion. Dq,
Hmax, and SDI are the most relevant predictors. This finding is promising for a remote detection of key
stand attributes. Future development of the statistical regeneration model will consider browsing as an
additional predictor. Therefore, a quantitative relation between browsing intensity and regeneration
stock within inventory data will be advantageous. The modelling approach, as a future benefit, may
help to estimate the potential of natural forest recovery after severe overstory loss.
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Appendix A

An allometric height-diameter model was fitted to to overstory tree height and diameter.
That model followed Equation (A1):

h = A · dB, (A1)

where h and d are individual tree height and diameter, respectively, and A and B are parameters.
That model was fitted to individual tree overstory data from the deciduous fraction of the NFI to meet
the conditional (1) mean value; (2) 2.5% quantile; and (3) 97.5% quantile of height h as dependent on
diamteter d. Thus, we obtained three representations of Equation (A1) with defined parameter values
(Table A1) that enabled us to represent a conditional gaussian distribution of h at any given diamteter
d. That conditional gaussian distribution enabled us to calculate the Height Diameter Characteristic
given by Equation (A2) as a conditional probability P:

HDC = P(h ≤ h0|d = d0), (A2)
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where h is height as a random variable, d is DBH as a predictor, and h0 and d0 are tree height and DBH
as measured, respectively.

Table A1. Parameter values that result from fitting of Equation (A1) to the distribution of individual
tree height–diameter data.

Distribution Characteristic Equation (A1) Was Fitted to
Parameter Value

A B

Mean 5.142 0.437
2.5% quantile 1.803 0.580

97.5% quantile 7.563 0.420

Appendix B

In order to assess the importance of each individual predictor, we removed each predictor
variable exclusively from the model of minimum AIC to obtain one nested model per predictor
removed. We then compared the AIC value of that nested sub model to the AIC value of the optimal
one. That variable whose exclusion caused the greatest AIC difference was considered the most
important one.

Appendix C

Two polynomials were applied in order to approximate the spline s(Dq) within the deterministic
part of both the NFI-based model (Equation (4a)) and the BSFI-based model (Equation (4b)).
They enable the application of each model independently of the original data and of the statistical
software R. Each polynomial conforms to the following Equation (A3):

∆B = d1·Dq + d2·Dq2 + d3·Dq3, (A3)

where ∆B is the change in regeneration biomass related to Dq. That approximation may be applied in
order to predict biomass from Dq and each remainder predictor (see Equations (4a) resp. (4b)). To that
end, first the corresponding row in Table A2(NFI) and Table A3 (BSFI) is to be selected. The row to be
considered is the one with the Dq interval that encloses the given value of Dq. The approximate value
of predicted regeneration biomass B is then:

B = I + S + ∆B, (A4)

where I is the value in the column Intercept of the table considered; S is the sum of each of the predictors
except Dq multiplied by the slope given with its name; and ∆B is the value that results from applying
Equation (A3) to Dq and the parameters from columns d1, d2, and d3. Each of these approximations is
exclusively valid within the corresponding interval of Dq (hence, the intercepts may notably differ).

Table A2. The parameters of the approximation to the deterministic part of the NFI-based model (see
Section 2.3 and Equation (A3)) that substitutes s(Dq) by two polynomials; the intercept implies that of
the polynomial approximation and thus depends on the interval of Dq.

Dq Interval Intercept
Slope of

SDI SPI SI Hmax HD d1 d2 d3

≤56.6 79,000 −6.87 −1498 −1304 304 −2927 −2543 66.88 −0.54
>56.6 52,630 −6.87 −1498 −1304 304 −2927 −2.06 −0.58 0
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Table A3. The parameters of the approximation to the deterministic part of the BSFI-based model (see
Section 2.3 and Equation (A3)) that substitutes s(Dq) by two polynomials; the intercept implies that of
the polynomial approximation and thus depends on the interval of Dq.

Dq Interval Intercept
Slope of

SDI SPI SI Hmax HD d1 d2 d3

≤35 50,530 40,074 −4.59 −1194 – 255 1338 −19.06 0.082
>35 −25,973 40,074 −4.59 −1194 – 255 −5522 206 −2.55
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